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Abstract
In this review, we discuss recent advancements in the study of clustering phenom-
ena occurring in light nuclei, and their influence on nuclear structure, dynamics, and
astrophysics. In the introduction, we outline the historical steps leading to the concept
of α-clusterization in nuclei and provide a comprehensive description of the evolu-
tion of nuclear models capable to describe clustering aspects in nuclear systems and
of the main experiments and discoveries leading to the development of this research
field. We also describe some spectroscopic techniques that are used to establish the
clustered nature of a given nuclear state. Some relevant experimental and theoretical
findings recently reported both in experimental and theoretical works are discussed
in the text. We put emphasis on recent achievements and remaining problems in the
description of the structure of light isotopes, from helium to neon, including both self-
and non-self-conjugate nuclei. Particular attention to the implication in the nuclear
astrophysics context and to clustering effects in the dynamics of nuclear reactions is
pursued all along the review.

Keywords Clusters in nuclei · Alpha-clustering · Nuclear molecules · Nuclear
spectroscopy · Cluster models

1 Introduction

The static properties and the dynamical evolution of many-body systems in nature
are determined by the properties of the potential energy of the system. In particular,
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physical systems find more convenient reaching stages characterized by lower values
of the corresponding potential energy, resulting in a gain in stability. A genuine effect
of this aspect is represented by the common tendency of the elementary constituents
of a system to congregate in sub-units, often indicated as clusters. This peculiar and
ubiquitous phenomenon, which is commonly referred as clustering, is present in a
large varieties of physical systems and in an extremely broad range of length scales:
in astrophysics, with the clusters of stars and galaxies; in the micro-physics domain,
with clustering of atoms and molecules; and even in social science and biology, where
several human or animal behaviors can be explained in terms of sub-aggregation of
independent subjects.

The aim of this report is to review some recent results linked to the occurrence
of α-clustering in atomic nuclei. This subject is very broad, involving the structure
of light nuclei, the presence of molecular-like structures formed in nuclear reactions,
the occurrence of cluster decay from very heavy nuclei, the impact on astrophysics of
clustering, the structure of hyper-nuclei, and many other aspects that have been well
referred and discussed at general conferences on Nuclear Physics and, in particular, in
the well-known series of International Conferences on Clustering Aspects on Nuclear
Structure and Reactions (started in 1969, with 11 editions up to now) and, more
recently, in the Status of Art on Nuclear and Cluster Physics (SOTANCP) Workshop.
Excellent books and review papers on clustering are also available in the literature
(among the others, see. e.g., [1–9]), forming a complete introduction to all the topics
related to clustering in nuclear physics. In the present review, we will discuss some
of the published results coming from the last 5 years of experimental and theoretical
studies on clustering in light nuclei; even if we tried to be as inclusive as possible,
we are aware that we could have missed some important findings and we apologize in
advance for this. The review is preceded by an extended historical note on clustering
that (we believe) could represent a stimulating starting point for much more broad
historical and biographical investigations, and by an introduction to (some of) the
models, techniques, and strategies commonly adopted in the discussion of clustering
aspects in light nuclei.

2 Clustering in nuclei: a historical overview

The origins of the cluster model for the atomic nucleus are commonly traced back to
the very beginning of nuclear physics. Soon after the discovery of alpha radioactivity
by Becquerel, and Marie and Pierre Curie, and after the identification that α particles
were nuclei of 4He atoms (Rutherford, see e.g., [10]), several scientists supposed that
nuclei could be composed of α particles, stably residing inside the atomic nucleus.
An example of a nuclear model of this type was proposed by George Gamow in
1930 [11]. With the large body of data coming from nuclear reactions during the 30s,
and the breakthrough discovery of the existence of the neutron (Chadwick, 1932),
such naive approaches were quickly abandoned, in favor of a more reliable vision of
the nucleus as constituted by protons and neutrons (e.g., Fermi gas model [12], and
Liquid Drop Model (1935) [13]). In 1935, Werner Heisenberg proposed a theory of
α–α interactions that included in a qualitative way the presence of exchange forces and
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considered the possible analogy with interactions between atoms of noble gasses [14].
This α–α interaction was then used to describe the behavior of nuclei, and the results
were compared with predictions made using nucleon–nucleon interactions. Since both
the approaches had their limits in the description of data, Heisenberg deduced that a
more solid description of nuclei could be characterized by an intermediate behavior
between the twomodels. In 1936, Bethe and Bacher [15] critically reviewed the coeval
nuclear models using α particles as constituents, arriving at the conclusion that the
adverse arguments against the α model were more effective than the favorable ones.

A change of perspective occurred in 1937, the golden year of α-clustering in nuclei.
It was in this year, in fact, that Wilfried Wefelmeier, a German physicist,1 clearly
noted the extra-stability, in terms of binding energy, of N = Z even–even nuclei, as
12C, 16O, 20Ne, and proposed that they could be considered as formed by α particles
arranged, in a molecular-like fashion, to form peculiar and regular geometries [17].
Wefelmeier attached, even on an epistemological basis, the considerations of Bethe
and Bacher, and underlined that the α-like particles at the basis of his model were
transient units, with a short-lived identity, but nevertheless dynamically influencing
thewhole structure of the nucleus. In a biographic note,Carl Friedrich vonWeizsäcker2

recognized the priority of the alpha geometric model of the nucleus toWefelmeier and
indicates, possibly, one of the causes of the progressive reduction of Wefelmeier’s
scientific activities: the insurgence of a progressive disease leading to his death at
only 35 years [16]. Wefelmeier did not limit the applicability of the α model of the
nucleus just to self-conjugate nuclei, but applied it also for heavy nuclei [17, 18]; in
this framework, he tried to explain the different branching ratio toward α- or β-decay
in actinide and transuranic nuclei, evidenced by Lise Meitner [19], considering the
different shapes predicted by his model.3 A beautiful overview of the Wefelmeier’s
model is described in [23]. Curiously, in his main article on α-clustering in nuclei
[17], Wefelmeier warmly thanked his old mentor in Bern, Rudolph Signer, at that time
non-tenured professor of inorganic chemistry, who, some decades after, would have
become one of the fathers of the discovery of the DNA double helix. It is, therefore,
possible that some of the seeds of the α model of the nucleus were planted during
the discussions between Wefelmeier and Signer in Bern in the period 1935–1936,

1 Wefelmeierwas essentially a freelance scientist, with a complex and introvert personality, often in contrast
with the academic and politic institutions in the Germany of his time. In the obituary dedicated to him by
C.F. von Weizsacker [16], he noted: “In science, he was distinguished by complete originality of questions,
productive imagination and constant vivid display of rich empirical material. He was born to be an outsider.
[...] In 1937, when I convinced him to work for a period in our institute, I told him: “You are a corsair. But
don’t you think that having served some time in the regular army can also help you in this profession?”
He accepted this point of view, came and stayed for 6 years.” (translated from the German). Curiously,
Wefelmeier was not formed as a physicist, but he studied Chemistry and Economic science [16].
2 The first textbook on nuclear physics introducing for the first time the cluster model of the nucleus was
the famous Weizsacker’s “Die Atomkerne—Grundlagen und Anwendungen ihrer Theorie” (Akademische
Verlagsgesellschaft, Leipzig 1937).
3 Despite the solicitations of vonWeizsacker, Otto Hahn refused three times to meet Wefelmeier to discuss
with him on possible theoretical explanation of fission (based on the “kernwurst” model introduced by
Wefelmeier). No citation toWefelmeier’s works is reported in the subsequent articles by Hahn andMeitner,
even if Otto Frisch found some concepts of theWefelmeier’s model very useful to understand the parameters
of fissile nuclei [20]. For a detailed historical perspective of physics in Berlin at the end of 30s and on the
discovery of fission, see also [21, 22].
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Fig. 1 An artistic overview of
the α cluster model by
Wefelmeier, Wheeler and
Hafstad–Teller. Geometrical
arrangements of clusters in
self-conjugate nuclei are
pictorially indicated in
correspondence to the number of
bonds between α particles. The
almost linear relationship
between the number of bonds
and the energy needed to
disintegrate a self-conjugate
nucleus into its Nα cluster is
indicated by the dotted line. See
also [25]
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and, subsequently, germinated with more thorough discussions in Berlin with von
Weizsacker. Almost contemporary to Wefelmeier’s work, John Archibald Wheeler
developed also his cluster model of the nucleus [24], with many concepts borrowed
from the Chemistry world and several contact points with Wefelmeier’s work.

In the same period, a young student of the Fermi school, Ugo Fano (at that time
visiting researcher at Leipzig), considered, for the first time, the effect of the Pauli
exclusion principle on the behavior of the wave function of one extra-nucleon in
Wefelmeier’s model: the density distribution of the odd-nucleus should be far away
from the concentration ofα clusters [26]. If the alpha particles constituted an elongated
regular structure, as indicated by Wefelmeier for nuclei with Z ≈ 71, the orientation
of the orbital angular momentum of the odd proton should have stayed along the
longitudinal axis of the figure, explaining the positive value of the quadrupole moment
[26, 27]. Similar arguments were applied also to explain the known trend of magnetic
moments [28]. After the pioneering works of Wefelmeier, Wheeler, and Fano, at the
end of the 30’s, there was a strong development of the α model of the nucleus: Hafstad
and Teller [29] and Dennison [30] were able to predict the existence and the position
of some excited states in self- and non-self-conjugate nuclei, reinforcing the idea that
the regularity of the observed binding energies in light nuclei should be ascribed to
the number of bonds between two α-particles (see Fig. 1).

The only nucleus slightly deviating from the astonishing linear trend of the α-
binding energy as a function of the number of bonds was 20Ne (see Table 1): the
trigonal bi-pyramid arrangement accounted for 9 bonds, while the agreement with
the other points would have been a bit better if a number of 8 effective bonds was
considered. Indeed, Wefelmeier suggested that the bond connecting the two alphas at
the opposite vertex of the bi-pyramid would be much less effective than the others
because of the large distance involved and the shadowing effect due to the distribution
of the remaining three αs in the central plane.

Interestingly, this model was extended also to non-self-conjugate nuclei, as 56Fe: in
such case, 13 α particles should form a centered icosahedron with 42 bonds, with the
remaining four neutrons playing a minor role in the overall structure of the nucleus.
Indeed, the observed alpha binding per bond is not so far (just 15% smaller) from the
value observed for lighter self-conjugate nuclei, giving support to the model [27].
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Table 1 Geometrical configurations proposed by [17, 31, 32] for the first self-conjugate nuclei

Nucleus N. of α-s Configuration N. bonds α-binding
energy (MeV)

α-binding energy
per bond (MeV)

8Be 2 Straight line 1 −0.092 −0.092
12C 3 Triangle 3 7.275 2.425
16O 4 Tetrahedron 6 14.437 2.406
20Ne 5 Trigonal

bipyramid
9 19.167 2.130

24Mg 6 Tetragonal
bipyramid
(octahedron)

12 28.483 2.374

28Si 7 Pentagonal
bipyramid

16 38.467 2.404

32S 8 Sphenoidal
bipyramid

19 45.415 2.390

The number of bonds is indicated together with the α-binding energy and the α-binding energy per bond

In deriving their alpha model, Wefelmeier, Wheeler, and Hafstad and Teller clearly
considered the α clusters inside nuclei as short-lived structures: after a certain time
interval, they would dissolve inside the nucleus and then, from nucleons inside the
nucleus, another α-particle can be formed, and so on [33]. In this context, it was
fundamental to estimate, in a semi-classical way, the degree of stability (and the
corresponding lifetime) of an α-like particle in the nucleus, in comparison with the
period of vibration or rotation of excited nuclei [27]. A first attempt of this type was
made by Wheeler [24], who defined the lability of an α cluster in a given vibrational
state of a nucleus as the time required by such a cluster to exchange a proton or a neutron
with its surroundings moving in opposite phase. Semi-classical considerations based
on the Rayleigh formula for normal modes of vibrations led Wheeler to observe that
the survival time of the cluster was well larger than the typical vibration time of the
nucleus. This finding suggested the impact of α clustering in determining the structure
of excited states of nuclei. Another great merit of Wheeler was the introduction of the
Resonating GroupModel of a nucleus at the end of the 30s [34], with the possibility of
expressing thewave function of a nucleus as a linear combination of different clustered
structures contributing with different weights to its structure.

In all such considerations, it was early evident that a solid knowledge of the
spectroscopy of excited states in 8Be and 12C would have been extremely useful
to understand the applicability and the details of the α model. In this context, unfor-
tunately, some contradictions occurred in the 30s, leading to several shortcomings
in the interpretation of data. The first excited state of 8Be, i.e., the famous 3.0 MeV
broad 2+ state, was discovered by Dee and Gilbert [35] in 1936. After some months,
Feenberg and Wigner, starting from theoretical considerations, suggested a J = 2
nature for such a state [36] and foresaw that the broad width should be associated
with an easy disintegration of this state into two α-particles not well bound by the
Coulomb barrier. A new experiment on α+4He scattering, made by Samuel Devons in
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1939 [37], and the subsequent data analysis in terms of partial waves contributing to
the scattering differential cross section, confirmed the J = 2 assignment. However, in
1941, Wheeler [38] performed a new comprehensive review of α+4He scattering data,
and from a very elegant phase shift inspection based on Complex Analysis, deduced
a 0+ assignment for the first excited state in 8Be, leading to strong difficulties in the
description of 8Be α structure on a simple geometrical basis and complicating the
groundings of the α model. It is worth noting that Wheeler’s results were questioned
only at the beginning of 1950, especially by analyzing the behavior of 8Li beta decay
data, see [39].

The samediscouraging condition affected the spectroscopyof 12C. In 1936,Gilberto
Bernardini and Daria Bocciarelli in Florence [40] and Heinz Maier-Leibnitz in Hei-
delberg [41] analyzed the 9Be(α,n)12C reaction induced by radioactive alpha emitters
on a thin 9Be film, finding that several groups of neutrons were observed (Florence
and Heidelberg) and that associated gamma radiation was present (Heidelberg). From
kinematic analysis, they suggested the occurrence of states at about 4.4 (clearly evi-
dent from the neutron analysis of Bernardini and Bocciarelli) and 6.3 MeV (quite a
weak neutron group). No solid information on the spin of the state was reported until
the 50s [39]; just a tentative 2+ or 0+ assignment for the 4.4 MeV state was reported
in [27]. The situation was a bit better for the 16O case, thanks to the study of α+12C
scattering and on the 19F(p,α)16O reaction [27, 39, 42, 43]. Naturally, with such poor
spectroscopic information, all the speculations made with the alpha cluster (or other)
models at that time were just tentative and often subject to contradictory discussions.

Anyway, the success of the α model of the nucleus in describing the binding energy
of the ground state of self-conjugate nuclei led several authors to investigate in more
detail the characteristics of the α+α interaction, as it can be inferred from the elastic
scattering of α particles on 4He and from the structure of the 8Be nucleus. In doing
this, some of them often applied the “Hartreee model of nuclei” [44] (an independent
particle approach, based on the theory of nuclear forces available at that time) to
determine the binding energies of self- and non-self-conjugate nuclei with perturbative
corrections of increasingly large order, leading to the formation of clusters. Grönblom
and Marshak [45], Margenau [46], and Wergeland [47] attempted to introduce, in a
quantitative way, the effect of exchange forces in the description of the interaction
between multiple α particles, finding that the effect of exchange forces was of the
same order of magnitude and with a similar range as the ordinary van der Waals-
like attraction; this feature would lead to the lack of additivity of the interactions
between three or more α particles, in striking contrast with the atomic physics case.
In this sense, the apparent additivity of the energies of the α particle bonds was
considered as a fortuitous results of muchmore complex, and essentially non-additive,
interaction effects [45].Other shortcomings of theαmodelwere related to the difficulty
in the description of the so-called 4n + 2 nuclei: the predictions for a self-conjugate
nucleus with two extra-nucleons were different from the ones obtained starting from
the subsequent self-conjugate nucleus with two holes [25]. Better success was instead
seen in the description of 4n ± 1 nuclides [27].

Intense research activities on the emission of light clusters during the slow-neutron-
induced fission of 235U were performed during the 40’s and the early 50s; an early
communication by Richard Present (1941) based on the analysis of potential energy
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profiles of fissioning nuclei, indicated as dynamically possible a ternary scission of
heavy nuclei in the context of the liquid drop model with deformation. In particular,
the work by Ernest Titterton [48] especially focused on ternary fission events where
an high-energy α particle accompanied the two fission fragments; accurate analysis
of emulsions showed that αs were emitted with an average energy of � 15 MeV and
with an angular distribution strongly peaked at 90◦ with respect to the fission axis.
It is interesting to notice that (more rare) ternary fission events with the emission of
clusters heavier than an α particle (with mass numbers up to 9) were also observed in
the same period (see, e.g., the work of [49] at the College de France).

The introduction of the nuclear shell model at the end of the 40s led to an eclipse
of the α model. The shell model was in fact much more powerful in the description of
the spectroscopy of medium to heavy nuclei, concerning both ground state and excited
states properties. Some problems, anyway, were still persisting on the structure of very
light nuclei (see, e.g., [50]). A typical example was the structure of the 6Li ground
state: since the end of the 40’s, it was known that it has Jπ = 1+, μ = 0.822μN and
a tiny quadrupole momentum. The last feature would point out the presence of four
nucleons saturating the 1s shell and the remaining two “valence” nucleons in the 2s
shell, with parallel spins coupled to give the Jπ = 1+ value; with such a structure, that
would strongly reflect a α-deuteron cluster structure, the predicted magnetic dipole
moment would be μ = 0.88μN , quite close to the experimental value. This scheme
was in total disagreement with shell model predictions and beautifully pointed out the
cluster nature of 6Li; similar arguments were found also for 7Li.

In the same period, much more refined experimental observations of the spec-
troscopy of light nuclei were reported in the literature. For example, in 1951, Guier et
al. [51] investigated at Evanstone the states of 12C produced with the 9Be(α,n) reac-
tion induced using a thin α source bombarding an ultra-thin Be foil. The analysis of
neutron groups pointed out the existence of a state close to 7.5 MeV. Two years later,
Harries in Oxford [52] performed the same reaction using a cloud chamber to directly
detect the electron–positron pairs emitted by the 4.4 MeV state of 12C. The angular
distribution of the pairs was in excellent agreement with the predictions from a decay
of a 2+ state. Very interestingly, 7 events of pairs with a total energy of 7.0 ± 0.6
MeV were reported, and since no γ -radiation was seen in the region of 7 MeV, he
assigned this state as a candidate 0+. In the same period, Fred Hoyle, starting from
the considerations made by Salpeter and Opik [53], discussed the possibility that the
rate of the triple-α process in red giants could strongly be enhanced by the presence
of a resonant state in 12C with a 0+ nature and excitation energy slightly above the
3α threshold (7.27 MeV). At the end of 1953, a dedicated high-resolution experiment
of the 14N(d,α) reaction at the Kellogg laboratory (CalTech) by the group of Ward
Whaling [54] unequivocally confirmed the existence of the state predicted by Hoyle,
at apparent energy of 7.68MeV.4 A few years later (1957), again at CalTech, the group
of William Fowler [55] investigated the beta decay of 12B, and the “Hoyle state” was
quite firmly assigned as 0+.
4 To perform this experiment, Whaling used a very large magnetic spectrometer that should be moved from
its original hall. To move the spectrometer, he and his collaborators used hundreds of tennis balls, under
a plate on which the spectrometer sat. “Sure enough, we moved that darn thing down the hall, rolling it”,
Whaling recalled in an interview given at CalTech.
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It was observed at the end of the 50s that the Jπ and the position of the Hoyle state
and of a number of other excited states in self-conjugate nuclei (as the 6.05 MeV, the
second 0+ state in 16O) were very difficult (or even impossible) to be described in
the framework of the shell model. This observation, together with the availability of
new data on electron scattering on light nuclei and, consequently, of a more accurate
mapping of their density distribution, leads to a resurgence of the cluster model of the
nucleus. For example, Dennison [56] tried to describe the known excited states of 16O
in the framework of the α model; the difficulties seen in the description of the second
0+ state of 16O lead Morinaga [57] to suppose the possible existence of a linear-chain
of α-particles to describe the structure of this state and also of the Hoyle state in 12C.
The search for members of the rotational bands built on the Hoyle state and on the 6.05
MeV state of 16O represented a long hunt in nuclear spectroscopy that is beautifully
described, for example, in the series of proceedings of the Cluster conferences.

On a more general theoretical ground, in 1958, a seminal work of Karl Wildermuth
and Themis Kanellopoulos [58] at CERN introduced a new cluster model for particles
moving independently in a harmonic oscillator potential. In this case, thanks to the
intrinsic properties of the potential, the global wave functions can be separated in terms
of clusters of particles in relative motion; if interactions are added, the lowermost
energy states are expected to be the ones where the clusters are unexcited, but they are
in different states of relative motion. One year later, Benjamin Bayman and Aage Bohr
[59] demonstrated the strong connections between the cluster model of Wildermuth
and Kanellopoulos and the coeval model developed by James Philip Elliott using
the SU (3) group theory to investigate the occurrence of collective motions in the
framework of the shell model [60]. All these models played a leading role in the
theoretical calculation of α particle spectroscopic amplitudes, linked to the degree of
clusterization of a given state in a nucleus (see Sect. 3 for further discussions).

At the endof the 50s, therewas also a renewed interest in understanding the details of
α-decay. In 1958, George Igo performed an optical model analysis of α scattering data
on medium to heavy nuclei, carefully determining the shape of the potential seen by
an α particle from the nuclear surface to outside [61]. One year later, John Rasmussen
performed accurate penetrability calculations in the WKB approximation by using
the Igo potential and taking also into account the possible presence of the centrifugal
barrier [62]. This procedure allowed to re-determine the reduced α widths (see Sect.
6.1), linked to the pre-formation probability of an α particle in the parent nucleus, for
a large series of even–even emitters in the Z = 84–100 region. The effect of the shell
closure at N = 126 was clearly demonstrated from the trend of the reduced α width
distributions. In 1960, Hans Mang succeeded in reproducing the relative trends of the
reduced α width distributions for odd and even Polonium and Astatine emitters on the
basis of pure shell model calculations; the observed problems in the description of the
absolute values of the widths were attributed to the presence of clustering effects close
to the nuclear surface not well taken into account in the conventional configuration
mixing used to perform the calculations [63].

The possible reconciliation between shell model calculations and the occurrence
of clustering was a problem in fashion during the 60s also for the description of the
structure of light self-conjugate nuclei in the framework of the shell model. In general,
it was observed that when a residual interaction between nucleons is included, the
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solution of the many-body problem for light nuclei could lead to spurious states and
missing configurations that can be overcome by considering α-clusterization (see e.g.,
the discussions in [64, 65] for the 16O case). In the same period, it was proposed also
to use the generator coordinate method of Griffin, Hill, and Wheeler [66] to describe
the clustered nature of states in light nuclei; a historical example can be found in the
paper by Brink and Weiguni [67] for the description of the structure of 20Ne. The
Alpha Cluster Model proposed by Brink et al. [68] as an extension of the old work
by Margenau [46], was subsequently used to describe the cluster structure of several
self-conjugate nuclei (see, e.g., [65, 69]). Another mathematical model for clustering,
developed by Yuri Smirnov and collaborators in Moscow, allowed the calculation of
electric transitions strengths Eλ; from the comparison with experimental data, a large
degree of α clustering in 9Be was seen, with an isolation extent of α clusters well
larger than the one typically predictable by shell model calculations [70].

The route toward the understanding of clustering was widened at the end of 50s
by an important technical discovery made at the Fermi Institute of the University
of Chicago: the development of a new source able to produce Lithium ions [72, 73],
subsequently accelerated to 2.1MeV by a van der Graaf accelerator.5 With this facility,
George Morrison performed in 1961 some studies of (6Li,d) and (7Li,t) reactions at
2.1 MeV on 6,7Li targets that pointed out, for the first time, the possible occurrence of
α-transfer mechanisms, and suggested this type of reactions as a powerful tool to study
the clustering in light nuclei. Several α-transfer reactions were studied during the 60s
and the 70s, both in the stripping and pick-up modes, leading to the determination of
α spectroscopic factors (indicated as Sα and linked to the degree of α clusterization in
a given nucleus, see Sect. 3 for theoretical details) in nuclei of the p and sd shells. A
detailed discussion of all the experimental Sα values obtained during the 60s and 70s
was reported in the review work of Fulbright [74]. The simultaneous development of
a theory for particle–particle angular correlations in the sequential decay of unbound
excited states allowed also to determine unambiguously the spin and parity of several
excited states; one of the pioneer investigations using this technique was made by the
group of Artemov and Goldberg at the Kurchatov Institute for the study of α cluster
states in 16O [75], followed few years later by similar analyses of the Catania-Saclay
group on several oxygen isotopes [76, 77].

During the 60s, four seminal discoveries were made concerning clusters in light
nuclei, and we discuss them in more detail in the following:

First, in 1960, the Chalk River group of Bromley and Almqvist [78, 79] observed
the presence of broad structures in the excitation functions of cross sections of elastic

5 This discovery was due to the group of Samuel Allison, director of the Fermi Institute, and in particular
to John Edwin Norbeck, at the time young Ph.D. student in Chicago. Norbeck, in particular, was formed
as a chemist, with strong interests on radio-chemistry and chemistry of explosives. To obtain a stable Li
source, they coated the platinum filament of the source with synthetic β-eucryptite powder. As indicated by
Norbeck, the possibility of using natural eucryptite as source of Li ions was suggested in 1955 by Leviant
and collaborators in a Proceeding of the USSRAcademy of Science. In earlier times (1936), Bernard Kinsey
succeeded in producing 1 MeV 7Li beams at Berkeley with a different technique. The high intensity beam
(� 10µA) was driven on Li and Be targets, but no reactions with high-energy ejectiles were registered;
indeed, if the energy was been just few hundreds of keV higher, the overcoming of barrier would have lead
to plenty of reactions and the discovery of previously unknown radioactive isotopes as 13B and 15C. For
discussions on such aspects, see [73].
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scattering and reactions between heavy self-conjugate nuclei (especially in 12C+12C),
at energies close toCoulombbarrier. This breakthroughwasmade possible by the com-
bined use of a newly developed Tandem van de Graaf accelerator and high-resolution
solid-state detectors. The average widths of the observed structures (≈ 100 keV, with
average spacing between peaks of≈ 300 keV) show an intermediate behavior between
the typical values expected for compound nucleus resonances and for potential scat-
tering resonances, and this posed several questions in the interpretation of the results.
A possible answer, based on the characteristics of the optical model, hypothesized the
occurrence of a secondary minimum in the 12C+12C scattering potential to explain the
data, but the origin of such a minimumwas still obscure at that time. Another possibil-
ity suggested by the Bromley’s group was the formation of a nuclear molecule, seen as
a sort of dinucleus made by the two interacting carbon nuclei in close contact, during
the early phase of the collision. At the end of the 60s, a paper by Vogt and Michaud
[80] illustrated the connections between the α cluster description of a 12C nucleus
and the observed structure in the 12C+12C reactions; in particular, α–α interactions
between the two reacting nuclei would give rise to doorway states with characteristics
similar to the broad structures seen experimentally. In the same period, Imanishi and
co-workers at Tokyo University underlined the fundamental role played by the inelas-
tic coupling to excited states in the colliding partners to explain the experimental data
[81].

The second breakthrough of the 60s related to clusters in nuclei was the discovery
of incomplete fusion phenomena by Harold Britt and Arthur Quinton at the HILAC
accelerator in Yale, in 1961 [82]. They investigated the emission of α particles and
protons in reactions induced by carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen beams on gold and
bismuth targets, at energies around 10MeV/nucleon. To detect α particles and protons,
they used a telescope detector made by a proportional counter followed by a thick

Fig. 2 Artistic view of the Ikeda threshold-rule diagram for self-conjugate nuclei (left) and neutron-rich
light isotopes (right). Re-elaborated from [7, 71]
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CsI scintillator crystal. The analysis of angular distributions and energy spectra of
such light particles indicated the presence of a component associated with a direct
emission from the projectile and not coming from the evaporation of a compound
nucleus. Particles escaping from capture would not participate in the fusion between
the colliding partners, giving origin to an incomplete momentum transfer processes,
as early recognized in a seminal work by John Alexander and Lester Winsberg at
Berkeley [83].

The third important progress of the 60s concerned the development of accurate
phenomenological potentials for the description of α–α scattering; these researches
were mainly performed by Darriulat et al. [84] and by Ali and Bodmer [85]. In partic-
ular, the Ali–Bodmer potential was largely used in subsequent calculations by many
models aiming to treat the occurrence of clustering in nuclei.

The fourth breakthrough of the 60s was the publication of the Ikeda diagram [71],
translating into a quantitative table the idea that strong clustered structure in light
nuclei should occur close to the α (or more complex decomposition in self-conjugate
nuclei) thresholds, see Fig. 2. In particular, the philosophy itself of the Ikeda diagram
indicated that clustering could have a very relevant role in nuclear astrophysics: the
presence of near-the-threshold states could in fact have a dramatic impact on the rate
of processes involved during the He burning, as it occurs for example in the case of
the triple-α fusion with the Hoyle state [86]; it has been recently suggested that cluster
states could have a sizeable impact also in heavier burning processes, as for C+C
fusion in more violent stellar scenarios [87].

During the same period, several data on elastic scattering of α particles by light-to-
medium-mass nuclei were collected experimentally, and three characteristic effects,
quite different from the phenomenology seenwith proton or deuteron elastic scattering
experiments, were observed [88]: a pronounced maximum of the differential cross
section at 180◦; a general enhancement of differential cross sections in the backward
hemisphere, and the presence of broad maxima in the excitation functions collected
at backward angles. Some explanations of these phenomena suggested during the 60s
considered the possible occurrence of glory effects [89, 90], analog of the Mie theory
of glory in optics and due to the peculiar α-nucleus potentials, or, alternatively, the
presence of α-exchange effects in the target due to the strong clustering characterizing,
especially light self-conjugate target nuclei [91, 92].

As a historical curiosity, in 1965, Linus Pauling made a tentative merging of the
cluster model and the shell model by introducing the so-called spheron model of the
nucleus [93]; despite the success in reproducing the presence of magic numbers, this
model was not subject to further development by other theorists. At the basis of the
model, there were the spherons, i.e., nuclear clusters made by two (dineutron), three
(3H and 3He) or four (4He) nucleons, formed with a process similar to hybridization,
having a diameter adjusted in order to reproduce the correct magic numbers for poly-
spherons structures leading to an overall spherical symmetry. Some weaknesses of
the model are linked to the use of unbound clusters (dineutrons), the presence of
adjusted parameters, and the lack of a fully quantum mechanical derivation of the
model starting from reliable nucleon–nucleon interaction. A more refined model of
the nucleus, seen as an assembly of light clusters, was later developed by MacGregor
at the end of 70s, with the advantage of using a bi-dimensional Ising model to build
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up the entire nucleus, avoiding ambiguities given by different possible geometrical
setups that could equally describe the nucleus [94].

During the 70s, several authors compared the predictions of the deformed harmonic
oscillator (originally introduced by James Nix for calculations of the fission barrier
in heavy nuclei, [95]) for medium-light nuclei with the Nilsson model ones. The
development of the smoothing method, first introduced by Vilen Strutinsky, allowed
to understand the effect of shell closure in the potential energy profiles of light nuclei
[96]. In this framework, the seminal work by Larsson and Leander on the structure of
medium-mass self-conjugate nuclei, making use of the Nilsson–Strutinsky method,
allowed to predict the existence of several secondary minima in the potential energy
surface of such nuclei, clearly linked with the occurrence of several possible cluster
arrangements [97].

A different approach, searching for a unified description of cluster and shell struc-
ture in light nuclei, was introduced in 1973 by Yasuhisa Abe, Jun Hiura and Hajime
Tanaka. It took the basis from the molecular orbital theory in physical chemistry, and
described the structure of light nuclei by means of a linear combination of nuclear
orbitals (LCNO) obtained by a self-consistent field [98]. Furthermore, accurate evalu-
ations of polarization effects between clusters indicated a strong stability of α clusters
against dissolution in the nuclearmedium for all the lighter-most self-conjugate nuclei.
The leaving behind of the conceptual limitations linked to the applicability of theBorn–
Oppenheimer approximation in the nuclear cluster world was discussed in details in
Ref. [99] and represented an important step in the ripeness of this field of nuclear
physics; in this work, by applying such approximation and using the Ali–Bodmer
potential for the α–α interaction, it was possible to reconstruct the structure of 9Be in
a fully molecular picture.

In the 70s, it was proposed also by Arima, Gillet, and Ginocchio the Quartet model,
aiming at describing the nucleus as made by α particles residing into orbitals similar
to the harmonic oscillator ones and allowing the transition of quartets from an orbital
to another to correctly describe the presence of 0+ cluster states at large excitation
energies [100]; experimental analysis on quartet states in 20Ne were discussed in [101,
102].

In the same period, the presence of broad structures, of the same type of the ones
seen in the 60s in elastic scattering and p, α, n, γ reaction channels, was discovered
also in the excitation functions of complete fusion between self-conjugate nuclei [103].
Also the elastic scattering of identical self-conjugate nuclei (as 12C+12C and 16O+16O)
manifested a bizarre trend of the excitation function close to 90◦, with some recurrent
broad structures resembling a “crowd of elephants” connected one another by the
familiar “tail-trunk” link. Such “elephant scattering” was a mystery during the 70s,
considering also that, during the 60s, the optical model potentials used to describe the
scattering of such light systems were quite shallow. The large mole of accurate elastic
scattering data collected during the 70s pointed out the need for using much more
deep optical potential to describe the data. Such potentials can give rise to complex
refraction phenomena, as rainbows and Airy structure, fully analog to the rainbows
and supernumerary structures seen when the light is refracted by drops of water; this
interpretation, able to explain the “elephant scattering” discussed above, represented
a success of the nuclear reaction theory obtained in the 90s (see, e.g., [104, 105]), and
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beautifully demonstrated, one more time, the strong interconnections between nuclear
physics and other physics branches.

At the end of the 60s (see, e.g., Ref. [106]) and especially during the 70s (with the
large series of works on this subject, both theoretical [107] and experimental [108], at
the University of Maryland), it was introduced a new important experimental probe to
unveil clustering in nuclei. The analysis of missing energy and triple differential cross
sections of (p, pα) knock-out reactions at high bombarding energies (of the order, or
larger than, 100 MeV) allowed to estimate the α-particle spectroscopic factors, Sα ,
thatwere compared bothwithmodel predictions andwith experimental determinations
coming from coeval α transfer studies. The results of α knock-out reactions on light
p-shell nuclei of Ref. [108] were quite surprising: the experimental Sα values were in
good agreement with shell model calculations and, on average, no evidence was found
for additional α particle-like correlations. In a subsequent work, focusing on selected
isotopes from 12C to 66Zn [109], Sα values well larger than the shell model predictions
were observed for the self-conjugate nuclei 12C,16O,20Ne. In the same period were
also performed at Saclay new experiments of quasi-free electron scattering of the type
(e, e′d) and (e, e′α) on 6Li to investigate its degree of clusterization [110]; the obtained
results were similar to the ones found with knock-out reactions induced by light ions.
To testify how this field of nuclear cluster physics is still a lively research line, we
would mention a very recent example of α knock-out reactions used to probe the
interplay between α clustering and neutron skin effect in medium-mass nuclei (stable
Tin isotopic chain), see Ref. [111]. Further, it is worth noting that several knock-out
experiments, induced by radioactive ion beams in inverse kinematics, are currently
under investigations at several radioactive ion beams factory in the world (see, e.g.,
[112]).

The 70s were fruitful years also concerning the accurate study of three-body reac-
tions and the occurrence of quasi-free scattering and reactions mechanisms in light
ion collisions. Some pioneering works on this aspect were performed by Yugoslavian
(Rudjer Boskovic Institute) and American collaborations (see, e.g., [113–115]). Soon
after such seminal works, quasi-free mechanisms were applied to the study of clus-
tering in light nuclei; for example, 5He-α clusterization in 9Be was investigated at
the Tohoku University [116] with the quasi-free 5He+3He→ α + α reaction, and the
momentum distribution between the two clusters was determined. A large campaign
of quasi-free reactions was also performed in the same years at the Catania University
(see, e.g., [117–119]) and several details on the relative motion of clusters inside light
nuclei were deduced. In the same period, it was also suggested that pre-equilibrium
emission of α particles could be fruitfully used to study the pre-formation of the
clusters in medium-mass nuclei (see, e.g., [120]).

60s and 70s are, in general, considered as the golden era of nuclear spectroscopy,
and several details on the properties of rotational bands built on α cluster states,
vibrational excitations and their interplay with single-particle states were investigated
in that period. It is important to underline that this abundance of high-quality data
was triggered also by two important technical progresses: the widespread use of high-
resolution solid-state detectors with associated low-noise and stable analog front-end
electronics [121], and the development of the new split-pole [122, 123] and Q3D
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design [124]magnetic spectrometers to performveryhigh-resolution studies of nuclear
spectroscopy in a broad range of the nuclide chart.

At the beginning of the 80s, a new and important branch of nuclear cluster physics
started, with the discovery by Rose and Jones at Oxford of the cluster radioactivity
in 223Ra (1984), immediately confirmed by Aleksandrov et al. at the Kurchatov Insti-
tute [125], and subsequently deepened by Gales et al. at the Orsay Institute with the
SOLENO spectrometer [126]. The emission of heavy clusters, as 14C and other iso-
topes of carbon and neon from actinide nuclei was already theoretically predicted by
Sandulescu, Poenaru and Greiner [127] and configured a new scenario linking the α

radioactivity and the fission decaymodes of an heavy nucleus. The observed branching
ratio, B R(14C/α) ≈ 8×10−10, was extremely small, but not far from theoretical pre-
dictions obtained with several nuclear structure models [128]. After this breakthrough
discovery, several other studies with much more complex detection systems were per-
formed. They were able to fight against a huge background of α particles and also to
assure the isotopic identification of the emitted clusters [128]. For an overview on this
very interesting part of cluster physics and its connections with nuclear structure of
heavy ions, the reader is referred to [129, 130].

In the same period (from the end of 70s to the 80s), the phenomenology of dinuclear
molecules was deepened by various experimental groups on several trajectories. At
Stony Brook and Brookhaven, Cormier and collaborators performed new measure-
ments of single and double inelastic scattering (to the 4.44 MeV, 2+ state) in 12C+12C
collisions from 15 to 45 MeV [131]. The integrated cross sections show broad oscilla-
tions typical of the insurgence of molecular states, associated with resonances having
very large spin values. Several studies of elastic and inelastic scattering of asymmet-
ric systems, as 12C+16O [132], and of scattering and reaction cross sections even for
heavier systems (as 28Si+28Si, [133]) allowed to have a broader view of the molecular
resonance phenomenon (see [134] for an overview). From the theoretical point of view,
all the results on nuclear molecules were re-organized and clarified also thanks to the
developments of the Orbiting Cluster Model by Nikola Cindro and Dinko Pocanic,
and of the Band Crossing Model by Abe, Kondo and Matsuse. As indicated by the
experimental data, the Orbiting Cluster Model predicted the � = 0 band-head of the
molecular band at energies close to Bclust +UC , where Bclust is the binding energy of
the projectile+target in the composite system and UC is the Coulomb barrier. Further-
more, all the resonance data are expected to stay in a quite narrow zone around a line
representing a typical rotational band. This model predicted also for which systems the
molecular resonances could be present or not. This important point was related to the
value assumed by the damping width �↓ for the various colliding systems, and the pre-
dictions of this model were subsequently confirmed by experimental data. In the Band
Crossing Model, it was predicted the existence of different molecular bands, where the
underlying di-nuclear structure can show the presence of unexcited or excited nuclei.
Such molecular bands can cross at certain angular momentum values Jcross , and in
correspondence of such values an enhancement of the cross section is expected, in
agreement with experimental findings of single and double inelastic scattering data
[131, 135].

The 80s were a truly fruitful period also for the investigations concerning clustering
with heavy-ion collisions, mainly performed with LINAC and cyclotrons. In 1984, an
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experimental work at the HMI in Berlin determined the onset velocity at which the
incomplete fusion mechanism starts to occur and determined the mass-asymmetry
dependence of the onset of incomplete fusion phenomena between medium-mass
nuclei [136]. It is worth noting that the massive transfer process at the basis of incom-
plete fusion can be favored by the cluster structure of the reaction partners (see, e.g.,
[137–140] andSect. 7.1 for recent applications).On the side of direct reactions between
heavy ions, the spin dependence of angular correlations between charged particles
emitted in the binary decay of a given excited states was theoretically investigated, in
a fully quantum mechanical framework, by the Oxford group [141]; a semi-classical
method for similar analysis was previously reported by Da Silveira some years before
[142].

During the 80s and 90s, nuclear reactions in the Fermi energy domain (i.e., at
bombarding energies of ≈ 20 to 150 MeV/nucleon) were explored in details. Several
theoretical models developed two decades before (see, e.g., [143, 144]) predicted the
occurrence of clustering (mainly α clustering, because of its saturation properties) in
dilute nuclear matter, at ≈ 1/5 of the saturation density; these exotic density con-
ditions can be reached by heavy-ion collisions at Fermi energies. The technological
development of sophisticated multi-detector arrays made possible to explore such rich
phenomenology starting from the 80s (see, e.g., [145]), while second-generation arrays
developed during the 90s allowed even more complex analysis—thanks to improved
particle identifications, better angular and energy resolution and almost complete solid
angle coverage (see [146] for an overview). At the end of 80s, the possible occurrence
of cluster structures in light hyper-nuclei (both 	- or 
-fed) attracted the interest of
several theoretical groups (see, for example, the pioneering works of [147, 148]). This
fruitful research line continued up to nowadays—also thanks to the development of
new facilities for the production of new hyper-nuclei; in Refs. [149, 150], it is possible
to find an overview of hyper-nuclear structure data.

In the last half century, we assisted in a huge development of theoretical works on
nuclear clustering. The increasingly large performances of electronic calculus allowed
the development of sophisticated models able to treat, in a microscopical way, the
structure of light nuclei and the emergence of clusters. A simplified timeline of such
developments is given in the first row of Fig. 3; more details on somemodels andmeth-
ods that are currently used in cluster physics will be given in the following section.
Among them, we should mention the huge contribution given byMolecular Dynamics
models [151–154] both to the static and the dynamical description of nuclei. AMD
and FMD models, for example, beautifully predict the occurrence of clustering in
beryllium, carbon, and oxygen isotopes and allow the inspection of density matter
distributions and the estimate of electromagnetic transition rates; some recent exam-
ples are discussed in Sects. 7–14 of this paper.

The last decade of the 20th century testified an explosion of topics related to clus-
tering in nuclei, and we will give here a short summary on some of such discoveries.

In 1990, a revolutionary work [155], performed at the Kurchatov Institute in
Moscow (Artemov, Goldberg, Wolski and collaborators), was published in the Yader-
naia Fizika journal. It reported a novel technique for the analysis of α cluster states via
elastic scattering of a heavy beam X (accelerated by a cyclotron) in inverse kinemat-
ics, i.e., colliding on a 4He gas target filling a scattering chamber insulated from the
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vacuum lines of the beam. A silicon detector was placed at the end of the gas region
to register the spectrum of particles arriving at 0◦. Ref. [155] verbatim indicated that
“the gas which fills the chamber serves simultaneously as a target, a moderator for
the primary beam of heavy ions, and an absorber which shield the detector from the
direct beam”. The interplay between the inverse kinematics and the different stopping
powers of the beam particles and of the α particles in the 4He gas would result in an α

spectrum at 0◦ that is immediately linked to the scattering vertex distribution along the
slowing-down itinerary of the beam in the gas and, consequently, to the shape of the
excitation function of theα+X elastic scattering at 180◦. Thismethodwould avoid the
very long procedure of data taking of resonant elastic scattering excitation functions
with direct kinematics experiments (i.e., hundreds of beam energy changes to cover, in
fine steps of few keV or tens of keV, several MeV of excitation functions), and also the
serious technical problem of measurement of scattering on gaseous targets (e.g., 16O
and 20Ne, particularly important for cluster physics).Moreover, differently from direct
kinematics studies, excellent energy resolution could be reached even using cyclotron
beams (as originally made in Ref. [155] with the Kurchatov cyclotron, using 12C and
15N at 28 and 45 MeV, respectively). The huge advantages of the method proposed
in Ref. [155], soon indicated in the literature as the Thick Target Inverse Kinematic
(TTIK) method, are of vital importance for application with radioactive beams, and
were at the basis of hundreds of modern investigations with stable and unstable beams
that led to a profound revision of the spectroscopy of light nuclei during the last 30
years.

In the same year, a novel procedure for the analysis of data coming from three-body
reactions was developed at the Catania University (Lattuada, Romano, Vinciguerra
and collaborators) [156]. In this type of experiments, it was common to detect and
identify just two of the three bodies in the exit channel and invoke conservation laws
to determine the energy E3 and properties (A3, Z3) of the third (undetected) particle.
Anyway, there were serious problems in reconstructing the event dynamics when
some of the constraints went out of control, e.g., when contaminants in the target were
present. The new procedure allowed to determine unambiguously the mass number
of the third body A3 in the exit channel by studying a correlation between kinematic
variables (energy, masses and momenta of the beam and of the two detected particles).
The graphical application of this procedure led to a bi-dimensional correlation plot
of experimental data, originally called EP plot by the authors, but now better known
as Catania plot. From the analysis of the slopes of the loci formed by the data, it is
possible to determine the value of A3; this is often a precious information for the study
of sequential processes involving the emission of clusters (see, e.g., [157] for one of
the first application of the procedure).

The beginning of the 90s led also to the widespread use of silicon micro-strip detec-
tors, already developed in the 80s for high-energy physics [158], also in nuclear physics
experiments. The very good energy resolution, coupled with the excellent granular-
ity given by the high segmentation, allowed to perform particle–particle coincidence
measurements also in decay experiments with very narrow kinematic emission cones.
Some very important examples of this type of studies were the search for direct decay
of the Hoyle state, performed in 1994 by Freer and collaborators at the UPenn tandem
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[159], and the search for a six-α chain state in 24Mg (see [160] and the following
literature on this subject).

During the 90s, further studies on heavy-ion di-nuclear resonances were performed
principally at Oak Ridge and Strasbourg using high-coverage arrays for particle-
gamma coincidences and high-energy 24Mg, 28Si beams delivered by super-Tandem
accelerators.6 Surprisingly, quite narrow resonances (≈ 0.15 to 0.2 MeV) were found
at very high excitation energies of the compound systems (≈ 60 to 70MeV); such res-
onances showed very large angular momenta (≈ 34 to 42 �). The analysis of the spin
alignment of fragments pointed out the presence of very deformed equilibrium con-
figurations of the pole–pole type in the 24Mg+24Mg (prolate–prolate) system [161],
and of equator–equator type in 28Si+28Si (oblate–oblate) [162] system. This rich phe-
nomenology was well described by the Uegaki and Abe di-nuclear molecular model
calculations [163, 164]; in this framework, the possible occurrence of peculiar normal
modes around a stable, but very deformed, configuration (as, e.g., the famous butterfly
motion) explained the occurrence of several dinuclear resonances with the same J
value.

In 1996, a fundamental work by von Oertzen [165] discussed the possible exis-
tence of dimeric structures in neutron-rich isotopes of beryllium. The occurrence of
nuclear structure phenomena very similar to the molecular co-valence bonding the-
ory was supported by two-center shell model (TCSM) calculations.7 In particular, the
TCSM allowed to determine the correlation diagram in perfect analogy with physi-
cal chemistry theory of covalent bonding in homo-nuclear diatomic molecules [168],
considering the orbitals in the limiting cases of united nucleus and separated nucleus
and calculating the corresponding molecular orbital characteristics as a function of
the inter-cluster distance rαα [165]. In this frame, it was possible to fully under-
stand the structure of the ground and the first excited states in 9Be. For example,
at rαα ≈ 1 to 4 fm, the filling of molecular orbitals predicts the valence neutron to
be in a state with projection of angular momentum K = 3/2, exchange properties
p = g (g=gerade,u=ungerade as in physical chemistry) and parity π = −: this
would correspond to a π -bonding for the ground state of 9Be. At larger rαα values,
the molecular orbital sequence is changed, and the valence neutrons should be in a
K = 1/2, p = u, π = + state, i.e., in a σ -bonding orbital; this peculiar type of
bond would favor the formation of an almost stable nuclear dimer with a pronounced
α cluster structure. This type of studies was subsequently extended also to the case
of trimeric structure in isotopes of carbon [169, 170]. Considering the findings on
the nuclear structure of neutron-rich isotopes of Be, C, O, and Ne on the light of the
molecular model, von Oertzen proposed in 1999 an extension of the Ikeda diagram at
the Rab Conference on Clustering: covalently bound nuclear molecular states would
occur at energies close to the threshold for the decay into α (or heavier self-conjugate

6 The ORNL tandem accelerator arrived to a maximum terminal voltage of 25 MV. The highest nominal
terminal voltage, 35MV, was reached by the Strasbourg VIVITRON super-Tandemmachine, unfortunately
now decommissioned.
7 The two-center shell model was introduced in the 70s to describe the details of nuclear fission of heavy
isotopes; its original version, with symmetric centers, is discussed in Ref. [166], while the extension to
asymmetric centers is reported in Ref. [167].
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nuclei) and neutrons. A pictorial view of this extension of the Ikeda diagram is given
on the right side of Fig. 2.

The experimental discovery of Bose–Einstein condensation of rubidium atoms
(1995) triggered several important questions also in the nuclear cluster community.
Inside nuclei, bosonic α clusters can be produced as bound states of fermions, and the
Bose character of the clusters is in competition with the fermionic properties of pro-
tons and neutrons. It is then possible to hypothesize the occurrence of phenomena of
α condensation in self-conjugate nuclei. Several theoretical works faced this question
at the end of 90s; for example, a new theoretical approach was proposed in Ref. [171]
by introducing a new type of α-cluster wave function (THSR, from Tohsaki, Horiuchi,
Schuck, Ropke) predicting the occurrence of condensed α structure in self-conjugate
nuclei close to the Nα disintegration threshold. Once again, the Hoyle state of 12C
became the “prime suspect” to unveil the presence of such an exotic phenomenon
of Bose–Einstein condensation in nuclear physics; some very recent results of this
research work are discussed in Sect. 12.3. Other important theoretical developments
of the end of the century were linked to the use of algebraic models to describe the
structure of light nuclei (see, e.g., [172–174]); some recent developments are discussed
in Sect. 3.5.

The last decade of the century was a period very fruitful to study cluster forma-
tion and emission mechanisms in heavy-ion collisions (see, e.g., [175–178]), and
the occurrence of clusterization at low baryon densities [179–181], also thanks to
the widespread development of new-generation multi-detection systems. Interesting
results on nuclear spectroscopy came also from invariant mass studies of decaying res-
onances formed in heavy-ion collisions (see, e.g., [182, 183]), and from the detailed
analysis of competition between fusion and other reaction mechanisms in light nuclei
(see, e.g., [184–187]).

We brought our historical notes to the doorway of the 20th century; the first quarter
of the 21st century should be considered, with full rights, contemporary to our epoch
and for this reason less suitable for an historical overview. Indeed, several works of
such period are cited in the following sections to discuss the current knowledge of
clustering in nuclei.

We hope that the historians of nuclear physics, and all the senior colleagues that
contributed in first person to the development of clustering in nuclear physics, would
forgive us for the present narration, surely incomplete, a bit romanticized and perhaps
biased because of personal contingencies. The main aim of this review is to show,
especially to young students and researchers, the immense work made in the last
80 years toward the understanding of the structure of light nuclei, and the beautiful
connections with several other research fields (not only inside the realm of Physics
but also of Mathematics and Chemistry) that arose during such fantastic years.

3 Overview of current models of nuclear clustering

After having described some of the main historical steps connected to research on
nuclear clustering, in this section, we will shortly describe the principles of some
theoretical models (microscopical or macroscopical) that have been recently used in
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nuclear physics to describe the clustered nature of (essentially) medium-light nuclei.
A simplified timeline of the development of some nuclear models involved in studies
on nuclear clustering is reported in Fig. 3.

3.1 Microscopic models: RGM, GCM and OCM

Microscopic cluster models [58, 188] focus mainly on the detailed description of
the inter-cluster motion in light nuclei, with a detailed implementation of the Pauli
exclusion principle among clusters. The ancestor of this class of models was the
Resonating Group Method (RGM), first introduced by Wheeler in 1937 [34]; it was
fruitfully implemented in the early 1960s to describe several structures of light nuclei
by profiting from the increasingly large availability of electronic calculus resources.
The RGM strongly influenced the evolution of other cluster models in the second half
of the 20th century, as well as the development of the Generator Coordinate Method
(GCM) [189] and the Orthogonality ConditionMethod (OCM) [190]. RGM andGCM
are fully microscopic models while OCM could be seen as a semi-microscopic tool,
since the observedPauli blocking effects are not fully built from amicroscopic ground.

Within the RGM framework, the structure of light nuclei is described by a super-
position of all possible types of nucleon groupings. It is considered that nucleons can
devote part of their time in different configurations called groups; for example, they
can be arranged into α-particles or into other groupings (deuteron-like, diproton-like,
etc). The method of resonating group structure is therefore in striking contrast with the
concept of mean-field which is typical of the Hartree–Fock scheme. The wave func-
tion built with the RGMmodel is made of a properly antisymmetrized combination of
partial wave functions, which correspond to any possible type of grouping. The RGM
wave function takes advantage of the saturation of nuclear binding: in fact, the largest
part of the binding energy of the whole nucleus lies in the internal binding of each
group.

Considering a system of m protons and n neutrons, the total wave function �

can be written as the sum of several components, of which each term represents a
particular grouping (configuration) of the whole number N of particles. Such a term
is the product of wave functions , which represents the motion of particles within
each group. They are also multiplied by particular functions of the positions and spin
variables (the total angularmomentummS of a group) F(X , mS). The Fi functions are
unknown and they belong to different configurations. For instance, for the 6Li nucleus,
F1 might represent the relative motion of a α-particle and a deuteron, while F2 could
represent a configuration of 5He plus proton, etc. Considering the anti-symmetrization,
the general form of the nuclear wave function becomes:

� ∝
∑

i

Fi [ 	Xi (I ), mSi (I ); 	Xi (I I )mSi (I I )]i (I )i (I I ) (1)

where the sum runs over all configurations of possible groupings of (for simplicity) two
clusters, indexed by i .i indicates the wave functions of each of the two clusters I and
I I . The coefficients Fi depend only on the inter-cluster coordinates 	Xi (I ) − 	Xi (I I ),
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Fig. 3 A simplified timeline reporting some of the evolution steps concerning the cluster model of the
atomic nucleus in the period 1920–2000. To be schematic, we separated the steps concerning theoretical
methods, experimental discoveries, detection and associated equipment evolution, and developments of
acceleration techniques. The reader is referred to the text for a more comprehensive historical view
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allowing for a reduction of the corresponding degrees of freedom. They can be derived
by solving a given set of integral-differential equations involving these coordinates as
variables; the expression of these equations is rather complicated and, for this reason,
the potential applicability of the model is typically limited mainly to small nuclear
systems.

TheRGMhas been also applied to the description of nuclear reactions and scattering
processes involving light nuclei; in particular, for example, it is able to reproduce
nicely the trend of experimental astrophysical S-factor8 of the 3He(α, γ )7Be reaction
at astrophysical energies [191].

The limitations seen with the RGM model can be overcome using GCM calcu-
lations. In this model, the Fi functions, describing the relative motion of clusters,
are expanded over a set of projected Gaussian functions, centered at different points
Rn of the physical space that are called generator coordinates. In this context, the
wave-function of Eq. (1) can be re-formulated as:

� J Mπ ∝
∑

�S

∑

n

f Jπ
�S (Rn)J Mπ

�S (Rn) (2)

where Jπ represent spin and parity of the system, and M the projection of the total
spin on a quantization axis. The first sum is extended over all values of channel spins S
and angular momenta �, while the second one runs over all generator coordinates. The
f Jπ
�S (Rn) functions take the name of generator functions. Their calculation is quite

systematic when changing system, and can therefore be applied with large versatility
to systems much more complicated than the ones treatable within the RGM model.

The OCM method, first introduced by Saito [190], was developed to take into
account in an effective way the occurrence of the Pauli exclusion principle in the
(complicated) kernels of integral equation of RGM model. In particular, Saito intro-
duced a series of forbidden states (FS) to deal with; the inter-cluster wave-function
must be orthogonal to the FS, which give rise to null states if an exact antisymmetriza-
tion procedure is performed. In this way, the interaction between clusters takes place
only in the Hilbert space orthogonal to the FS space. It was discussed in [190] that the
short-range inner repulsion in the α–α system was very well described by the orthog-
onality condition as an effective manifestation of the Pauli principle. In more recent
times, the OCM has been profitably applied also to describe the behavior of systems
made by more-than-two clusters (that would be quite difficult to be treated with the
RGM); as an example, Horiuchi [192] applied OCM for the cluster description of the
7.65 and 10.3 MeV excited states in 12C.

8 The S-factor represents a useful method to display the behavior of a reaction cross section at deep sub-
Coulomb energies. It is defined by the relation: S(E) = 1

E e2πη(E)σ (E), where σ(E) is the reaction cross

section and e2πη(E) is the inverse of the s-wave penetrability factor. It is commonly adopted in Nuclear
Astrophysics, where reactions are measured at very low incident energies. The presence of the 1

E e2πη(E)

factors qualitatively accounts for penetration of the Coulomb barrier in the entrance channel, removing
quite effectively the exponential fall of the cross section for decreasing energies.
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3.2 The quartet model

The main aim of the quartet model was the description of excited states of self-
conjugate nuclei that cannot be easily described by means of the shell model. The
assumption made in the quartet model is the existence of quartets. A quartet is a
strong interacting structure made of 2 protons and 2 neutrons occupying a fourfold
degenerate single-particle state [100]. At the basis of the model, there is also another
simple empirical consideration: the separation energy of a nucleon in a self-conjugate
nucleus is much larger than the one of an α-particle. For example, while the neutron
emission threshold in 16O is 15.7MeV, the α emission threshold is only 7.2MeV. This
evidence indicates that the less bound nucleon interacts strongly with the other three
which make up the emitted α-particle and much more weakly with the other nucleons
of the nucleus. More in detail, in 16O, a neutron of the p1/2 orbital has about 5 MeV of
interaction energy with the 12C core and about 10 MeV interaction with the remaining
nucleons of the p1/2 orbit.

In the quartetmodel, excited states of self-conjugate nuclei are obtained bymeans of
particle–hole excitations of quartet structures, characterized by strong internal binding
energies andweak interaction between each other. For self-conjugate systems from 12C
to 52Fe, quartets are restricted to the (0p), (0d,1s), and (0 f ,1p) shells of a spherical
harmonic oscillator. The interaction energy between two quartets across the 0p and
(0d,1s) and across the (0d,1s) and (0 f ,1p) shells can be determined by the position
of the first 0+ excited state of 16O and 40Ca (that are known from the literature to
have a large α-structure [100]) respectively, while the interaction between the (0p)
and (0 f ,1p) shell is supposed to be small due to the extremely small radial overlap of
the relative wave functions. In this model, quartet–hole interactions are supposed to
be constant, regardless of the A of the given self-conjugate nucleus and the number of
excited quartets. Assuming anα particle as the core, one can indicate as [xyz] a generic
configuration of quartets arranged in the above-mentioned shells in the following way:
x quartets stay in the N = 1 major shell, y quartets stay in the N = 2 major shell and
z quartets stay in the N = 3 major shell. These configurations are typically indicated
compactly as Qx

p, Qy
(sd) and Qz

(p f ). Restricting the calculation, for simplicity, to the
first two orbits, N = 1, 2, one finds:

E�(Qx
p Qy

(sd)) =E0(4x + 4, 2x + 2) + E0(4y + 16, 2y + 8)

− E0[4(x + y) + 4, 2(x + y) + 2] − E0(16, 8) + (3 − x)yVp,(sd)

(3)

In Eq. (3), E0(A, Z) is the interaction energy of a nucleus with A nucleons and
Z protons, while Vp,(sd) is the interaction between y N = 2 quartets and (3 − x)

N = 1 holes. The latter quantity is determined experimentally by setting the one-
quartet one-hole excitation energy equal to 6.05 MeV, i.e., the excitation energy of
the Jπ = 0+ state in 16O. We report in Table 2 the scheme of 20Ne excited states
which can be predicted using the quartet model; signals of the presence of [212] and
[203] configurations were experimentally reported in α transfer reactions [101] and
compound nucleus reactions [193], respectively.
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Table 2 Some 20Ne
configurations predicted by the
quartet model [100]

20Ne [xyz] E�(MeV)

[299] 0.0

[212] 5.1

[299] 8.8

[203] 13.3 + V

[129] 17.0

[152] 17.4 + 2V

[120] 20.7 + 2V

[111] 24.2 + 4V

[102] 26.3 + 6V

Both two shells and three shells [xyz] configurations are shown. V
represents the interaction between the (0p) and (0 f ,1p) shell, here
left unspecified

Much more accurate predictions concerning the spectroscopy of light-to-medium
nuclei have been recently obtained using a fully microscopical quartet model [194],
which has been extended to include quartets with arbitrary values of isospin and
angular momentum [195]. In this new framework, quartetting can be understood as a
manifestation of four-body correlations not dissimilar to the pair formationmechanism
between couples of nucleons. Excellent descriptions of the low energy part of level
schemes of self-conjugate and non-self-conjugate nuclei have been reported [195].

3.3 Molecular Dynamics approaches

Molecular Dynamics (MD) approaches are microscopical many-body models exten-
sively used to provide direct connections to the observable physical states of a nucleus
(see, e.g., [154, 196, 197]). Such models have been used profitably both to describe
the structure of nuclei in static conditions and also to describe the dynamical evolu-
tion of nuclear collision between light-to-heavy ions [151]. These models are based
on the resolution of the Schrödinger equation using single-particle wave functions as
Gaussian wave packets of the form:

ϕi = φ 	Xi
χiτi (4)

where φ 	Xi
represents the spatial part of the wave-function of the i-th nucleon:

φ 	Xi
(	r j ) ∝ e

−v

(
	r j − 	Xi√

v

)2

(5)

Xi and v are the centroid and width of a wave packet, while χi and τi are, respec-
tively, the intrinsic spin function and the isospin function.

Between the various models of the MD family, the Antisymmetrized Molecular
Dynamics (AMD) model has been proven, in the years, to be particularly suitable
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for the description of clustering phenomena in light nuclei. The AMD model was
developed by Kanada-En’yo et al. [196–198], and it has been used quite extensively
in the description of nuclear systems beyond the N = Z line and to investigate
structures which are not easily obtained with shell model calculations. This model is
able to reproduce a big variety of nuclear properties, such as excitation energy, radii,
magneticmoments and electromagnetic transition probabilities [153]. TheAMDwave
functions of a nucleus are described by an antisymmetrized product (bymeans of Slater
determinant) of single-particle molecular dynamics functions of the type described in
Eq. (4):

AM D(Z) = 1√
A!A {ϕ1, ϕ2, . . . , ϕA} (6)

The AMD wave function is parameterized by a set of complex parameters Z ≡
{Xni , ξi } with n = 1, 2, 3 indexing the spatial coordinates X and i = 1, . . . , A. The
positions Xi of the centers of gravity of theGaussians and the intrinsic spin orientations
ξi are treated independently as variational parameters. The optimum wave function
is determined from an optimization procedure that minimize the energy expectation
value E ≡ 〈|H |〉/〈|〉. Calculations performed with the AMDmodel are able to
reproduce both mean-field states and cluster states; this is one of the striking features
of model, allowing to describe, in a consistent way, the coexistence of shell and cluster
states in light nuclei [9].

Another interesting approach for the study of the structure of light nuclei is repre-
sented by the Fermionic Molecular Dynamics (FMD)model. The FMDwave function
is of the same type of the AMD, with the major difference regarding the width parame-
ter; while it is a common value for all nucleons in the case of AMD, in the case of FMD
they can be independently tuned for each nucleon. In nuclear structure studies, the flex-
ibility in the treatment of the width parameters of the FMD is particularly powerful,
for example, to unveil the neutron-halo structure of neutron-rich nuclei [152].

3.4 The deformed harmonic oscillator (DHO)

Beyond the connection between clustering phenomena and binding energy distribu-
tions, another important point connected with α clustering is due to the occurrence
of symmetries in the structure of light nuclei. They can in fact play an important role
in the collective excitation of light nuclei, driving the formation of clusters through
their influence on the mean-field [199]. The connections between mean-field and the
cluster degrees of freedom have been investigated bymeans of the deformed harmonic
oscillator model of nuclei.

The harmonic oscillator (HO) is one of the possible central potentials typically used
in the nuclear shell model; it is especially adopted for the description of light nuclei.
In this framework, nucleons are supposed to move in an harmonic oscillator potential,
leading to energy levels of the form:

E = �ω(n + 3/2) (7)
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Fig. 4 (Left panel) Energy levels of the deformed harmonic oscillator as a function of the quadrupole
deformation ε2. Degeneracies of the levels are indicated in the correspondence of each crossing point. Shell
structure appears for spherical configurations and 2:1 and 3:1 deformed configurations. From [200]. (Right
panel) b HO wave functions of the form given in 10 shown as dashed lines. The solid line represents the
overall 8Be density |ϕ0,0|2 + |ϕ0,1|2. a The density corresponding to the HO configurations for 8Be (solid
line). Dashed lines show the two separate contributions |ϕ0,0|2 and |ϕ0,1|2. From [199]. Reprinted from
Refs. [199, 200] under permission

where n is the number of oscillator quanta. A deformation in the potential, for example
a stretching along the z-axis, lowers the oscillation frequency along the direction of
the deformation, and increases the oscillation frequency in the orthogonal directions.
The degeneracy of Eq. (7) is then removed and the new values of energy become:

E = �ω⊥n⊥ + �ωznz + 3

2
�ω0 (8)

where ωz is the oscillation frequency along the deformation axis, ω⊥ the one for oscil-
lations perpendicular to the z-axis and ω0 = (2ω⊥ + ωz). The so-called quadrupole
deformation ε2 is linked to the anisotropy of the oscillator, and can be expressed as:

ε2 = (ω⊥ − ωz)/ω0 (9)

Here, the total number of oscillator quanta is the sum of those on the parallel
and perpendicular axes: (nz + n⊥). Energy levels of the deformed HO are shown
in the left panel of Fig. 4 [200]. Crossings of levels in the picture indicate energy
values characterized by high degeneracy. Gaps similar to the ones seen in the shell
model appear also in this case in correspondence of those energy values for which the
degeneracy is maximized. As clearly visible from the picture, degeneracies and shell
gaps occurring at ε2 = 0 (spherical nucleus) disappear as the potential is deformed,
but reappear for deformations (ω⊥ : ωz) of 2:1 or 3:1. This occurs when the ratio of
the oscillatory frequencies describing the three-dimensional deformed potential, ωx ,
ωy , ωz , are integers. By examining the sequence of degeneracies, we can see that the
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values (2, 6, 12, 20, . . . ) are repeated twice at a deformation 2:1 and three times for a
deformation of 3:1, etc.

An application of the deformed HO to the case of 8Be is rather straightforward.
Being 2:1 the corresponding deformation, the levelswhich are labeledwith degeneracy
2 are given by the quantum numbers [n⊥, nz] = [0, 0] and [0, 1]. These levels can be
occupied by pairs of protons and neutrons coupled to a zero-spin state. The density
distributions are then given by the square of the wave functions ϕ0,0 and ϕ0,1, which
correspond to the two distinct levels. The global 8Be density is given by the sum
|ϕ0,0|2 + |ϕ0,1|2. This is plotted in the right panel of Fig. 4b as a function of the z
coordinate [200]. The feature which emerges is that the density is double-humped
corresponding to the arrangement of protons and neutrons into two α-particles. The
cluster wave functions can be written using the basis of linearly independent states
ϕi :

φα(±) = 1√
2
(ϕ(0,0) ± ϕ(0,1)) (10)

which corresponds to projecting out the point symmetry of the two clusters. The
overlap of an isolated α-particle, φα = 1

π
e(−ω2r2/2) is found to be > 90% [200]. The

square of the two wave functions is shown in the right panel of Fig. 4a) (dashed lines)
together with the overall 8Be density.

What is evident is that the symmetries found in the degeneration of the states of
deformed HO are reflected even in the density distribution, and they give rise to new
magic numbers, often indicated as deformed magic numbers. They have been used in
the literature in order to search for some peculiar cluster partitions [199]. In Ref. [201]
it is demonstrated that these numbers can be expressed as the sums of spherical magic
numbers. The results of thiswork are summarized in table 3, where each deformation is
put in correspondence with the associated cluster structure. For a 2:1 deformation, for
example, super-deformed structures should be found in 8Be (α + α), 20Ne (16O+ α),
32S (16O+ 16O), etc., while, in correspondence of a 3:1 structure, hyper-deformations
are predicted in 12C (α + α + α), 24Mg (α + 16O + α), etc.

3.5 Algebraic models of clustering

Another very important family of nuclearmodels aimed at describing clustering in light
nuclei makes full use of algebraic methods. One of the first models of this type (vibron
model) was developed in Ref. [202] for the description of quasi-molecular spectra of
dipolar nature; the U (4) group theory is used to describe the two-cluster relative
motion. This approach was subsequently combined with interacting boson or fermion
approaches to describe also the spectroscopy of heavier nuclei. More recently, a semi-
microscopic algebraic approach described the internal cluster degrees of freedoms
in terms of the SU (3) shell model, while the relative motion was described within
the vibron model approach [203]. With this approach, a good description of the level
scheme and the partial width of several excited states of 16,18O and 24Mg was reported
[203].
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Table 3 Decomposition of deformed magic numbers in terms of spherical magic numbers, at deformations
of 2:1 and 3:1, from [201]

Deformed magic numbers Spherical magic numbers Cluster configuration

ω⊥ : ωz = 2 : 1
4 2 + 2 α + α

10 8 + 2 16O + α

16 8 + 8 16O + 16O

28 20 + 8 40Ca + 16O

40 20 + 20 40Ca + 40Ca

ω⊥ : ωz = 3 : 1
6 2 + 2 + 2 α + α + α

12 2 + 8 + 2 α + 16O + α

18 8 + 2 + 8 16O + α + 16O

24 8 + 8 + 8 16O + 16O + 16O

36 8 + 20 + 8 16O + 40Ca + 16O

The associated cluster structure is indicated on the right column for each deformed magic number

In more recent times, Bijker and Iachello introduced a novel way to interpret the
regularities found in the level scheme of light self-conjugate nuclei as 12C and 16O. The
description of cluster states in such nuclei could be in fact profitably performed in terms
of representations of unitary algebras U (ν + 1), being ν the number of space degrees
of freedom. Within this approach, noticeable successes have been obtained in the
description of the 12C structure using the properties of the D3h group point symmetry
within the U (7) model: good reproductions experimental data concerning excitation
energy and spin-parities of almost all the known (cluster) states below ≈ 15 to 20
MeV, reduced electromagnetic transition strengths B(E�) and form factors measured
in electron scattering were obtained (see, e.g., [205]). A reasonable reproduction of
16O levels was also obtained with this model by assuming a tetrahedral symmetry
Td [206]. Very recently, this approach was extended also to non-self-conjugate nuclei
using double-group point symmetries (see also Sect. 12.4).

4 Astrophysical relevance of clustering

Clustering phenomena can play a key role in the nuclear astrophysics domain, where
different scenarios of stellar nucleosynthesis and stellar evolution can be affected by
the properties of nuclear states involved in the reactions [207, 208]. A key example of
such effects is linked to the structure of carbon. 12C is one of the major constituents
of biological life, and, therefore, understanding its origins represents a key point for
scientists [209]. The current theory of nucleosynthesis links the origin of 12C to the
so-called 3α process [53, 210]. This process occurs in stars during the helium-burning
phase of stellar evolution and proceeds essentially via the initial fusion of two α-
particles followed by the subsequent radiative capture of a third α to the ground
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Fig. 5 (Left) ACM predictions for the 12C ground state band (blue) and Hoyle state band (red), compared
with recent results on 12C spectroscopy. The triangular symmetry of both the ground state and Hoyle state
is sketched pictorially at the center of the panel (adapted from Ref. [204]). (Right) Symmetries predicted
for the D3h point group. For further details, see [168]

state of 12C. The reaction rate of this process would be strongly inhibited by its
unstable intermediate stage, where a 8Be is formed. The extremely short lifetime of
the unbound 8Be (of the order of 10−16 s) would act indeed as a sort of bottleneck for
the whole process. A non-resonant two-step process, therefore, would have difficulties
in explaining the observed abundances of carbon (and consequently of the heavier
elements) in the universe. To overcome such a problem, in 1953 Fred Hoyle made the
hypothesis that the 3α fusion could be a resonant process, proceeding via a peculiar
state of 12C placed close to the corresponding 8Be + α decay threshold [211, 212], as
schematically shown in Fig. 6. This state, according to the Hoyle hypothesis, should
be characterized by having Jπ = 0+, in such a way that the centrifugal barrier of the
α-capture vanishes (s-wave capture) and the second step of the process maximizes the
probability of producing 12C. The fusion probability is further increased if the leading
structure of the Hoyle state would be highly clustered, having a pronounced 8Be + α

or 3α configuration (Fig. 5).
The existence of this state was confirmed a few years later (see also Sect. 2 for

historical notes); during the 60s and 70s several studies were made on its energy
position, which was found to lie at 7.654 MeV, only 285 keV above the α decay
threshold, as shown in Fig. 6. Since three-body collisions are strongly inhibited in
the temperature range where the helium burning occurs, one can conclude that the 3α
process is essentially a two-step process made of:

4He + 4He −→ 8Be (11)
4He + 8Be −→ 12C + γ (12)

where the second step is maximized by the fact that the 92 keV of energy required
to make such a fusion is remarkably close to the Gamow window for red giant stars
[207], which is centered, as an example, at around 85 keV (60 keV width) for a typical
temperature of 108 K. The amount of 12C that is so formed can be calculated from the
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Fig. 6 Schematic view of the triple α process in stars and of the states of 12C involved in the process. The
possible electromagnetic transitions from the Hoyle state to the ground and first excited states in 12C are
indicated in different colors

competition between α-decay of the Hoyle state (which is regulated by the �α partial
width [207]) and radiative ones (�rad = �γ + �e+e−) for the two possible radiative
transitions, e.g., gamma emission through the cascade toward the 2+

1 state and pair
production, which lead to the ground state of 12C (see Fig. 6). The corresponding
reaction rate is then given by:

< σv >= �
2
(

2π

μkB T

)3/2
�α�rad

�
e
− ER

kB T (13)

being ER the energy of theHoyle resonance, kB the Boltzmann constant,μ the reduced
mass of the α+8Be system and � the total level width. The latter is known to be almost
coincident to the α decay width, i.e., � = �α + �rad ≈ �α . This fact gives rise to a
dynamical equilibrium 4He+8Be �12 C� only perturbed by the very small leakage to
the 12C ground state given by the radiative decays. At stellar temperatures of T ≈ 108

to 109 K, this process is thus dominated by the fusion through the 8Be ground state;
the reaction rate would then depend on the so-called sequential decay (SD) width
of the Hoyle state, which corresponds to α-decays leading the residual 2α system in
the 92 keV 8Be level. However, in astrophysical scenarios that burn helium at lower
temperatures, for instance, helium-accreting white dwarfs or neutron stars with small
accretion rate, the reaction rate of the 3α process can involve a different decay mode of
the Hoyle state: the non-resonant, or direct, α decay (DD) [213–215], where the two α

particles bypass the formation of the 8Be ground state. Recent theoretical calculations
show that, at temperatures below 0.07 GK, the reaction rate of the direct process is
largely enhanced with respect to the one calculated by assuming only the sequential
scenario [216]; as an example, for temperatures around 0.02 GK such enhancement
could arrive to 7–20 orders of magnitude [213, 217–220].

The knowledge of �rad and �π , entering in a direct way in the reaction rate calcula-
tion, was the subject of a campaign of experiments made during the 60s and 70s of the
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20th century; a detailed report of the different experimental techniques used to derive
the�rad of the Hoyle state is given in [207]. On the other hand, in very recent times, the
�rad value was subject to new measurements that questioned the commonly accepted
values reported in the literature by a factor 1.5; also the �π was recently remeasured,
but values in closer agreement with the literature ones have been reported. More
extended discussions on such measurements, which would have a sizable impact on
the 3α reaction rate, are reported in Sect. 12.3.

Naturally, similar investigations could be performed, mutatis mutandis, also for
highly lying excited states in 12C, which could play a role in nucleosynthesis envi-
ronments at energies well larger than the ones involved in red giants. One of such
examples is represented by the �rad measurement for the 9.64 MeV 3− state, which is
incredibly challenging due to the predicted ultra-low values of the expected branching
ratio, �rad < 10−7. In Sect. 12.3 we will discuss some recent findings on this aspect.

Another key nucleus in astrophysics is 16O, which is involved in helium-burning
astrophysical scenarios through the 12C(α, γ )16O reaction, following the triple-α
process. These processes determine the relative abundances of C and O left by the
He-burning. This has a crucial impact on the advanced phases of stellar evolution. As
an example, if the carbon-to-oxygen ratio is larger, the cooling timescale of C–Owhite
dwarfs becomes longer [221], while the amount of 56Ni ejected by type Ia Supernovae
becomes higher [222]. Concerning core-collapse Supernovae, the C/O ratio left after
He-burning affects the chemical composition of the ejected material [223].

Nuclear astrophysics requires detailed knowledge of the 12C(α, γ )16O reaction
cross section over an energy region close to the α-separation energy Sα0 , the so-
called Gamow window. Unfortunately, direct experiments to probe the cross section
for this reaction are made extremely challenging by the amplitude of the Coulomb
barrier between 12C and α, which makes it about 5 orders of magnitude below the
sensitivity achieved by state-of-the-art experiments [224]. Nuclear reaction theories
are thus crucial to provide valuable extrapolations suitable for nuclear astrophysics.
In 16O there are four particle-bound excited states at Ex = 6.05 (0+), 6.13 (3−), 6.92
(2+), and 7.12 (1−) MeV, which are energetically close to Sα0 (7.16 MeV). While
the two odd parity states are reasonably described by shell model calculations, the
positive parity states are considered to be clustered states (as discussed also in the
historical part, Sect. 2). Their description is crucial to understand the corresponding
reaction mechanism, as the resonant capture (including the sub-threshold states) is
expected to dominate the reaction rate of the 12C(α, γ )16O radiative capture reaction
[224]. To this end, a number of cluster models have been used. The clustered nature
of 16O affects in particular the strength of the E2 ground state transition from the
Ex = 6.92 MeV 2+ state, characterized by a pronounced cluster nature [225], and the
strength of the E1 ground state transition, significantly enhanced by the contribution
of the Ex = 7.12 MeV 1− sub-threshold state and its interference with the resonance
due to the Ex = 9.59 MeV cluster state. The role of the 16O clusterization on this
reaction was in particular studied with the resonating group method (see Sect. 3.1
for an overview of the method). In particular, single-channel and multi-channel RGM
calculationswith suitable effective interactions have been used to calculate the strength
of the 12C(α, γ )16O cascade transitions [226–229]. The possible existence of clustered
configurations in 16O was recently demonstrated in Ref. [230], using a modified shell
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Fig. 7 Selected 0+ states in 24Mg that are close to some cluster disintegration thresholds. In particular,
two recently discovered 0+ states at 15.31 and 15.75 MeV could be characterized by a pronounced cluster
structure and could have a sizeable impact on the rate determination of 12C+12C fusion reactions in super-
burst and massive stars scenarios. Reprinted from Ref. [87] under permission

model approach in the harmonic oscillator basis with a cluster-nucleon configuration
interaction model. These calculations predict large α spectroscopic factors for natural
parity states, in particular for the energy range near the α-threshold 6.0 < Ex < 8.5
MeV, of fundamental importance to determine the reaction rate in astrophysical sites.
In Sect. 14.2, we will discuss recent findings reported in the literature on this aspect.

12C and 16O are not the only nuclei for which the clustering structure plays a role in
astrophysics scenarios. There are several other cases where clustering plays a role. For
example, cluster states in the self-conjugate 20Ne nucleus could have an influence on
the rate determination of astrophysically important 19F(p,α0)16O and 19F(p,απ )16O
reactions [231]. A strong role played by cluster structures has been recently proposed
to explain the existence of two new candidates 0+ states in 24Mg at energies just above
the 12C+12C cluster decomposition threshold, as shown in Fig. 7. Also in this case,
the contamination of small fractions of p+23Na and α+20Ne components for such two
states could have paramount importance in the resonant description of the 12C+12C
fusion reaction, of huge relevance to the nucleosynthesis of super-busts or type-1a
supernovae [87].

5 Clusters and nuclear molecules

Apart from self-conjugate nuclei, clustering phenomena occur also in the case of
neutron-rich or neutron-deficient isotopes of beryllium, carbon, oxygen, neon, etc.
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For example, in the case of neutron-rich nuclei, clustering features are strongly influ-
enced by the presence of extra neutrons. The first attempt to theoretically describe
clustering phenomena in non-α-conjugate systems was made by Hafstad and Teller
[32] considering a series of neutron-rich isotopes with only one extra-neutron plus
the corresponding self-conjugate nucleus: 5He, 9Be, 13C and 17O. They observed how
the binding energies of these 4n + 1 nuclei depend not only on the α–α interaction,
but also on the role of the extra-neutron, thus reflecting the additional degrees of
freedom brought by it to the whole system. In this way, while the binding energy of
5He was reflecting the α–n interaction, the 9Be (α + n + α) was recognized to have
a contribution to the Hamiltonian coming from an exchange interaction. The basic
description of neutron-rich nuclei given in this pioneering work was that of clustered
systems in which covalent exchange neutrons are shared between α-cores, resulting in
an increase of the stability of the structure. This behavior presents a quite clear analogy
with physical chemistry concepts, and for this reason the extra neutrons take the name
of covalent particles, while the corresponding nuclear configuration is indicated as a
nuclear cluster molecule [7, 199]. Naturally, it is important to stress that in the case of
nucleiwith an extra-neutron outside of theα-centers, the analogy tomolecules is useful
but must be handled with some caution. Indeed, the Born–Oppenheimer method [232]
treats the covalent electrons as rapidlymoving particles with amassmuch smaller than
the ones of the atoms. This approximation is excellent for molecules, where the mass
ratio of the nucleus to the electron is of the order of mn

me
≈ 104, but less valid, at first

sight, in the nuclear field, where the mass of the valence nucleon is of the same order
of magnitude of the α-centers [233]. Nevertheless, Fonseca, Revai and Matveenko in
1979 demonstrated that, in three-body model calculations involving two heavy par-
ticles and a lighter one (e.g., α+n+α in 9Be), interacting through short-range s-wave
potentials, the Born–Oppenheimer method leads to good results for the binding ener-
gies and wave functions even when the mass ratio m H

mL
between the heavy and light

particle is not too large, m H
mL

� 1.
The variety of cluster structures that can be obtained by considering light neutron-

rich nuclei in the framework of the cluster model is shown qualitatively in the so-called
modified Ikeda diagram, see Fig. 2, right side. This diagram is analogous to the Ikeda
one for self-conjugate nuclei (Fig. 2) but was extended to the case of systems with
extra neutrons. The evolution of clustering phenomena is here described as a function
of the neutron-richness; there is also an indication of the decay thresholds where these
molecular structures should appear.

Carbon and beryllium isotopes are remarkable examples of molecular cluster struc-
tures, since they represent the simplest nuclear molecules constituted, respectively, by
two-center (dimeric) and three-center (trimeric) configurations [169, 234]. The stabi-
lizing effect played by extra neutrons can be quite well understood by looking at the
case of 9Be. While 8Be is unbound against α-decay, 9Be is stable. Given the highly
clustered nature of 8Be, one can assume a α + n + α structure for an appropriate
description of 9Be. Electron scattering experiments on 9Be indicated a high deforma-
tion of this nucleus, in possible agreement with a dimeric structure [235, 236]. 10Be is
a further interesting case since it can be described in terms of a nuclear dimer with a
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couple of valence neutrons [170]. In this case, also the pairing forces between valence
neutrons can play a role in the stability of the whole super-deformed nucleus.

To describe the structure of light nuclei with extra (or deficient) neutrons, the AMD
model represents an excellent tool to disentangle single-particle and molecular-like
aspects, which often coexist. For example, a theoretical study of low-lying excited
states of the 10Be isotope was performed by Kanada-En’yo et al. [237] by means of
variational calculations After parity and total angular momentum Projection (VAP) in
the framework of AMD. In this model, excited levels are organized in rotational bands
with band-heads K = 0+

1 , 2
+
2 , 0

+
2 , and 1−

1 . For each case, they analyze both proton
and neutron density distributions, and they report quite deformed shapes, typical of the
2α + 2n clustering structure. From an analysis of the single-particle wave functions
of valence neutrons, the 0+

1 as well as the 2+ and 4+ members of the ground band
is found to be in the negative-parity orbitals; in terms of the bonding theory, they
are characterized to be π bonds [168, 232]. In this configuration, valence neutrons
are orthogonal to the α-centers axis which, consequently, have a less pronounced
separation. On the other hand, clustering phenomena are even more evident in the
1− band and, especially, in the 0+

2 band (built, respectively, on the 5.96 MeV 1−
and the 6.18 MeV 0+ states). The latter is characterized by significant components
of positive parity orbits, which, in a physical chemistry fashion, are analogous to the
σ orbit. In this case, valence neutrons are localized in the region between clusters,
leading to a larger distance between the α centers and a much more developed cluster
nature. These findings are in agreement with the ones of von Oertzen [170], obtained
with his dimer model of beryllium isotopes. Other calculations have been performed
using a microscopic α+α+n +n model based on the molecular orbit (MO) approach
[243]. Low-lying states of 10Be were predicted using several configurations of valence
neutrons built as combinations of three basic orbitals, originating from the low-lying
3/2−, 1/2+ and 1/2− states in 9Be. The 10Be ground state together with the 0+

3 state
appear to be characterized by the π orbit of the valence neutrons; they do not exhibit a
particularly pronounced cluster separation. The second 0+ state, being characterized
by a σ orbit, shows a large inter-cluster distance, in agreement with AMD calculations
[237]. The present experimental knowledge of 10Be cluster states and rotational bands
is still not completely clear [238, 239]; recent experimental and theoretical progresses
on this subject will be discussed in Sect. 10.4.

The above discussion on beryllium isotopes can be extended also to the case of
multi-center molecules, or nuclear polymers [170]. Carbon isotopes represent the
simplest cases, since they are constituted by 3 α-centers [7, 199]. Along the carbon
isotopic chain, particularly remarkable examples are present among both proton-rich
and neutron-rich isotopes. For example, concerning the proton-rich 11C, Kanada and
collaborators proposed a systematic study of its negative-parity states within the AMD
framework [240]. In this work, they were able to reproduce the 3/2−

3 state at an
excitation energy of 8.10 MeV; furthermore, its structure seems to correspond to
the Hoyle state in 12C, being considered as a gas-like state with a pronounced 2α
+3He configuration, where the two α-clusters and the 3He are weakly interacting and
spatially extended. On the other hand, a 5/2−

2 state is found quite at the same excitation
energy, but without cluster properties. A comparison with the spectroscopy of mirror
nucleus 11B has revealed a correspondence between states of these two nuclei; for
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example, the above-discussed 3/2−
3 state of 11C is linked to the 8.56MeVmirror state

in 11B, characterized by having a diluted-gas structure [241, 242]. Cluster states of
11C have been also organized into rotational bands, and these results are discussed in
[243, 244].

The first neutron-rich carbon isotope is the 13C. As in the case of 11C, its cluster
configurations is strongly connected to the one of 12C [169]. One of the first sys-
tematic studies, by Milin and von Oertzen [170], focused on the existence of parity
doublets, i.e., couples of rotational bands with opposite parity and the same structure.
These bands reflect the intrinsic asymmetry of the underlying structure (9Be + α or
α + α + α + n). Starting from the known spectroscopy at that time, they suggested
the occurrence of a K π = 3/2− molecular band built on the 9.897 MeV state and
a K π = 3/2+ molecular band having the 11.080 MeV as band-head. Several of the
states belonging to these bands were found to be populated in reactions involving
α-transfer, and this could be a signal of their pronounced α-cluster nature. The proper-
ties of these states have also been characterized on the basis of a MO model. From an
analysis of the moment of inertia, they suggest a linear chain arrangement of the three
α-particles bound by a covalent neutron. States corresponding to the 9Be(1/2+, 1.68
MeV) + α structure are predicted as well and they have been linked by the authors to
possible triangular configurations. A doublet of Jπ = 1/2± experimentally observed
states lying, respectively, at 10.996 MeV and 8.86 MeV could be candidates for this
structure. Finally, they suggested that the distinction between linear and triangular
fashions in the 13C cluster arrangement could be connected to the occurrence of σ and
π -orbitals for the ground and first excited states of 9Be, in which the valence neutron
occupies two orthogonal configurations.

13C low-lying states have been also object of microscopic 3α–n calculations, as
reported in Refs. [245–248]. High energy 13C rotational bands, based on its 3α cluster
structure, were predicted by Furutachi and collaborators [246] using a 3α + n cluster
model based on the GCM wave function. They suggested the existence of two rota-
tional bands built on 3/2−

2 (11.4MeV) and 3/2−
3 (14.5MeV) band-heads states around

the threshold energy, being both characterized by large moment of inertia and a pro-
nounced cluster configuration. Another important subject was the presence of 1/2±
states in 13C with a pronounced 3α nature. They could be characterized by a structure
made by coupling a valence neutron to the Hoyle state in 12C. AMD calculations
pointed out that the 1/2−

3 (Ex ≈ 15.0 MeV) has a strong 3α + n structure, giving rise
to a linear chain band (K π = 1/2−) with a large deformation [247]. Another possible
Hoyle-analog state is found, by means of 3α+n OCM calculations [248], at an excita-
tion energy of about 14.9MeV. This state is described by a gas-like configuration with
an extremely large radius (4.3fm), and it has a dominant (≈ 0.6) 12C(0+

2 ) ⊗ n(s1/2)
spectroscopic factor.

Also 14C has been recently proposed to be characterized by a strong molecular-
like nature, which could even give rise to a linear chain-like structure. AMD model
calculations by Suhara and Kanada-En’yo [249] suggested the existence of a positive-
parity prolate band (ending with a 4+ state) with a 0+ band-head just a few MeV
above the 10Be+α threshold. They calculated also the dimensionless α particle widths
of the members of such band, being of the order of 10–20%. The linear chain structure
is stabilized by its orthogonality to low-lying states; such low energy cluster states
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are triaxially deformed, and are built starting from bases with bending configurations.
Density distributions derived from AMD wave functions pointed out the occurrence
of a configuration of 14C where two α particles and two neutrons are closely placed,
resembling a 10Bemolecular state, while the secondα particle ismore distant from this
structure. Qualitatively, this behavior suggested an easy population of molecular-like
cluster states in 14C via 10Be+α resonant elastic scattering and triggered an intense
campaign of experiments (see Sect. 12.5).

Unfortunately, fewcalculations are available for the oddheavy isotopes of carbon, as
15,17,19 C. For example, inRef. [250] the structure of the ground and low energy excited
states of such isotopes is treated within the GCM approach, by considering the even
isotope + neutron configuration and allowing for the possibility of core excitations.
Interestingly, the authors pointed out a reduction of the spin–orbit force, leading to a
smaller energy distance between split levels. A small neutron halo structure was also
suggested for the 15C ground state [251].

Amore extended literature has been recently produced on the theoretical prediction
of cluster structures in 16C. Its possible molecular configurations are constituted by
a symmetric three-center structure of the type 3α + 4n, with the possibility of show-
ing also a stable linear-chain configuration: its stability against the bending motion
was pointed out by MO calculations [252]. More recently, AMD theoretical calcu-
lations [253] suggested the existence of two different types of trimeric structures:
one with the α-clusters forming an isosceles triangular configuration and the other
having a linear-chain fashion. The latter is particularly stable—thanks to the role of
the valence neutrons. Concerning the triangular configuration, valence neutrons are
found to occupy the sd shell, while the linear-chain configurations are qualitatively
understood in terms of 3/2−

π and 1/2−
σ molecular orbits, as predicted by the molecular

orbital model [252]. Such states were classified in Ref. [253] in triangular-like and
linear-like rotational bands, with band-heads, respectively, at 8.0 MeV and 15.5 MeV.
Recent experimental results on such important aspects will be discussed in Sect. 12.6.

Obviously, also heavier nuclides can give rise to strong molecular-like configu-
rations driven by clustering. Some examples are given by neutron-rich oxygen and
neon isotopes [7]. Indeed, signatures of alpha clustering have been identified in 18O
via α+14C decay after inelastic scattering analysis or with transfer reactions [254,
255]: apart from the existence of rotational bands characterized by large moment of
inertia and parity doubling, due to the breaking of the intrinsic reflection symme-
try [256–258], some states in 18O have reduced partial widths for the α+14C cluster
configuration that are close to the single particle limit [259]. Detailed analysis on
the structure and properties of 18O positive parity states characterized by complex
many-particle-many-holes configurations (e.g., 4p-2h or 6p-4h, that can be linked to
the occurrence of α+clustering in 18O) have been discussed, e.g., in Refs. [260, 261].
Similar considerations can be drawn forNeon andMagnesium isotopes; as an example,
several theoretical works discussed the occurrence of α clustering in 22Ne, both with
microscopic algebraic methods [262] or with an extended two-cluster model using
GCM [263].
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6 An overview of themain techniques for the study of clustering

The research on the spectroscopy of light nuclei is one of the key aspects to understand
clustering. Such studies are related to the knowledge of fundamental properties of the
largest possible number of states of a nucleus. The main properties investigated in
spectroscopic studies are Ex , J , T , π , �, C2S, where Ex is the excitation energy of
the state, J is the total angular momentum, T is the isospin, π is the parity of the cor-
responding wave-function, which is connected to its spatial symmetry, the symbol �

indicates thewidth (total or partial) of the state andC2S are the so-called spectroscopic
factors. The latter are the square modules of the spectroscopic amplitudes, which are
formally connected, as wewill discuss in the following, to the projection of the nuclear
wave-function onto each possible nuclear configuration. Together with these quanti-
ties, also electromagnetic moments (mainly magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole
and octupole moments) of nuclear states are of extreme importance in nuclear physics,
but since they are mainly investigated with hyper-fine structure experiments, or with
analysis involving correlation studies of emitted γ -quanta, their detailed discussion
goes beyond the framework of this report, which ismainly focused on the spectroscopy
of states by means of charged particles or neutron detection. Another very important
property, which can indicate the degree of collectivity of a given state, is linked to the
reduced transition probability B(E2) for electric quadrupole transitions between two
nuclear states. In the presence of α-clustering phenomena, such values are typically
well larger than the shell model predictions (see, e.g., [264] for a recent application to
α clustering effects in heavy nuclei).

The spectroscopic properties listed above can be studied by means of different
types of experiments; basically, they could involve nucleus-nucleus collisions at low
and intermediate energies or, especially for heavier nuclei, the study of the decay
processes of naturally occurring or artificially synthesized radio-isotopes. In this work,
we will discuss essentially the first category of experiments.

Nuclear reactions between light ions can be subdivided into two main categories:
compound nucleus reactions, i.e., reactions that can involve the formation of a resonant
state as an intermediate stage, and the so-called direct reactions, typically involving
the production of an excited state as a final product of the collision. In the last case, the
properties of the produced state can be investigated by detecting the corresponding
decay products (particle–particle and multi-particle correlations).

In the next paragraphs, we will discuss some aspects of both the reaction mecha-
nisms and on themain analysis techniques applied to deduce experimental information
on the spectroscopy of nuclear states.

6.1 Formation experiments: Compound nucleus reactions

High-precision experiments involving the formation of a compound nucleus represent
a powerful way to probe clustering in nuclei.9 Let us consider a projectile nucleus

9 The scheme of compound nucleus reaction was introduced by Niels Bohr in 1936. According to the Bohr
idea, a low-energy incident particle can be fully absorbed by the target nucleus, and after several internal
collisions, it will share its momentum with the other nucleons of the target. The kinetic energy and the
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Fig. 8 Schematic view of a
compound nucleus reactions
populating a resonant state at an
energy Er . The state is formed
by a + A collision and decays in
the b + B channel. A schematic
view of the occurrence of an
isolated resonance in the
A(a,b)B reaction cross section is
shown on the right side of the
panel

a impinging on a target nucleus A at low bombarding energy: we can observe the
formation of a compound system C at a given excitation energy. This meta-stable
system can subsequently decay in any of the open10 channels.

We can now assume, for simplicity, that the formation of the compound nucleus C
populates an isolated resonance of the many-body system, and that there are only two
open channels, a and b (the latter corresponds to the emission of an ejectile nucleus b
and a residual nucleus B, as sketched in the Fig. 8). The theory of nuclear reactions [33,
208] points out an important aspect: the cross section σ must depend on the properties
of the excited state of the compound nucleus through the logarithmic derivative fl
of the radial wave-function ul(r) at the nuclear boundary r = R. The solution of
the Schrödinger equation outside of the nuclear surface leads to the expression of the
radial wave function; it assumes the form (see Refs. [208, 233, 267] for a complete
derivation):

ul(r) = Au+
l (r) + Bu−

l (r)

= Ae−iδl [Gl(r) + i Fl(r)] + Be−iδl [Gl(r) − i Fl(r)], r > R
(14)

where u+
l and u−

l represent respectively the asymptotic limits of incoming and out-
going spherical wave at large distances from the reaction vertex. The quantity δl is
the Coulomb phase shift. In the case of l = 0 neutrons, several simplifications occur:
Fl = kr jl(kr) and Gl = krηl(kr), being jl(kr) and ηl(kr) respectively the spherical
Bessel and Neumann functions. In the more complex case of a charged particle with a
given orbital angular momentum �, they correspond, respectively, to the regular and
irregular Coulomb wave functions. In this context are particularly important the real
quantities Sl and Pl , which are called respectively shift factor and penetration factor.

binding energy of the incoming particle will be converted into excitation energy of the system formed by
the merging of target + projectile, the so-called compound nucleus [265, 266].
10 Open means that this channel fulfills the conservation laws that characterize strong forces: energy,
angular momentum, parity, charge, isospin, baryon number.
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They are fully determined by the boundary conditions of fl outside the nucleus:

fl = R

(
1

u+
l (r)

du+
l (r)

dr

)

r=R

= R

[
Gl(dGl/dr) + Fl(d Fl/dr) + iGl(d Fl/dr) − i Fl(dGl/dr)

F2
l + G2

l

]

r=R

≡ Sl + i Pl

(15)

being:

Sl = R

[
Fl(d Fl/dr) + Gl(dGl/dr)

F2
l + G2

l

]

r=R

Pl = R

(
k

F2
l + G2

l

)

r=R

(16)

These quantities depend on the wave-number k in the center of mass system, the
channel radius R and the orbital angular momentum l; the Coulomb functions for
charged particles depends also on the Sommerfeld parameter η [33]. Let us consider
l = 0 neutrons for simplicity; in this case, being F0 = sin(kr) and G0 = cos(kr)

[268], we will obtain P0 = kr and S0 = 0, indicating the vanishing of the shift factor
in absence of a barrier. The reaction cross section close to an isolated resonance can be
derived in terms of Pl and Sl (see, e.g., [33]), leading to the well-known Breit–Wigner
formula:

σ = (2l + 1)
π

k2
�a�b

(E − Er )2 + �2
r /4

(17)

where�a and�b are the so-called partial widths for, respectively, the entrance channel
and the exit channel of the reaction. In particular, they are equal to

�a ≡ − 2[Pl(E)]a

(∂ fl/∂ E)E0
r

= 2Pa
l (E)γ 2

a

�b = 2Pb
l (E)γ 2

b

(18)

In the equations above, Pa
l (E) and Pb

l (E) are, respectively, the penetrability factors
for the entrance and the exit channels. The penetrability factor appears in the definition
of the partial widths because a particle has to penetrate the barrier to give rise to the
reaction. γ 2

a and γ 2
b are the so-called reduced widths, and they are easily obtained via

Eq. (18) by inversion. The cross section depends on the properties of the interior of
the compound nucleus through these numbers. Moreover, they are connected to the
above-mentioned spectroscopic factors C2S, as we will see later.

The total width of the resonance would correspond, approximately, to the width
of the observed Lorentzian-like function characterizing the cross section close to an
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isolated resonance. It is proportional to the inverse of the resonance lifetime, and
corresponds to the sum of each partial width:

�r = �a + �b (19)

Er is the observed resonance energy, a very important property of a resonant state. It
is defined as:

Er = E0
r − Sl(E)γ 2

a (20)

This equation indicates that the observed resonance energy Er , appearing in the formu-
lation of the cross section for an isolated resonance, is shiftedwith respect to the formal
energy E0

r of a quantity −Sl(E)γ 2
a . This feature is genuinely due to the presence of a

barrier in the entrance channel.
To understand the link between the nuclear reaction quantities discussed here and

the nuclear structure of a state, we can consider a semi-classic example (see, e.g,
[266]). Let us consider an excited state of 11Be, whose wave function �1 corresponds
to the ground state of 10Be with a further neutron in the 2s1/2 orbit, i.e.,

�1(
11Be) = �(10Begs) ⊗ �(2s1/2) (21)

Being 10Be an even–even nucleus, its ground state is 0+ and thus the state of Eq. (21)
would have Jπ = 1/2+. This represents a highly excited state of 11Bewith an unbound
neutron (the last bound neutron state would stay in the 1p1/2 orbital, according to shell
model predictions), which can be released in a nucleon-emitting process like:

11Be∗ −→ 10Begs + n(2s1/2) (22)

If we indicate with vi the velocity of the neutron inside the 11Be nucleus and with R
the radius of the nucleus, the extra neutron will reach the nuclear surface in a time
of the order of R/vi . When hitting the surface, it will feel a change in the potential
which can reflect it again inside the nucleus. It is possible to demonstrate (on the basis
of a simple wave mechanics calculation, see e.g. [266]) that, on average and in first
approximation, it will be reflected a number of times equal to vi/4ve, where ve is the
velocity with which the outgoing neutron is eventually emitted [266]. The average
time required for a neutron to be emitted is thus:

τ0 ≈ R

vi

vi

4ve
= R

4ve
(23)

Considerations based on a more accurate description of the transmission coefficients
lead to a slightly different expression:

τ0 ≈ R

3ve
→ �0 ≈ 3

�ve

R
(24)
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If we indicate with μ the reduced mass of the binary channel decomposition that we
are considering, and taking into account that ve is the relative velocity of the decay
partners, we haveμve = �k, being k the external wavenumber, related to the unbound
particles. After immediate substitutions, we have:

�0 ≈ 3
�ve

R
= 3�2k

μR
= 3�2k R

μR2 = 2 · k R · 3
2

�
2

μR2 (25)

But for s-wave neutrons, the penetrability is simply P0 = k R, as said before; if we
consider the definition of Eq. (18), we can consider the so-called single-particle limit
or Wigner limit as the following value for the reduced partial width:

γ 2
0 = 3

2

�
2

μR2 (26)

It is possible to derive the Wigner limit also in a fully quantum mechanical picture,
for a given shape of the potential; to do this beautiful exercise of quantum scattering
theory, the reader is referred to [267].

If we now consider all the possible configurations of the type of Eq. (21) leading
to a Jπ = 1/2+ state, we can write the expansion:

�i (
11Be∗) = ci1�(10Begs) ⊗ �(2s1/2) + ci2�(10Be1−) ⊗ �(1p1/2)

+ ci3�(10Be2+) ⊗ �(1d5/2) + . . .
(27)

This represents a wave-function expansion of a generic 1/2+ state i of 11Be in the
10Be + n configurations. In a dynamical view, we can consider that the nucleus will
spend a given quantity of time in each of them. The decay partial width of the state i
via neutron emission in a given configuration k will be therefore linked to the partial
lifetime and the partial widths by:

�i,k = �λ0k |cik |2 (28)

Here, λ0k represents the decay rate of the k-th configuration (see Eq. 23) and the factors
c2ik , which are the square of the amplitudes cik , are equivalent to the fraction of time
spent by the nucleus in the k-th configuration. For a given configuration we define:

θ2i,k = |cik |2 (29)

which corresponds to the dimensionless reduced partial widths, i.e., the ratio of the

above-discussed decay partial widths to the ones at the Wigner limit θ2ik = γ 2
ik

γ 2
0,ik

. From

the nature of the factors cik defined in Eq. (27), we can derive the sum rule:

∑

i

θ2i = 1 (30)
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Therefore, for a generic state i decaying via neutron emission, θ2i ≤ 1. If the struc-
ture of the i-th state is fully dominated by a particular single-particle configuration,
like, in our example, 10Be + n, it will have θ2i = 1: in this case, the decay partial
width is said to be at the Wigner limit. The investigation of the partial width of a
nuclear state, made by analyzing the experimental data on reaction cross sections, is
therefore very useful to probe the occurrence of a peculiar configuration in the nuclear
structure of a state. This is clearly the case of clustering phenomena, for which we
can expect that the partial widths linked to the α emission (or, for heavier nuclei, of
other cluster decomposition, as 8Be or 12C emission) are characterized by having a
significant fraction (typically larger than 10%) of the Wigner limit.

The above subjects not only apply to the case of l = 0 X+n configurations but canbe
easily generalized to all the possible channels. Its extension to the more complex case
of emission of charged particles in an arbitrary l wave can be derived in the following
way (see Ref. [208, 266] for more details). We will make the hypothesis that the
compound nucleus populates the resonance r and that there is only one open channel
c. The corresponding wave function of this meta-stable state, which contributes to the
emission in the channel c is expressed by a linear combination of radial single-particle
wave functions uc

rk , each of them contributing to a particular configuration of the
compound system in the decomposition c11:

�r ( 	R) =
[
∑

k

crkuc
rk(R)

]
Ylm(θ, ϕ)

R
(31)

The partial width �c of the resonant state can be determined as the probability flux
of the particle through the only open channel c. This number can be calculated by
integrating the quantum-mechanical current [267, 269], through a sphere of radius R,
in the whole solid angle:

�c
r = �

∫

4π
R2 jd� = �

∫

4π
R2 �

2iμ

(
��

r
∂�r

∂r
− ∂��

r

∂r
�r

)
d� (32)

After some algebric re-arrangement (see Ref. [208]) we find:

�c
r = 2

�
2

μR
Pc

l (E)C2Sϕ2
ck (33)

being:

C2S = c2rk (34)

ϕ2
ck = R

2
|uc

rk(R)|2 (35)

11 Typically, a channel (decomposition c) involves the presence of the two particles b andY . Each particular
configuration of a given decomposition is found by solving the Schrödinger equation for a Hamiltonian
describing the motion of particle b within the well generated by b + Y in the single-particle approximation.
This equation leads to several (discrete) solutions that will represent a particular configuration of the
decomposition c (≡ b + Y ).
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The C2S quantities are called spectroscopic factors,12 which are the square of the
spectroscopic amplitudes used in the linear combination of Eq. (31), while the ϕ2

ck
quantities are the decay rate in the channel c from each configuration k.

The spectroscopic factor, which is intimately linked with the structure of a state, is a
measure of the probability that a compound state r , with a cluster configuration c, can
be described by the single-particle configuration k. From the Eq. (33), we can write
the partial width of the decay of a state in a particular channel as a product of three
factors: (i) the probability that the nucleonswill arrange themselves in the configuration
corresponding to the final state (C2S), the probability that the single particle will be
present at the boundary (∝ |uc

rk(R)|2),13 and the probability to penetrate centrifugal
and Coulomb barrier by the particle (Pc

l (E)).

6.2 R-matrix theory

In the compound nucleus scenario, the R-matrix theory is often used to extract spec-
troscopic properties of nuclear states like Ex , J , π , γ 2

c from the experimental data
of excitation functions and angular distribution of nuclear reaction cross sections; it
is, therefore, a very useful tool to investigate clustering phenomena light nuclei. A
detailed treatment of R-matrix theory can be found in Ref. [267, 271]; we will give
just a sketch in the following.

This method was introduced by Wigner and subsequently refined by Wigner and
Eisenbud [272, 273] during the 30’s. The observables of nuclear reactions are described
in terms of several parameters: the radius a of a nuclear sphere, the energy levels, and
the reduced widths. They are typically left as free parameters in best-fit procedures
of experimental data. No assumptions are indeed made concerning the shape of the
wave functions inside the nuclear sphere, and only their properties at the surface of
the nuclear sphere are used. These properties are expressed in terms of the logarithmic
derivatives of the wave functions at the boundaries, which form the matrix element
of the R-matrix. The theory is therefore very general since it is free of any detail
characterizing the potential energy function inside the nucleus, except the assumption
regarding the formation of a compound nucleus. The R-matrix theory allows extending
the previously discussed Breit–Wigner formula of the cross section to a more general
formulation which includes an arbitrary number of channels and an arbitrary number
of resonances, taking into account the interference effects between resonances. The
R-matrix relates the value of the wave function in the internal region to its derivative
at each in-going channel. It is defined, for an arbitrary number of channels c, c′, as:

Rc,c′ ≡
∑

r

γrc′γrc

Er − E
(36)

12 C2 represents the square of a Clebsch–Gordan coefficient taking into account the isospin of the entrance
and exit reaction channels, while S is the actual spectroscopic factor. However, in the literature often the
whole product C2S is indicated as spectroscopic factor
13 This quantity, usually set to unity in simplified calculations [270], can be more precisely estimated by
solving the Schrödinger equation for a Wood–Saxon potential. See [208] for details.
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The definition (36) connects the elements of the R-matrix explicitly to the energy,
since γrc and Er are energy-independent parameters. The poles of the R-matrix occur
at each value Er of energy and each of the elementsRc,c′ represents a real number. The
position of the poles is furthermore independent on the channels c and c′. In the frame-
work of R-matrix, a channel is identified by the quantum numbers {α(I1 I2)sl, J M},
where α(I1 I2) represent a specific state of excitation α of a specific pair of nuclei 1
and 2, having spins I1 and I2, 	s = 	I1 + 	I2 is the channel spin, l is the orbital angular
momentum of their relative motion and 	J and M are the total spin and its component
along a quantization axis. For the entrance channel consisting of a projectile and a
target nucleus, one can set 	I1 = 	jp and 	I2 = 	jt , consequently:

	J = 	l + 	jp + 	jt (37)

Because of the degeneracy of these values, there are (2l+1)(2 jp+1)(2 jt +1) different
sets of spin orientations with the same probability. The cross section has therefore to
be multiplied for the statistical factor:

g(J ) = 2J + 1

(2l + 1)(2 jp + 1)(2 jt + 1)
(38)

The cross section, as well as the phase shifts, can be derived from the R-matrix using
the boundary conditions and the energy independent parameters γrc. As an example,
in the case of an isolated resonance and an arbitrary number of channels, one can
derive the so-called generalized one-level Breit–Wigner formula for a generic reaction
leading from the α channel to the α′:

σ(α, α′) = π

k2
2J + 1

(2 jp + 1)(2 jt + 1)

(∑
ls �rc

) (∑
l ′s′ �rc′

)

(E − Er − �r )2 + �2
r /4

(39)

where �rc = 2Pc(E)γ 2
rc are the partial widths, �r (E) = ∑

c �rc(E) is the total
width of the resonance r and �r (E) = ∑

c �rc(E) is the total level shift. The latter
is the superposition of partial level shifts, which appeared in the formulation of the
single-channel Breit–Wigner of paragraph 6.1: �rc(E) = −[Sc(E) − Sc(Er )]γ 2

rc.
Both penetration and shift factors are referred to the interaction radius. Normally it is
chosen to be as small as possible so that the quantities of the resonance theory contain
primarily information on the nuclear interaction. For this reason, it is commonly taken
equal to the smallest separation distance of the nuclear pair for the reaction to occur,
i.e., the channel radius R = r0(A1/3

t + A1/3
p ), with a radius parameter lying in the

range r0 = 1.0–1.5 fm. A simplification of Eq. (39) was introduced by Thomas in
1951, observing that since the shift factor Sc(E) depends only weakly on the energy,
it could have been expanded in the following way:

E − Er − �r ≈ (E − Er )

[
1 −

(
d�r

dE

)

Er

]
(40)
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Using the result of Eq. (40), the commonly used formulation of Eq. (39), which
reproduces the α → α′ cross section for an isolated resonance r , becomes:

σ(α, α′) = π

k2
2J + 1

(2 jp + 1)(2 jt + 1)

(∑
ls �o

rc

) (∑
l ′s′ �o

rc′
)

(E − Er )2 + �2
r /4

(41)

where the formal widths �rc have been replaced by the observed widths �o
rc:

�o
rc ≡ �rc

1 − (d�r/dE)Er

= �rc

1 +
(∑

c′′ γ 2
rc′′

d Sc′′
d E

)

Er

(42)

which applies also to the reduced widths. The difference between formal and observed
width is much more important as the reduced width of the state becomes large.

Operatively, it is possible to use multi-channel multi-level R-matrix formulations
like [274, 275] to find the set of parameters Ex , J , π , γ 2

c which reproduces the
experimental trend of the cross section for each channel and each process considered.
In particular, the approach of [275] has the sizable advantage of using, as starting
parameters in the fit search, the observable values and not the formal ones, strongly
simplifying the R-matrix analysis of data. Since clustering phenomena are related to
states having pronounced (i.e., close to theWigner limit) partial widths for α-emission
(�α), the study of compound nucleus reaction channels which involve the emission of
anα-particle, like resonant elastic scattering (RES) (α,α), resonant inelastic scattering
(α, α′), (p, α) and (d, α) reactions, is of great help to determine the �α partial width
of a given excited state from best-fit procedures.

6.3 Direct reactions and correlations

In addition to the compound nucleus reaction mechanism, which typically occurs at
low energies, also the so-called direct reactions are very important to study clustering.
Thismechanism becomes increasingly important as the bombarding energies increase,
even if evidences for direct reactionmechanisms at very sub-barrier energies have been
reported in the literature, especially in the presence of a pronounced cluster structure
of the reaction partners [276, 277].

Particularly relevant for this aim are transfer reactions and breakup reactions. All
these reactions have in common a quite short interaction time, being of the order of
10−22 s, i.e., the typical time scale of a nucleon, moving with average kinetic energy
(3/5EF ) inside a nucleus, to traverse the nuclear diameter of the target. This time is
much shorter than the typical time needed for a complete momentum sharing in the
compoundnucleus,≈ 10−16 s.Another important feature of direct reactions is that they
retain memory of the momentum carried by the incident particle. In direct reactions
there are few (or just one) nucleonic collisions and, consequently, strong asymmetries
of angular distributions are observed. Except for specific cases with strong particle-
exchange effects, the direction of the emitted particles in direct reactions is typically
peaked at forward angles.
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A simple classification of transfer reactions subdivides them into pick-up and strip-
ping reactions. In both cases, we observe a transfer of one or a few nucleons between
reaction partners. Pick-up reactions are characterized by the transfer of nucleons from
the target to the projectile, while in stripping reactions it is the opposite. The perturba-
tion of the nuclear field of the target is minimal and, for this reason, there is a strong
tendency for the residual nucleus to be left in a state of low excitation.

A very important characteristic of direct reactions is the link between the angular
momentum transferred in the reaction and the angular distribution of ejectiles. Nor-
mally, an angular distribution of a transfer reaction results from a superposition of
waves emanating from all parts of the nuclear surface. This generates an interference
effect which leads to particular diffraction-like patterns. These effects, and the pertur-
bations on the incoming and outgoing waves due to the Coulomb and nuclear potential
in the entrance and exit channels, are taken into account by means of the Distorted
WaveBornApproximation (DWBA) or usingCoupledChannel (CC) approaches [278,
279], by treating the incident and emitted particles as moving under the influence of
an optical model potential. DWBA and CC calculations can predict the angular dis-
tribution of a transfer reaction, provided that carefully tuned optical potential and
bound state descriptions are introduced as ingredients in the calculations. Under the
assumption that the transferred nucleons enter one of the orbits without disturbing the
nucleus, the angular distribution of the cross section σ(θ) can be written as follows:

σ(θ) = C2S · σDW B A,CC (θ) (43)

where C2S is the so-called spectroscopic factor. This value is linked to the scalar
product of the wave-function of the populated nuclear state onto the wave-function of
the cluster decomposition studied with the transfer reaction. As an example, we can
consider the 12C(d,p)13C one-neutron transfer reaction. If one indicates with lt and
jt , respectively, the orbital angular momentum of the transferred neutron and its total
angular momentum, the configuration of the nucleus upon its entry is:

12Cgs + n(lt , jt ) (44)

The ground state of 12C has Jπ = 0+; if, for example, we assume lt = 1 and jt = 3/2,
the state formed in 13C would have Jπ = 3/2−. In general, the state can be described
as a mixing of all the possible configurations of the type given in Eq. (44), weighted
by the corresponding spectroscopic amplitude. The probability to form a given 3/2−
state of 13C will be therefore proportional to the time fraction spent in each of the
configurations. In this frame, the wave function for a given 3/2− state i will be:

�3/2(i) = θ1�[12Cgs] ⊗ �(p3/2) + · · · (45)

If a particular θ2j = 1, only one term of the expansion contributes to the state i .
This would be in ideal agreement with the hypotheses used in deriving σDW B A and
then C2S = 1. In general, this is not true, and C2S = θ2j ; C2S are therefore the

spectroscopic factors related to each configuration. C2S can be directly obtained by
comparing experimental data of one-nucleon transfer angular distributions to DWBA
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or CC calculations, even for states which are below threshold and for which it is not
possible to define decay partial widths.

The above considerations can also be applied to multi-nucleon transfer processes.
In particular, given the pronounced cluster structure of light nuclei, α-particle transfer
reactions are a very useful tool to investigate clustering features of nuclear states [280].
In this framework, reactions as (6Li,d), (7Li,t) and (12C,8Be) at energies of some times
the Coulomb barrier have been used during the last decades to obtain the spectroscopic
α factors Sα for nuclei in the p- and sd- shells [74], which are frequently very different
from shell model predictions.

Other direct reactions very useful to probe clustering are the knock-out ones. They
are reactions typically induced by high-energy proton beams, which, during the col-
lision, would directly remove an α particle from the target nucleus. Also in this case
it is possible to have access to the Sα values (for example, via the analysis of triple
differential cross sections) for a large variety of nuclei of light-to-mediummasses (see,
e.g., Refs. [281, 282]).

Breakup reactions are another type of direct reactions often adopted to study α

clustering in light nuclei above the emission threshold. They lead to a change of the
nature of a nucleus via the interactionwith another nucleus (e.g., by inelastic scattering
or particle transfer) above the particle decay threshold, followed by its rupture into
two (or more) charged particles. There are some advantages, in terms of kinematics,
in the study of projectile breakup reaction. In this case, in fact, breakup fragments
are forward-focused, because of the boost given by the projectile, and they can have
enough energy to overcome detection and/or identification thresholds of experimental
apparatuses.

We can make a further distinction of break-up processes into sequential and direct
breakup. In the latter, the projectile nucleus suddenly disintegrates because of elec-
trodynamics or density gradient effects occurring during its interaction with the target
[283]. In this case, breakup fragments do not bring detailed information on the spec-
troscopy of excited state of the emitting nucleus. At variance, sequential breakup
reactions are two-step process in which the nucleus is initially excited by means of
the interaction with the target, and then it sequentially breaks-up into two (or more)
particles to de-excite the parent nucleus. The spectroscopy of the excited state leading
to the decay of the nucleus can be studied by measuring masses and momenta of the
outgoing particles.

As an example, we assume a sequential breakup reaction of the type X + Y →
X� +Y → ∑

i x N
i=1 +Y , where the N breakup fragments xi of masses mi are emitted

by the intermediate excited state X�. The four-momentum of the i-th fragment will
be:

qi ≡ (x0i ; x1i , x2i , x3i ) = (Ei , px
i , py

i , pz
i ) (46)

where we assumed c = 1. The total four-momentum will be given by q = ∑N
i=1 qi ,

and the calculation of its (invariant) square leads to the expression:

M = √
qμqμ =

√
q0q0 − q1q1 − q2q2 − q3q3 (47)
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Fig. 9 Kinematics of vectors typically used to perform angular correlation studies in sequential break-
up experiments. Primed quantities are expressed for the laboratory frame, while the non-primed ones are
expressed in the zero-momentum frame. Adapted from Refs. [141, 284, 285]

whereM is the invariant mass of the decaying excited state. The excitation energy of
X� is therefore given by the difference between its invariant mass and the mass of the
ground state X :

Ex = M − m(X) (48)

Equation (48) allows to determine the energy position of excited states populated
in a breakup reaction. This method to study the spectroscopy of nuclear states is one
of the several multi-particle correlation techniques often used in nuclear physics, and
it is particularly useful to probe cluster configurations in excited nuclei, since they
have pronounced decay widths for the emission of constituent clusters.

In this framework, it is also possible to obtain further spectroscopic information on
the nuclear structure of the emitting nucleus, like the spin J . For simplicity, we will
consider the case of a binary decay of a state X� into two spinless particles. In this case,
the reaction can be indicated as X + Y → X� + Y → a + b + Y , where a and b are
the correlated breakup fragments. The process is sketched in the left panel of Fig. 9,
where the velocity vectors of all the particles emitted in the final states are drawn. In
the “center of mass” of the reaction (zero-momentum frame), X� and Y are emitted in
opposite directions; the same occurs for the fragments a and b in their emission center
of mass frame (the reference frame where X� is at rest). We indicated in the figure
the quantities used to determine the spin of the decaying state. The first is the angle
formed by the direction of X� in the reaction center of mass and the incoming beam
direction, which is usually indicated as θ�. Another important quantity is illustrated
in the right side of Fig. 9. It is indicated as � and it represents the angle formed by
the relative velocity vector 	vrel = 	vb

′ − 	va
′ of the two fragments in the laboratory

frame with the beam axis. By assuming that the emission of a and b proceeds from
the decay of X�, from semi-classical considerations [141, 284] the double differential
cross section d2σ

d�∗
θd��

would depend on θ� and � as:

d2σ

d�θ∗d��

∝ |P�(cos(� + αθ∗))|2 (49)

where P� is the �-order Legendre polynomial and � is the angular momentum of
the two emitted particles. The so-called phase shift α is defined as α = � f /J , i.e., it
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Fig. 10 (left) ψ − θ∗ scatter plots obtained in the study of correlations between the particles emitted in the
16O+12C → 24Mg∗+4He → 12C+12C+4He reaction at 113 MeV bombarding energy. (a, b) Panels refer
to two slightly different excitation energy windows in 24Mg. (right) Projections of ψ − θ∗ scatter plots on
the direction orthogonal to the ridges of the data (blue lines of left panel). The red dashed line indicated the
contribution expected from J = 14 states. Reprinted from Ref. [157] under permission

would represent the ratio of the final state grazing angular momentum to the spin of the
resonance J . Equation (49) gives rise to ridges in the double differential cross section,
as shown in Fig. 10. If we project the data in a direction orthogonal to the ridges, the
obtained picture is the one shown in the same figure (left panel), where the periodicity
reflects the �-order Legendre polynomial. In such a way, it is possible to estimate �

and, for zero channel-spin cases, directly the J of the resonance J = �. A commonly
used method to obtain firm estimates of � is based on collecting experimental data at
θ∗ values close to zero, in order to minimize the effect due to the phase shift term αθ∗
[77].

In the case of multi-particle decay (i.e., with emission of more than two fragments)
of an unbound state, it is possible to usemulti-particle correlation techniques to inspect
the decay path of the state. An important example, both in the nuclear and sub-nuclear
fields, is represented by the decay of a resonance in three equal-mass particles. In
such a case, as for the Hoyle state in 12C, one can expect direct decays of the type
X� → y1 + y2 + y3 or sequential decays, where a two-step process occurs: X� →
y1 + Y � → y1 + y2 + y3. In this context, symmetric Dalitz plot can be inspected to
visualize geometrically the different decay patterns and to extract their amplitudes.
These plots were introduced in particle physics by Dalitz and Fabri [286, 287] but
they have been largely used for multi-particle decay studies of nuclei (see, e.g., [160,
288]).

A symmetric Dalitz plot is built using the kinetic energy Ei, j,k of the three particles
in the rest reference frame of the parent nucleus X�. We can then define the Dalitz
plot coordinates as:

εi, j,k = Ei, j,k/(Ei + E j + Ek) (50)
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Fig. 11 A scheme of a symmetric Dalitz plot used to describe the decay into three particles of equal mass.
εi , ε j , εk are the normalized decay energies described in the text. The green circle represent the boundary
due to the (non-relativistic) momentum conservation; in relativistic applications, the circle is deformed into
a shield-like locus. The red lines indicated qualitatively the expected loci for a pure sequential decay pattern
of the Hoyle state of 12C in α+8Be → 3α

which are often indicated as normalized decay energies. The possibility of represent-
ing such coordinates into an equilateral triangle follows from the so-called Viviani’s
theorem: for a generic point P inside the triangle, the sum of its distances from each
side of the triangle is a constant. In this way experimental points, corresponding to
(εi , ε j , εk) energy coordinates, are localized inside the triangle in Fig. 11. Furthermore,
the (non-relativistic) momentum conservation in the decaywould give a constraint that
confines the data into a circle. In the case of direct decays driven by phase space con-
siderations, the energy can be shared with any of the possible combinations εi, j,k , and
the whole circle is populated, with a fillingmodulation that strongly reflects the spin of
the emitting state. For the case of sequential decays, instead, the energies of the decay
must fulfill much more restrictive constraints, leading typically to the population of
straight bands within the circle. A typical choice made for simplicity in showing data
consists in selecting εi > ε j > εk ; by doing this, the data collapse into one sector
of the circle inside the triangle of Fig. 11. In the figure, horizontal bands typically
occurring in the presence of sequential decays are qualitatively represented for the
emblematic case of the Hoyle state sequential decay. The use of the Dalitz plot has
been of paramount importance in the study of the decay pattern of the Hoyle state (see
Fig. 12 for a typical example), for which several conflicting theories and experimen-
tal findings have been reported in the literature. Recent theoretical and experimental
findings on such aspects will be discussed in large detail in the Sect. 12.3.

7 Recent progresses on clusters in light nuclei

In this section and in the following ones, we briefly describe some recent findings on
the cluster structure of selected light nuclei (from Helium to Neon isotopes) and their
impact on the knowledge of nuclear theories and on several aspects of nuclear astro-
physics. The findings discussed here will mainly concern some selected publications
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Fig. 12 (Left) A qualitative example of the expected population of a symmetric Dalitz plot in the case
of a 3α decay of 12C in the Hoyle state with sequential (assuming 99.9% branching) and direct (0.1%,
phase space-driven) patterns. Values of energy and angular resolution of the simulated particles are chosen
similarly to the ones commonly seen inmulti-detection systems used in this type of experiments. (Right) The
radial projection of events represented in the Dalitz plot. The expected direct (phase space) contributions
are shown in blue

of the last 5 years (2017–2022). For the sake of clarity, we discuss such results by
grouping them for a given element or, when a large body of data is available, for a
given isotope or a group of isotopes.

7.1 Some general references

A recent critical review of results concerning the general properties of light exotic
isotopes of helium, lithium, and beryllium is given in Ref. [289]. Clustering effects
are also discussed in the review about bound states and continuum properties at the
interface between theoretical and experimental nuclear physics in [290].

Charge form factors of several self-conjugate nuclei have been theoretically cal-
culated with the crystal-like approach of the alpha-cluster model with dispersion in
Ref. [291], by assuming different geometrical configurations of the clusters, and com-
pared with experimental results. The energy density functional theory was applied in
the context of the optical model to describe the elastic scattering of α particles on
self-conjugate nuclei in Ref. [292].

Refs. [293, 294] theoretically investigated cluster formation and properties in
nuclearmatter, while a panoramic viewon the reactionmechanisms induced byweakly
bound Li and Be isotopes is given in Ref. [295]. Clustering effects in the ground states
of self- and non-self-conjugate nuclei can be inspected also using Hanbury–Brown–
Twiss correlation analysis [296] and by analyzing the harmonic components of particle
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flows emitted in ultra-relativistic collisions involving a clustered projectile and a heavy
target [297]. Calculations on 7,9Be, 12C and 16O ultra-relativistic collisions on lead
have been reported in Ref. [298]: elliptic flows are sensitive to clusterization in Beryl-
lium isotopes, while triangular flows are sensitive to the clusterization in 12C and 16O.
Signal of production of self-conjugate nuclei both in the ground state and in states
close to the Nα disintegration threshold have been found also in fragmentation events
of relativistic projectiles [299]. Bose–Einstein condensation in strongly interacting
matter is discussed in [300], while clusterization effects of the four-nucleon system
at kinetic freeze-out conditions in relativistic heavy-ion collisions were investigated
using path-integral Monte Carlo techniques in Ref. [301].

Cluster motion in the ground state and radial excitations of self-conjugate nuclei
as 8Be, 12C and 16O were analyzed with a microscopic Nα approach in Ref. [302].
Ref. [303] discussed the possibility to observe a collective motion of α-clusters with
respect to a heavy core in nuclei above 100Sn and the interplay between giant dipole
resonance phenomena and α oscillations.

A comprehensive study of the structural properties of 0+ excited states in several
N = Z nuclei was performed in the framework of the quartet model in Ref. [304]; in
this model, a quartet indicates generally a correlated structure of two protons and two
neutrons coupled to zero total isospin. The possibility of describing excited states of
self-conjugate nuclei by considering excited quartets is discussed in [305].

The question of localization of nucleons in connection with the formation of clus-
ters in light-to-medium self-conjugate nuclei and in nuclear matter was extensively
discussed in Ref. [306] by means of nuclear energy density functional theory. In this
context, the boundaries of transition from coexisting cluster and mean-field states to
a Fermi liquid state were found to involve nuclei having mass numbers A ≈ 20 to 30.
The study of spatial structure in self-conjugate and non-self-conjugate light nuclei was
also performed in the framework of the Feynman path integral method in Ref. [307].
Among the various results, the use of the hyper-spherical function method allowed to
determine the structure of the ground and Hoyle states in 12C, showing respectively a
regular triangular α cluster structure and a oscillation between a triangular α structure
and a compact dinuclear structure of the 8Be+α type.

A review work on the interplay between few-body effects and mean-field proper-
ties of light nuclei, in connection with clustering, is given in Ref. [308]. Connections
between hyper- and mega-deformations and cluster molecular states have been theo-
retically discussed with the cranked relativistic mean-field model in Ref. [309]. The
impact of the variational basis used to describe resonances in three-body systems in
the context of the alpha cluster mode of the nucleus is critically reviewed in [310],
with applications to the energy position and radii of 12C and 24Mg states.

As discussed in Sect. 3.4, clustering properties of light nuclei can be understood by
considering the symmetries occurring in the quantum-mechanical deformed harmonic
oscillator. A very recent overview of this aspect, involving both prolate and oblate
deformations, is given in [311]; it is also demonstrated that molecular-like exchange of
protons and neutrons is indeed encoded into the mean-field description of the nucleus.
In another work, [312], predictions from the oblate side of the deformed harmonic
oscillator model point out the possible α cluster nature of oblate states in 12C and the
16O+3α cluster nature of oblate states in 28Si. As nicely pointed out in Ref. [313],
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group symmetries of the algebraic cluster model (ACM) would lead to selection rules
in α transfer reactions, for example, involving 12C and 16O nuclei. As shown in [313],
the use of Young tableaux expresses in a simple and pictorial way the occurrence of
such selection rules. In Refs. [314, 315], the question of symmetries governing the
structures of 12C and 16Onucleiwas investigatedwith the Semi-microscopicAlgebraic
ClusterModel (SACM), and the important role played by the Pauli Exclusion Principle
on predictions of low-lying excited states in both these nuclei was discussed in great
detail.

An interesting re-investigation on the magnetic dipole moments in excited states of
self-conjugate nuclei up to chromium was reported in Ref. [316]. The gyromagnetic
factors of excited states obtained from experimental data are g ≈ +0.5, a value
in close agreement (within statistical uncertainties) to simple quantum mechanical
predictions for macroscopic α cluster model. This peculiar finding was interpreted in
the framework of collective excitations of α-clusters, giving support to the hypothesis
of the occurrence of α clusterization for excited states of self-conjugate nuclei. The
impact of extra neutrons on the structure of neutron-rich isotopes of self-conjugate
nuclei, and the interplay between shell closures and α clusterization, was also inferred
from the analysis of gyromagnetic factors of excited states of N = Z + 1, N = Z + 2
nuclei.

Clustering considerations in 11Be led the authors of [317] to speculate on the exis-
tence of Rydberg-like nuclear molecules, made by two 0+ nuclei and two neutrons
in covalent sharing between them. From the calculations, their existence is not com-
pletely ruled out, and they could be observed in laboratory experiments, for example,
as by-products of nuclear fragmentation reactions.

Concerning the role played by the α clustering in driving different reaction mech-
anisms in heavy-ion collisions, we underline the surprising result of [318] in studying
the 17O+12C fusion excitation function: a broad oscillation is seen in the data, appar-
ently not dissimilar to the ones present in the 16O+12C self-conjugate system and
linked to the occurrence of molecular-like resonances.

At bombarding energies well larger than the Coulomb barrier, the investigation of
effects due to the Qα value of the projectile in heavy-ion collisions was performed in
Refs. [138, 140, 319], where projectile with lower Qα values seem more inclined to
give rise to incomplete fusion phenomena. The role of nuclear stopping in the forma-
tion of clusters in C+C collisions at 95 MeV/nucleon was investigated by comparing
molecular dynamics calculations with experimental data in Ref. [320, 321].

7.2 Some observations

From all the previous works, it emerges the need to deepen the concepts and the effects
due to the symmetrical arrangements that α clusters can manifest in light nuclei, with
particular emphasis on the search for the connections between various up-to-date
cluster models based on different theoretical grounds (e.g. algebraic models com-
pared with molecular dynamics ones) but leading to similar predictions. It would be
also important to consider in more detail the effects played on the cluster structures
by the exclusion principle on the various models discussed here, and to improve the
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theoretical research on clusterization algorithms inside transport models for heavy-ion
reactions at large energies. The last point, in particular, could have some interesting
repercussions also in other physics contexts (e.g. applied physics or cosmic-ray stud-
ies) because of its impact on accurate predictions of absolute cross sections in the
intermediate to relativistic energy domains. From the experimental point of view, we
believe that the suggestion for the occurrence of selection rules in α-transfer reactions
due to group symmetry considerations [313] would deserve some further experimen-
tal deepening; improvements in the determination of quadrupole electric and dipole
magnetic momenta of excited states of self-conjugate nuclei and their neutron-rich
isotopes would also be useful to further benchmark cluster model predictions, accord-
ing to the recent work of [316]. The surprising findings of [318] of broad resonances
in a non-self-conjugate reaction system would urge for the measurements of fusion
cross sections all along the oxygen isotopic chain, both stable and unstable; it could be
also useful to populate the same fused system, 29Si, with a different entrance channel,
in order to have an independent benchmark of the reported results.

8 Clustering in helium isotopes

The description of neutron-richHe isotopes can represent an important bridge between
few-body theories of the nucleus and clustering models. A consistent description of
the energy position and widths of the ground state and the first excited states of the
isotopic chain 5−10Hehas been recently reported inRef. [322], using the single-particle
Berggren basis and by numerically solving the many-body problem via the Gamow
density-matrix renormalization group (G-DMRG) method for open quantum systems.
Such calculations could serve also as a guideline for the determination of the position
and properties of the poorly known 9,10He states; for example, a parity inversion is
predicted for low-lying states in 9He.

A detailed study of the structure of states of 7He at low excitation energies was
performed also in Ref. [323] using an ab initio calculation with the Daejeon16 poten-
tial; in particular, the solution of the multi-channel problem allowed to determine the
partial decay widths toward different neutron decay channels. Indirect measurements
with the TrojanHorseMethod of the cross section of the unbound 5He nucleus reaction
on a 3He target at astrophysical energies have been recently reported in Ref. [324].

Results of a new break-up experiment, where 8He projectiles at 15 MeV/nucleon
impinged on C and Pb targets, were reported in Ref. [325]. The main aim was to study
the decomposition of 8He into the 6He+n+n channel. The break-up of 8He on carbon
targets was found to be essentially sequential in nature, passing through the ground
state of 7He; this finding turns out to be consistent with neutrons emitted with a time
delay of about 1400 fm/c, in agreement with the lifetime of 7He. At variance, the
nature of break-up events induced on a lead target was found to be more direct.
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9 Clustering in Lithium isotopes

Lithium isotopes have been frequently used as clustered projectiles to induce incom-
plete fusion reactions on heavy targets. For example, in Refs. [326, 327], reactions
induced by 7Li on 93Nb were studied at energies near the Coulomb barrier. A careful
selection of kinematical conditions in the analysis of reaction products allowed to
highlight events purely due to triton stripping processes and to study their important
role in the enhancement of α-particle emission in reactions induced by weakly bound
nuclei. Triton cluster transfer has also been found to be the main reaction responsi-
ble for the suppression of complete fusion, and enhancement of incomplete fusion
mechanisms, in 7Li+209Bi reactions at near-barrier energies [328]. A possible expla-
nation of the large α yield seen in several reactions induced by 6Li was also offered in
Ref. [329] by considering the dominance of non-elastic break-up events (treated with
the Ichimura–Austern–Vincent approach [330]) on the elastic break-up components
(treated with the continuum-discretized coupled channel model). The cluster structure
of 6Li has been profitably used to perform several Trojan–Horse experiments; a recent
comparison between results obtained using 6Li or 3He Trojan Horse projectiles is
discussed in Ref. [331].

The population of isoscalar resonances in 6Li has been studied with 6Li+15N col-
lisions at Ecm = 23.1 MeV [332]. In another experiment, the detailed comparison of
elastic scattering cross sections at backward angles in 6Li+10B and 7Li+10B collisions
at the same incident energy (51 MeV of 10B in inverse kinematics) revealed size-
able differences; the possible origin of such effect could be ascribed to the coupling
with breakup, while the elastic transfer mechanism and the reorientation effects in 7Li
are found to be negligible [333]. DWBA calculations performed with the use of Sao
Paulo potential to describe 6He+6,7Li reactions at near-barrier energies pointed out
the important role of overall breakup effects to describe the inclusive emission of α

particles [334].
Other studies concerning the analysis of reaction mechanisms induced by lithium

isotopes onmedium-to-heavymass targets (as elastic and inelastic scattering, breakup,
stripping reactions, and one-nucleon transfer) have been discussed by several authors
(see, e.g. [335–339]), putting in evidence the pronounced role of the dominantα+d and
α+ t cluster configurations in 6Li and 7Li, respectively. A non-negligible contribution
coming from the direct break-up of 7Li beam into p+6He has also been recently
observed in 7Li+112Sn collisions [340], pointing out the importance of p+6He cluster
configuration.

An interesting analysis of 8Li+209Bi reaction at near barrier energies [341] allowed
to deepen the origin of the suppression of complete fusion (of the order of 30%) in
collisions induced by light weakly bound stable or nearly stable nuclei. In the past,
this effect was associated with the presence of low break-up thresholds into charged
clusters. The observation of fusion suppression in the neutron-rich radioactive nucleus
8Li is therefore puzzling: the lowest breakup threshold is seen for the 7Li+n channel
(2.03 MeV), but this channel cannot contribute to fusion suppression because 7Li
retains all the projectile charge. A detailed correlation analysis of cluster fragments
indicates that break-up events are too slow to explain the observed fusion suppression.
The observation of a large cross section for unaccompanied α particles would suggest
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the major role in fusion suppression played by charge clustering effects in the projec-
tile (facilitating partial charge capture), rather than the position of the particle decay
threshold.

The cluster structure of stable and radioactive Lithium isotopes eo ipso has also been
the subject of intense activities. In Ref. [342] the structure of states in 6He and 6Li was
investigated with a new real-time evolution method (REM approach), which is able to
generate the ergodic ensemble of the basis wave functions. The halo properties of the
two isobars are reasonably well described, even if the calculated binding energies of
0+ states are slightly shifted with respect to experimental values and the r.m.s. radii
are overestimated.

Isoscalar and isovector 6Li states at small excitation energies have been studied
in Ref. [343] by solving two single-channel Lippmann–Schwinger equations in the
framework of an effective two-body clusterization method where the deuteron can be
found in its ground (3S1) or virtual (1S0) state. The energy position of the first three
isoscalar states (1+, 3+, 2+) is reproduced with extreme precision, while larger shifts
are seen for the isovector states (especially for the 0+). The theoretically obtained level
scheme allows to reasonably reproduce experimental data of excitation function and
angular distributions for the d+ 4He elastic scattering up to ≈ 10 MeV bombarding
energy. A method to separate isoscalar and isovector dipole excitation in 6Li from
heavy-ion collision data at medium energies (100–400 A.MeV) has been discussed in
[344].

In a different approach [345], the ground state properties of 6Li have been calculated
by solving Faddeev equations in the momentum space and using the CD-Bonn force
and the Bang potential to describe, respectively, the neutron–proton and the nucleon
α interaction. The solution obtained using separable interactions agrees exactly with
solutions based on non-separable forces. Energies of the ground and excited states
of 6Li were also recently calculated with the variational quantum eigensolver (VQE)
algorithm using a superconducting quantum chip [346]; the deviations are of the order
of a few percent with respect to exact diagonalization procedures. The study of the
three-body problemp+n+αwith awide variety of nucleon–nucleon and alpha–nucleon
interactions led to a common description of the structure of the ground state of 6Li in
agreement with the few boy universality principles of quantum mechanics [347]; in
this framework, 6Li could be seen as two-nucleon halo nucleus. Several spectroscopic
properties of 6Li states and electromagnetic transition strengths were investigated with
an ab initio no-core full-configuration (NCFC) approach in Ref. [348].

The dipole excitation of 6Liwas re-investigated experimentally at the newSUBARU
facility from the neutron threshold up to 60 MeV. The occurrence of a low (peaked
at ≈ 12 MeV, LEGDR) and a high (peaked at ≈ 31 MeV, HEGDR) energy compo-
nent was confirmed [349]. While the LEGDR was associated with the ordinary 1�ω

1p − 1h excitation in 6Li, the HEGDR was associated with an α cluster excitation in
6Li, confirming an old suggestion made in Ref. [350]. This study triggered new the-
oretical calculations to deepen the interpretation of experimental observations: they
were discussed in Refs. [351, 352] by using, respectively, a six-body microscopical
calculation and an extended version of the QMD model.

Concerning 7Li, an exclusive break-up experiment (in the α+t channel) performed
by coupling amagnetic spectrometer with a silicon detector pointed out the dominance
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of non-resonant effects in the break-up cross section, while the coupling with the sec-
ond excited state at 4.652MeV is needed to describe the elastic scattering cross section
[353]. The structure properties of the ground state and the first excited states of the
mirror couple 7Li and 7Be have been studied microscopically by the algebraic version
of the RGM. They have been used to determine the S-factors and branching ratios
of the astrophysical important reactions 3H(α,γ )7Li and 3He(α,γ )7Be and compared
with experimental data [354].

7Li unbound states have been studied with the no-core shell model with continuum
(NCSMC) method, using chiral nucleon–nucleon interactions as the only input [355].
Very interestingly, it is predicted an s-wave resonance in the 6He+p channel at very
low energy above the reaction threshold, which could be relevant in the astrophysical
context. Inelastic scattering of fast neutrons on 6,7Li targets was theoretically studied
in Ref. [356] by solving the Faddeev equations to describe the problem of neutron
interaction with the two clusters forming the ground state of target nuclei. Clustering
effects in the neutron-rich 9Li isotope have been studied in [357] via energy and angular
correlations analysis of 9Li+Pb breakup data at 32.7 MeV/nucleon. In particular, it
was studied the decomposition channel into the two neutron-rich clusters 6He+t with
the help of CDCC. Two resonant states decaying into such channel were found at
9.8 MeV and 12.8 MeV, with suggested Jπ assignments respectively 3/2− and 7/2−.
These results support the prediction of the GCM for 9Li.

The 11Li three-cluster structure (11Li+n+n) was studied with the hyper-spherical
formalism associated with the GCM in Ref. [358], considering also the possibility
of core excitation. Despite the numerical difficulties due to the very large number of
Slater determinants needed to describe the 9Li core, a reasonable description of the
neutron and matter radii is obtained, while the proton radius is slightly smaller than
the experimental one. A comparison with the 9Li proton radius suggests a possible
effect of the neutron halo of 11Li on the structure of the 9Li core. Finally, the possible
occurrence of Cooper pairs in 11Li is discussed in [359].

9.1 Some observations

TheLi isotopic chain constitutes, to our opinion, a strange case in the studyof clustering
in light nuclei: while there are no doubts about the strong presence of clustering in
the well-studied 6,7Li isotopes, the same cannot be said for the other, neutron-rich,
unstable isotopes. It is worth noting the fact that hints on the existence of a pronounced
cluster structure in 8Li indirectly comes from a recent complete fusion experiment
[341]. This finding would suggest performing new experiments also on the nuclear
structure side; a possibility could be represented by the study of 6He+d scattering and
reactions with novel active target detectors to understand the nature of very broad
states above ≈ 9 MeV. Similar proposals might involve the study of the 9Li cluster
structure with the doubly radioactive collision 6He+t: the resonant elastic scattering
could give interesting spectroscopic information in a region where practically no data
are still present. Also electron scattering experiments on radioactive Li beams could
be very useful to have a clearer experimental view of matter distributions in such
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isotopes, while (p,pd) and (p,pt) knock-out experiments in inverse kinematics could
help to unveil the possible presence of exotic 6He+d,t clustering structures.

10 Clustering in Beryllium isotopes

The structure of the neutron-rich beryllium isotopes 9Be, 10Be, 12Be was theoretically
investigated with the real-time evolution method (REM) in Ref. [360]: the density
distributions clearly suggest the occurrence ofmolecular structures in 10Be. The repro-
duction of levels in 9Be, 10Be is in qualitative agreement with experimental data, apart
from some inversion in the position of opposite parity levels. An analysis of intrin-
sic momentum distributions expected in the isotopic chain 8,9,10Be was reported in
Ref. [361]. The momentum distribution of α–α system shows clustering signatures
even in the intrinsic frame of momentum space, in a fashion complementary to the
observations in the coordinate space, because of strong anti-symmetrization effects.

The spectroscopy of bound and resonance states of the 9
	Be hypernucleus was

investigated in the framework of a 2α + 	 microscopic model in Ref. [362], with
particular attention to the influence due to the cluster polarization on the energy and
widths of 9	Be states and on phase shift trends in 5

	He+α scattering processes.

10.1 Clustering in 7Be

A study of 7Be break-up was performed in Ref. [363]. Excited 7Be nuclei have been
populated by transfer reactions induced by 6Li on 112Sn; the selected cluster break-
up channel was 3He+4He. Coupled channel calculations successfully reproduced the
angular distributions obtained in the exclusive measurements of direct break-up events
and sequential break-up into the unbound states at 4.57 (7/2−) and 7.63 MeV (5/2−).
The existence of a controversial 3/2+ state close to the 6Li+p thresholdwas discussed in
Ref. [364] by a re-analysis of the existing data; it was estimated also its possible impact
on the 3He(4He,γ )7Be reaction rate. Still on the astrophysical side, an extrapolation of
S-factor for the 3He(4He,γ )7Be reaction down to the solar energy region has also been
recently determined with the next-to-leading-order (NLO) amplitude in an effective
field theory (EFT) [365]; recent EFT calculations were reported also for the 3He+4He
elastic scattering data [366].

Concerning the measurements of matter and charge radii of 7Be, a new experiment
of elastic scattering 7Be+p in inverse kinematics and at small angles was performed
at GSI [367]; the matter radius value, Rm = 2.42(4) f m, is larger than the ones
previously reported in the literature and based on the analysis of the total interaction
and reaction cross sections. The comparison of Rm with the charge radius pointed out
the presence of a sizable proton skin (δn p = 0.23(10) f m).

10.2 Clustering in 8Be

An experiment of the 7Li(p,γ )αα reaction at 0.441 MeV allowed to improve the
determination of the radiative widths of states in 8Be, up to the 2+

3 state. The adopted
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complete kinematics approach avoids experimental difficulties arising from direct
gamma-ray detection [368]. A dedicated R-matrix analysis of the obtained excitation
spectrum shows that the ground state dominates the spectrum below 2 MeV and has
a non-negligible contribution in the whole energy range. This finding indicates that
a simple integration of the excitation energy spectrum leads to an overestimation of
the decay strength toward the first excited state. Furthermore, the R-matrix analysis
pointed out the need to include a 2+ background pole in the fit (indicating a non-
resonant continuum contribution in the spectrum), and the possible presence of a
broad 0+ state at around 12 MeV [368].

Several theoretical works deepened the study of clustering in 8Be. Tensor effects
were included in the antisymmetrized quasi-cluster model of Ref. [369]; in particular,
the tensor suppression gives a significant contribution to the short-range repulsion
between two alpha-clusters in 8Be. In another work, the combination of the Complex
Scaling Method [370] within the framework of the non-localized cluster model [371]
allowed to describe the binding energy of 8Be and the properties (energy position and
width) of the 2+ and 4+ resonant states. α–α scattering phase shifts and properties of
8Be states were also investigated in the framework of the chiral effective field theory
[372]; the calculations elucidate the role played by the two-pion-exchange effects and
short-range terms in the interaction between the clusters.

A recent simultaneous R-matrix fit of 4He+4He elastic scattering differential cross
sections and phase shifts, and of 4He(α, γ )8Be radiative capture cross section (for the
4+ → 2+ transition) around the 4+ resonance at � 11.4 MeV, redetermined some
properties of the low-lying states in 8Be [373]. In particular, the obtained �α values
for the ground state and the 4+ state are lower than the commonly accepted values
in the literature, while the reduced E2 transition strength (21.96 ± 3.86e2 f m4) is in
agreement with the value obtained experimentally, and confirms the large deformation
of 8Be.

Ab initio calculations of cluster characteristics of 8Bewere discussed in [374], using
a basis including No-Core Shell Model wave functions and translationally invariant
wave functions of various cluster channels. An interesting finding is that the contri-
bution of the non-clustered components of the basis to the total binding energy is still
large, despite the typical cluster structure of 8Be. The total binding energy of 8Be and
the properties of its excited states were also investigated via lattice calculations in Ref.
[375].

10.3 Clustering in 9Be

The weakly bound 9Be nucleus has been recently used as a projectile to induce com-
plete or incomplete fusion reactions, or to investigate the occurrence of break-up and
α or neutron transfer events in collisions with medium-to-heavy ions [376–380].

The 9Be properties (energy position and width of low-lying states) were theo-
retically explored with a three-cluster algebraic model in Ref. [381]. A reasonable
description of experimental data is found, even if some inversion in the position of
levels at higher energies is seen. A detailed analysis of the resonance properties of
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1/2+ states was also reported. The search for a state with properties analog to the
Hoyle state suggested the narrow 5/2− state at 2.43 MeV.

The recent development of the Cluster Shell Model (CSM), allowed to investigate
single-particle levels in cluster potentials with Z2, D3h , Td symmetries, as typically
observed for 8Be, 12Cand 16Onuclei, respectively [382]. In particular, inRef. [383], the
K π = 3/2−, 1/2± rotational bands of 9Be predicted by CSM are in very good agree-
ment with experimental data and point out the occurrence of a molecular-like cluster
configuration. The estimates of charge andmatter radii, electromagneticmoments, and
transition strengths are in nice agreement with experimental data, and point out the
survival of the underlying 2α cluster configuration even by adding a further neutron.

From the experimental point of view, properties of excited states in 9Bewere studied
by inelastic scattering of deuterons on 9Be at 23 MeV bombarding energy [384]. The
analysis of angular distributions with DWBA calculations allowed to determine the
transferred angular momentum and on the Jπ of 9Be states up to 8 MeV. In this frame
it was possible to deepen the open question of the unexpected Jπ assignments made in
Ref. [385] for the 2.78, 4.70, 5.59, 7.94 MeV states; the results of [384] are indeed in
agreement with previously reported assignments given in Ref. [386]. The organization
of 9Be states into rotational bands is also discussed in [384]. An estimate of radii is
also derived, and it is found that for the K π = 1/2+ and K π = 1/2− bands, the
r.m.s. radii are respectively 40% and 20% larger than the ground state band. Particular
attention was devoted to understanding the structure of the broad 3.82 MeV 3/2−
state, which was described as a single-particle state coupled to an excited 8Be core in
the Jcore = 2 state.

Several angular distributions obtained in 9Be(d,x) reactions (being x=p,d,t,α) at
19.5 and 35MeVwere studied in Ref. [387] within the DWBA and Coupled Channels
approach. The interaction potential of the entrance channel was calculated with the
Double-Folding method using the α–α-n three-body wave function of 9Be. Strong
coupling effects were observed for the (d,p) and (d,t) one-nucleon transfer processes,
while it was found that, due to the clustered nature of the projectile, in the 9Be(d,α)7Li
reaction a dominant direct 5He transfer mechanisms is present.

A recent measurement of 8Li+p reactions leading to charged particle channels (as
(p,p), (p,d) and (p,α) reactions) was performed at the RIBRAS facility in São Paulo
[388], at center-of-mass energies Ecm ≈ 0.8 to 1.8 MeV. A comprehensive R-matrix
fit of several excitation functions obtained at various angles for the various studied
channels allowed to fix better the partial decay widths �p,�d ,�α of states in 9Be close
to the proton decay threshold. The tentative Jπ assignments for the 17.298, 17.493,
and 18.650 MeV states reported in Ref. [386] were confirmed, and new 3/2+ and
7/2− assignments were suggested for the 18.02 and 18.58 MeV states, for which no
estimates were previously reported in the literature. For the 18.650 MeV state, the
analysis suggests the presence of isospin mixing, differently from the pure T = 3/2
tentative assignment of [386]. From a theoretical point of view, the influence of a low
energy 1/2− resonance at 87 keV (Ex = 16.975MeV) in the 8Li(p,γ )9Be reaction
rate was discussed in Ref. [389].
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10.4 Clustering in 10Be

The structure of 10Be was the object of several recent theoretical works. In Ref. [390],
it was predicted a strong connection between di-neutron correlations in 10Be and
the spin–orbit interaction, leading to sizable effects in the magnitude of the p+10Be
inelastic scattering cross section toward the second 2+ state.

Inelastic scattering of protons and α on 10Be can also be used to probe the isospin
character of states belonging to ordinary and molecular-like bands in 10Be. Calcula-
tions performed in Ref. [391] by combining AMD and a microscopic coupled channel
approach suggested the p+10Be inelastic scattering as a sensitive probe to unveil the
neutron dominance in the second 2+ state. An extended version of the AMD model
was also used to understand the role of clustering and the transition current densities
in low energy dipole mode and GDR excitation in 10Be [392].

The study of high-energy states (> 10 MeV) in 10Be was undertaken in Ref. [394]
using a multi-channel algebraic scattering method (MCAS) to solve coupled sets of
Lippmann-Schwinger equations for the α+6He cluster system. The inclusion of high-
energy states in 6He in the calculations leads to the occurrence of high spin states in
10Be at energies larger than 10 MeV.

The influence of different nucleon–nucleon potentials on the structure of bound
and resonant states in 10Be was investigated in Ref. [395] in the framework of a
three-cluster microscopic model (describing the 10Be with a α+α+2n structure). This
allowed to probe the effects due to 8Be and 6He cluster polarization on the structure of
10Be; in particular, cluster polarization increases the attraction between the interacting
clusters, leading to a lowering of energies for bound and resonance states and also to
a reduction of the width of several resonance states.

From the experimental point of view, the spectroscopic factors for five bound states
in 10Be were obtained at ISOLDE via one-neutron transfer reactions (d,t) and (p,d)
in inverse kinematics with the use of a radioactive beam of 11Be [396]. Differential
cross sections were analyzed within the DWBA framework, and the obtained spectro-
scopic factors were compared to values already reported in the literature. The sizable
differences observed with the literature values could be ascribed to the presence of
multi-step processes having a relatively major role at the low center of mass energies
explored in the experiment.

The question of the existence of a possible high spin (6+) member of the molecular
band in 10Bewas investigatedwith a newexperiment inRef. [397]. 6He+4He scattering
data close to 180◦ were obtained in inverse kinematic with a very complex array, made
by ionization chamber and proportional counters, scintillators and silicon detectors,
to face off a series of experimental difficulties due to the presence of background and
to the similarity in energy loss of 6He and 4He particles. The data analysis points
out difficulties in finding a 6+ state at 13.5 MeV previously suggested in Ref. [398];
considering that such a state could decay toward the 6He ground state or to the 6He
first excited state, the work [397] suggests an upper limit �α

�′
α

< 0.017, possibly in
agreement with the small population of such state seen in [398].
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10.5 Clustering in 11Be

The static properties of 11Be were studied in Ref. [399] using AMD+RGM calcu-
lations. The behavior of the molecular σ and π orbitals was reconstructed and the
simulated level scheme closely reproduces the experimental data. The estimated spec-
troscopic factors for low energy states in 11Be match well the experimental results.
Thewave function obtained for the valence neutronwas furthermore used to reproduce
several data (as spectra, triple differential cross sections, andmomentum distributions)
obtained from break-up experiments at intermediate energies.Multi-channel algebraic
method calculations of Ref. [400] describe reasonably the excitation energy spectra of
mirror 11Be and 11C nuclei, by considering respectively the presence of a valence neu-
tron and a valence proton coupled with a mass 10 core. From the analysis, it emerges
a strong role due to the coupling of the valence neutron with the 2+

1 collective state of
the 10Be in describing the positive-parity ground state band in 11Be.

Investigations on the collective rotations of the positive-parity deformed con-
figurations of 11Be were studied in [401] in the framework of a non-adiabatic
coupled-channel formalism and the Berggren single-particle ensemble: the collec-
tive rotation for the ground band is stabilized because of the closure of the � = 0
neutron decay channel and of angular momentum alignment effects. In Ref. [402],
spectroscopic factors of 11Be reported in the literature were investigated in the frame-
work of the Nilsson model, and useful formulas for spectroscopic factors, expressed
in terms of the amplitudes of the deformed wave functions, were reported.

10.6 Clustering in 12Be

12Be plays a key role to disentangle clustering in neutron-rich light nuclei. Its strong
α cluster structure dominates over the effects due to the N = 8 shell closure.

To investigate the cluster nature of 12Be, recent calculations performed using a
wave function of the Tohsaki–Horiuchi–Schuck–Röpke (THSR) type inside the dis-
torted wave impulse approximation (DWIA) formalism for direct reactions, suggested
the possibility of using data of triple-differential cross section of the 12Be(p,pα)8He
knock-out reaction to disentangle the α-cluster amplitude at the nuclear surface of this
beryllium isotope [403]. The behavior of the reduced width amplitudes, the spectro-
scopic factors, and the radii for the ground state and the second 0+ state in 12Be were
theoretically discussed with the AMD and the REM approaches in Ref. [404].

From the experimental side, a series ofmeasurements of the 11Be(d,p)12Be stripping
reaction allowed to explore the structure of low-lying unbound states in 12Be [405]
and the occurrence of intruding phenomena linked with the breaking of N = 8 shell
closure [406]. It was reported for the first time the existence of a resonance at 3.21
MeV, just above the one-neutron separation threshold. A DWBA analysis of angular
distributions and a concurrent inspection of the decay widths allowed to perform a
0− spin-parity assignment for this new state, which would correspond to a 1p-1h
configuration.

A signal of the interplay between collectivity and magicity in 12Be was obtained by
an accurate measurement of the lifetime of its 2+

1 state with the Doppler Shift Atten-
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uation Method (DSAM) [407] with the GRETINA array. The corresponding reduced
transition strength B(E2) = 14.2e2 f m4 is quite large despite the shell closure, and it
is well larger than previously reported values; the comparison with model calculations
clearly indicated a break-down of the N = 8 shell closure.

A detailed investigation of the 4He(8He,4He)8He and 4He(8He,6He)6He reactions
with a gas target and two arrays of segmented silicon detectors is discussed in Ref.
[408]. Angular distributions for both channels show a peculiar pattern indicating the
presence of a broad (≈ 1MeV) Jπ = 4+ state in the 12Be compound nucleus at about
14.5 MeV excitation energy. Such resonance parameters are in agreement with two
center cluster model predictions indicating the occurrence of exotic molecular-like
configurations.

10.7 Some observations

Nearly all recent experiments discussed here agree on the strong presence of cluster-
ization effects in the whole Be isotopic chain, in agreement with the general aspects
already discussed in Sects. 2 and 5. The possibility to organize the level scheme of
8Be and 9Be—thanks to the symmetries due to their dumb-bell structure [382, 383]
points out the need to strengthen the current available spectroscopic information on
such isotopes from the experimental side. In doing such type of investigations, it could
be useful to exploit also the advantages of complete kinematics methods suggested in
[368]. It is worth noting the resolution of the controversy on the spin-parity assignment
of low-lying states in 9Be [384], which gives support to the bands ordering given in
[383]; in this framework, it would be useful to experimentally fix the remaining uncer-
tain assignments on 7/2± states around 12 MeV. On the proton-rich side, the possible
existence of a 3/2+ state 7Be close to the p+6Li threshold is still highly controversial
and should be resolved with new experiments. Concerning the structure of 10Be, the
classification of states in terms of ordinary and molecular bands is now understood
with a general consensus, although some important aspects still need to be clarified,
in primis the existence of high spin (6+, 8+) members in the molecular band that have
been theoretically predicted by algebraic SU(3) calculations. Considering the results
of [397], it is urgent to perform new experiments to inspect the possible decay of
the suggested 6+ state at 13.5 MeV into the 6He(2+) + α decay channel, which is
expected to be dominant with respect to the decay into the 6Hegs + α channel. A
possibility to perform such a complex experiment could come from coupling active
targets with large-area neutron detectors. Dedicated experiments should also be per-
formed to investigate the properties of suggested high-spin molecular-like states in
12Be at energies above 14 MeV.

11 Clustering in Boron isotopes

Recent efforts have been made toward the theoretical study of boron isotopes with
microscopical cluster models. Low-lying resonances in 9B were investigated within
the frameworkof the three-clustermodel and theModifiedHasegawa–NagataPotential
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(MHNP), making use of hyper-spherical harmonics [381]. Within this framework, 9B
is described with a dominant α+α+p configuration, providing evidence for rotational
bands that seem to agree with experimental data, and probing the nature of the first
1/2+ excited state, which is not yet fixed experimentally. An investigation of the first
1/2+ state in 9B is also given in Ref. [409], using the formalism of the THSR wave-
function, which describes cluster-correlated dynamics of valence nucleons. The new
THSR calculations take into account the correlation of the extra-proton and α-clusters,
and are able to reproduce low-lying excited states of 9B observed experimentally.

Clustering in neutron-rich boron isotopes near the dripline has been predicted using
the antisymmetrized quasi-clustermodel (AQCM),which allows utilizing j j-coupling
shell model wave functions as the clusters. The lowest shell model states of 17B have
been described as 8He+9Li cluster configurations [410].

The occurrence of a proton halo in 8B was studied theoretically in Ref. [411] using
an extended version of the THSRwave function, by assuming the ground state of 8B as
made by p+3He+α clusters. Microscopic calculations of the optical potentials needed
to describe elastic scattering and breakup reactions data of 8B on several targets allow
disentangling some details of its nature, including its proton halo coupled with the
7Be core [412].

The structure of 10B is involved in the 6Li(α,γ )10B reaction, which, together with
the 10B(α,d)12C reaction, might offer an alternative path to the traditional triple-α
process in first generation stars. In this framework, the investigation of the α-cluster
nature of 10B and 14N is crucial as it could enhance the rate of this sequence of
reactions. In Ref. [413], the authors perform a comprehensive R-matrix fit of a broad
data set of 6Li(α,γ )10B reaction cross section data to investigate such a possibility.
This work contributed to refining the width of the Ecm = 1200 keV 1+

3 state in
10B, which has an impact in astrophysics. 10B was also the subject of experimental
investigations at the HELIOS spectrometer, exploiting the 10B(p,p’)10B� inelastic
scattering in inverse kinematics [414]. Deriving data provided constraints for ab initio
calculations using realistic nuclear forces. Another indication of the cluster structure
of boron isotopes has been recently obtained using laser spectroscopy techniques to
determine charge radii of 10,11B [415]. The difference in the measured charge radii for
10B and 11B isotopes, 〈r2c 〉11 −〈r2c 〉10 = −0.49(12) fm2, is qualitatively explained by
a possible cluster structure of the boron nuclei and quantitatively used to benchmark
new ab initio nuclear structure calculations using the no-core shell model and Green’s
function Monte Carlo approaches.

For the 11B isotope, the spectroscopic amplitude for the α cluster configuration of
the ground state was determined for the first time by analyzing the α-transfer reac-
tion 7Li(6Li,d)11B reaction with a magnetic spectrograph [416]; the α spectroscopic
amplitudes for the 3S0 and 2D2 components of the 11B ground state are respectively
0.64 ± 0.09 and 0.74 ± 0.09 for the uncoupled case. Other spectroscopic data for
excited states of 11B above the α threshold were recently discussed in Ref. [417] by
analyzing with R-matrix fit the excitation functions of α+7Li elastic and inelastic
scattering and 7Li(α,γ0)11B reaction data; large dimensionless reduced partial widths
θ2α values were reported for the 9.86 and 10.33 MeV states. The presence of clustered
states near the α threshold can lead to an increase of the reaction rates for α-capture
reactions on 7Li that are involved in the nucleosynthesis in first-generation stars.
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Fig. 13 Ground and molecular
bands for the couple of mirror
isotopes 10Be and 10C. On the
right, the positions of relevant
particle-decay thresholds are
shown. Adapted from Ref. [393]

The 10B+n system has been studied via the measurement of charged particles emit-
ted from neutron-induced reactions in the energy regimes from 1 to 20 MeV at Los
Alamos [418]. The spectroscopy of the 11B compound system has been refined via a
comprehensive R-matrix fit of new and previously published differential cross section
data. A comparison is made to the molecular and cluster state candidates observed in
these reactions.

A detailed analysis of differential cross-sectional angular distribution data, involv-
ing stable (11B) and unstable (8,12B) beams on a 9Be target, is described in Ref. [338],
exploiting secondary beams produced by theRIBRAS facility. The authors use an opti-
cal model with theWood–Saxon form factor and the São Paulo potential to investigate
the effect of the cluster configuration in the projectile inelastic excitation, breakup,
and stripping reactions on the quasi-elastic angular distributions.

The investigation of possible α cluster structure in 13B was recently performed at
TRIUMF by studying the resonant elastic scattering 9Li+4He in inverse kinematics,
using a gas target and an array of silicon telescopes [419]. The obtained excitation
functions at some backward polar angles were reasonably reproduced by calculations
from a simplified molecular rotational reaction model and also by optical model cal-
culations. In particular, the agreement with the molecular rotational model predictions
could qualitatively indicate the formation of cluster structure in 13B.

11.1 Some observations

Among all the light elements considered here, boron isotopes are perhaps the ones
for which the onset of possible cluster structures is less known, mainly because of
missing experiments. For example, the position and width of the first 1/2+ excited
state of 9B, which should be the analog of the broad 1.68 MeV state in 9Be, are
still subject to large uncertainties, that need to be clarified. Similarly, some T = 1/2
isobaric analog states are still missing in the 9B scheme, and this is currently a limit in
the unveiling of α+ p +α cluster structures potentially present in 9B and predicted by
theoretical calculations discussed in the previous section; this point would stimulate
new experiments. Further efforts are also required to inspect the onset of clustering
in 12B and 13B; some results of 8,9Li+4He resonant elastic scattering data have been
reported in the literature, but their interpretation is still qualitative and should be
deepened.
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12 Clustering in carbon isotopes

The three-α nature of cluster states in carbon isotopes made their study particularly
interesting in nuclear physics. For example, in recent theoretical calculations per-
formed with AMD [420], the spectroscopic factors of several low-lying states in even
isotopes of carbon (12,14,16,18C) and their neutron skin thickness were determined.
Interestingly, an anti-correlation effect is seen: smaller neutron skin thicknesses are
associated with larger Sα values. The study of matter distribution and the determina-
tion of matter radii for neutron-rich carbon isotopes (14,15,16,17C) was the subject of
several proton+C elastic scattering experiments performed at 700 A.MeV in inverse
kinematics at GSI [421]. The obtained matter radii agree well with theoretical predic-
tions of Ref. [422] and point out the presence of a neutron halo structure for 15C and
of sizable neutron skins for 16,17C.

The occurrence of cluster structures in C isotopes for increasingly large neutron
numbers was investigated with lattice Monte Carlo calculations based on chiral effec-
tive field theory [423]. From the analysis of proton and neutron density distributions
and the geometry of cluster correlations, it was suggested that excited states analog to
the Hoyle state could be found also in 14C and 16C.

12.1 Clustering in 10C

A comprehensive study of 2p+2α correlations with the HIRA array [393] allowed to
determine the decay branching ratios of several excited states in 10C above the proton
threshold into the p+9B, 2p+8Be, α+6Be. The analysis of particle–particle correlation
plots and of the reduced widths of states, coupled with consideration based on the
mirror system 10Be, led to the observation of rotational bands analog to the 10Be case.
In particular, the molecular band built on the second 0+ state in 10C (5.282 MeV)
show a momentum of inertia nearly identical to the 10Be molecular band, underlining
a strong clusterization in such proton-rich nucleus, see Fig. 13. All the members of the
molecular band in 10C have a non-negligible branching toward the democratic two-
proton decay channel, passing through the broad s-wave resonance of 9B. Suggestions
for a strong clusterization in 10C come also from the continuum-discretized coupled
channel analysis of elastic scattering data 10C+58Ni at energies close to the barrier
reported in Ref. [424].

12.2 Clustering in 11C

Two recent experimentalworks explored the structure of 11C above the proton emission
threshold by analyzing the 10B(p,α)7Be reaction at low energies (< 1.5MeV). In Refs.
[425, 426], the Trojan Horse Method was used to determine the reaction cross section
down to astrophysical energies; the resulting data were interpreted with R-matrix fit
and the obtained spectroscopy of unbound states is similar to previous results reported
in the literature (see, e.g. [427, 428]). A direct experiment was also performed in
Toronto and Notre Dame [429], improving the spectroscopy of states in the 8.7–10.7
MeV region of excitation energies in 11C and including the presence of a 5/2− state
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at 9.38 MeV, with a large α0 branching ratio. A recent work studied the breakup
of 11C beams at intermediate energies [430] and reconstructed the excited states in
11C, confirming the existence of the 5/2− state at 9.38 MeV; in agreement with a
previous suggestion made in [431], they indicate that this state could be a member
of the K π = 3/2− band, characterized by a quite large moment of inertia. However,
some uncertainties in the spectroscopy of 11C still persist. In a comprehensive R-
matrix analysis of new experimental data of several p+10B reaction channels, reported
in Ref. [432], only positive-parity states are needed to reproduce the 10B(p,α)7Be and
10B(p,γ )11C in the region from the proton threshold up to ≈ 11.5 MeV excitation
energy. New experiments would help to clarify the situation.

The spectroscopy of higher energy excited states, in comparison with the analog
states in 11B, was explored with an inverse kinematics elastic scattering experiment
in Ref. [433]. Spectroscopic factors of states close to the proton threshold were the-
oretically interpreted by using the shell model embedded in the continuum in Ref.
[434].

12.3 Clustering in 12C

Several recent theoretical works focused on the description of peculiar aspects of the
structure of the ground or excited states in 12C. The structure of the first five 0+ states
was theoretically interpreted with the Bloch-Brink α cluster model, coupled with the
replica exchange Monte Carlo method to sample large Slater determinants [435]. The
analysis of potential energy surfaces as a function of deformation allows to determine
the characteristics of such states; for example, the second 0+ state, built on a shallow
minimum of the potential energy surface, has a gas-like structure, while the fifth 0+
state would show a very pronounced triangular structure with large moment of inertia.
The gas properties of the Hoyle state were also studied with the THSR wave function
in Ref. [436]. States above the Hoyle state were also analyzed in the framework of
the field-theoretical super-fluid cluster model in Ref. [437]: in this model, the 0+

3 and
0+
4 states are interpreted as Zeromode excitations, while the 2+

2 and 4+
1 states are seen

as Bogoliubov-DeGennes vibrations of the Hoyle state. The structure of the negative-
parity 3−

1 and 4−
1 states of 12C was investigated with a container model in Ref. [438]

and, differently from a rigid triangular assumption, a non-localized cluster motion
in the two-dimensional container was clearly seen. The structure of positive-parity
states at low energies has been investigated with no-core shell model calculations in
Ref. [439]. In this model, the Hoyle state can be described through deformed prolate
collective modes rather than vibrational modes, while it is the giant monopole 0+
resonance, lying at higher energies, which resembles the oblate deformation of the
12C ground state. A good reproduction of the spectroscopic properties of 12C was also
obtained in the framework of the energy density functional theory, as discussed in Ref.
[440].

The nature of the first four 0+ states in 12C was inspected in Ref. [441] by studying
the properties of corresponding states in the 13

	 C hypernucleus with an extension of
the THSRmodel. Following the Ikeda rule, all the excited states occur around the cor-
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responding cluster-decay threshold. Furthermore, for the first time in a hypernucleus,
it was predicted the existence of a linear-chain state for the 12C(0+

3 ) in
13
	 C.

Several recently discovered high-energy states in 12C match well the predictions
of the Skyrme model, originally made in Ref. [442], and subsequently extended also
to lower excitation in Ref. [443] by considering the 12C as a deformable body. In
this context, estimates for electromagnetic transition rates were also obtained and
discussed in Ref. [444].

The high-energy isoscalar dipolar excitation of 12C, and in particular the interplay
between the cluster and toroidal natures of such excitations in 12C, was studied with
simulations with the AMD+GCM model in Ref. [445].

From the nuclear reaction side, an effective field theory with next-to-leading order
approximation led to a prediction of the astrophysical factor SE1 for the radiative
capture of α particles by 12C of 59 ± 3 keV b at 300 keV (Gamow peak), a factor ≈
30% smaller than previous estimates [446].

In Ref. [447], it was suggested to use linearly polarized monochromatic beams of
γ rays (available in the next future, e.g., at the ELI-NP facility) to perform nuclear
fluorescence experiments that would be in principle able to discriminate, without
model dependencies, between the various proposed geometric cluster configurations
for 12C: the depolarization ratios that would be obtained experimentally should show
a peculiar pattern for each type of point-symmetry considered in the nuclear molecule.

A big theoretical effort has been made also in the description of cluster effects
in α+12C inelastic scattering collisions, considering also that new data at intermedi-
ate energies were obtained recently at the Osaka University with the Grand Raiden
spectrometer [448]. A detailed comparison of the angular distributions of the α+12C
inelastic scattering toward the yrast 2+

1 state (4.44MeV) and the 2+
2 state at≈ 10MeV

(member of the Hoyle band) shows a “shrinkage” effect of angular distribution that,
in a diffractional fashion, could be attributed to an increased radius for the 2+

2 state;
microscopic calculations allow to estimate, from the data analysis, an enhancement of
the nuclear radius �R ≈ 0.6 to 1.0 fm for the 2+

2 [460].
A theoretical analysis of the nature of the ground and the Hoyle state was recently

discussed in Ref. [449] using Monte Carlo Shell Model (MCSM) calculations in the
framework of unsupervised statistical learning, with the MCSM basis vectors ana-
lyzed with dendrograms. A nice reproduction of quadrupole moments and transition
strengths for the lowermost states of 12C is reported. Interestingly, in this approach, the
Hoyle state appear to be not fully dominated by a cluster structure, but still showing
a residual quantum liquid behavior, with 2/3 vs 1/3 mixing factors.

On the experimental side, 12C structure was the subject of several high-precision
investigations aiming at understanding its cluster structure. Several investigations
involved the study of rare processes in the decay of the Hoyle state. The direct decay
into three α particles was the subject of two high-precision independent experiments
[453, 454] that lowered the upper limit of the direct decay branching ratio to ≈ 0.04%
(95%CL), almost an order of magnitude smaller than previous estimates [456, 458]. A
similar value was obtained in Ref. [451], by analyzing the decay of Hoyle state formed
by the β decay of 12Nwith a TPC; the use of β decay to populate the Hoyle state would
lead to an almost medium-free decay environment. The very low value of the direct
(especially concerning the equal energy decay pattern) to sequential branching ratio
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Fig. 14 Summary of the experiments probing the decay branching ratios of the Hoyle state in 12C. (Left
panel) Direct α-decay branching ratio �3α/�tot from [450] (Smi20), [451] (Bis20), [452] (Ran19), [453]
(Smi17), [454] (Del17), [455] (Mor16), [456] (Ito14), [457] (Ran13), [458] (Kir12), [459] (Man12), [461]
(Rad11), and [8] (Fre14). (Right panel) radiative partial width�rad/�tot from [462] (Kib20), [463] (Obs76),
[464] (Mar76), [465] (Mak75), [466] (Dav75), [467] (Cha74), [468] (Hal64), [469] (See63), and [470]
(Alb61)

restricts the space for the possible description of the Hoyle state as a Bose–Einstein
condensate [453]. These experiments triggered new theoretical works: in Ref. [471]
the effect of Coulomb interaction between the three α particles is included in an R-
matrix formalism to inspect the topological details of the sequential and direct decay
patterns. In particular, it is found that even in a pure sequential decay, some strength
outside the main ridge in the Dalitz plot should be observed. In Ref. [472] detailed
one- and two-dimensional tunneling calculations were performed to obtain theoretical
estimates for the direct versus sequential decay branching ratio, and the obtained value
was more than one order of magnitude lower than the previously reported upper limits.
A new high-precision inelastic scattering experiment had success in further lowering
the direct decay branching ratios down to an upper limit of 0.019% (95% CL) [452].
The availability of high-quality gamma beams and a TPC detection system allowed to
investigate the 12C(γ ,α)8Be reaction [450]; and in particular to find an upper limit for
the partial width of direct decay of the 2+

2 state in 12C, which is considered by several
models to be a collective excitation of the Hoyle state. This value can be transformed,
by calculating penetrability with the WKB approach, into the corresponding direct
decay branching ratio for the Hoyle state itself, resulting in the very small upper limit
of �3α/� = 5.7×10−6, barely possible to be reached with experiments searching for
non-sequential events by directly looking to theHoyle state decay (see Fig. 14 (left) for
a general overview of the values reported in the literature). In a subsequent theoretical
work following the same line [473], the effects of different starting 3α configurations
on semi-classical penetrability calculations were considered in the estimate of direct
decay branching ratios.
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Apart from the direct decay width of the Hoyle state, other decay properties of
this state were recently the subject of experimental investigations, in some cases with
surprising results. For example, a new experiment of triple coincidence proton-γ γ

in p+12C inelastic scattering collisions [462] led to a determination of the radiative
branching ratio �rad

�
= 6.2(6) × 10−4, a factor ≈ 1.5 times larger than the commonly

accepted value derived from several experiments in the 60s and 70s. This value, cou-
pled with a recent re-determination of the E0 branching ratio of the Hoyle state,
reported in Ref. [474], and with the commonly accepted absolute partial width for the
E0 decay (62.3µeV, see [8]), lead to an absolute �rad value that is 34% larger than the
currently adopted value. Since this value directly enters into the triple α reaction rate
calculations, the contribution of the triple α process should be consequently revised.
In Fig. 14 (right) we plot all the determinations of the �rad

�
radiative branching ratios

reported in the literature to now, illustrating the tension between data. A recent exper-
imental investigation of the neutron-assisted triple alpha process was reported in Ref.
[475], using a TPC to track the decay of the Hoyle state in n+12C inelastic scatter-
ing and using the detailed balance theorem. The obtained enhancement factor of the
triple α reaction rate was much smaller than predictions based on Hauser–Feshbach
calculations [476].

In a recent paper [477], a non-zero value of the radiative branching ratio for the
3− state of 12C at 9.64 MeV was reported (1.3 × 10−6); this finding would have
a sizeable effect on the reaction rate for the triple α process in high temperature
(T > 2GK) environments, such as supernova explosions. Non-vanishing values of
branching ratios for radiative transitions in the 9.64 MeV state were reported also in
Ref. [478] using complex multi-detection systems. It is worth noting that in the work
of Ref. [477], a new estimate of the �rad

�
branching ratio for the Hoyle state was also

reported (4.3±0.8×10−4); this value, even if affected by a relatively large uncertainty,
is in agreement with the old estimates and in disagreement with the recent results of
[462], contributing to increase the tension between data.

Another recent aspect of the structure of 12C that was recently investigated con-
cerned the possible existence of an Efimov-like state [479] at energy (7.458 MeV)
slightly smaller than the Hoyle state one. This state would have a strong interest from
the cluster point of view since its triple α structure should be stabilized by the interac-
tions of the unbound α–α subsystem. A dedicated experiment performed with a time
projection chamber to investigate the possible particle decay of such a state, coupled
with previous data coming from γ analysis, excluded its existence with a large con-
fidence level [480]. Another recent experiment, performed with a 4π multi-detector
[481], lead to less sharp conclusions on the existence of an Efimov state in 12C; any-
way, if such a state would exist, the data seem to rule out its sequential decay in favor
of a direct one.

Concerning the properties of other states in 12C, a recent analysis of reorientation
effects in a Coulomb excitation experiment allowed to measure the spectroscopic
quadrupole moment of the 2+

1 , 4.44 MeV state (QS = +0.071(25)eb), confirming the
oblate structure for this state [494]. On the higher energy side, new experiments of
α+12C inelastic scattering and 14C(p,t) reactions, analyzing the ejectile spectra and the
angular distributions of particle decay, unveiled the presence of an excess monopole
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strength at Ex ≈ 9MeV [482] thatwas attributed to the occurrence of a breathingmode
excitation of the Hoyle state. At still higher excitation energies, a revision of the partial
decay widths of the 16.1 MeV 2+ state in 12C was discussed in Ref. [483], as a result
of a re-measurement of the 11B(p,α) reaction. A complete kinematics experiment on
the 11B(p,3α)γ reaction allowed a revision of the �γ partial widths for excited states
in 12C above the α threshold and pointed out the possible existence of a natural parity
state at ≈ 11.8 MeV [484]. The 3α decay of the unnatural parity state, 2− at 16.62
MeV, of 12C was revised in detail in Ref. [485] by a new experiment; contrarily to
previous estimates reported in the literature, the relative orbital angular momentum of
the decay into α+8Be(2+

1 ) was determined unambiguously to be dominantly � = 1,
with an admixture of � = 3.

A recent proton-transfer experiment 11B(3He,d)12C at 25 MeV studied the spec-
troscopic properties of several excited states in 12C up to about 23 MeV excitation
energy [486]. For the state at 20.98 MeV, the Jπ = 3− and T = 0 assignments were
suggested, while for the 22.4 Mev state (Jπ = 5− according to [205], and belonging
to the ground state band as predicted by the ACM) a possible alternative Jπ = 6+
assignment is derived from the DWBA analysis of the angular distribution, even if the
presence of a couple of states with Jπ = 5− and Jπ = 6+ in close vicinity cannot be
excluded. Under this assumption, a state at around 22.4 MeV with Jπ = 6+ could fit
well in the Hoyle band [486].

12.4 Clustering in 13C

Several theoretical works attempted to describe the cluster structure of 13C; this is a
very important topic since this nucleus is the most simple candidate where a triple
α underlying structure can be formed together with extra neutrons. In this frame, an
extension of the symmetry considerations already made with the ACM was recently
reported in Ref. [487]. Rotational and vibrational structures of 13C was here investi-
gated using the symmetries of the D′

3h double group representations. In particular, the

ground band would be characterized by the E (+)
1/2 representation, and would be made

by three members, having K π = 1/2−, 5/2+, 7/2+ and the same moment of iner-
tia. Similar considerations, mutatis mutandis, would holds for the first excited band,
which can be understood with E (−)

1/2 representation. The model predicts also a E3/2
representation that would lead to bands characterized by parity doubling. Tuning a
few parameters, a good reproduction of the level scheme of 13C was achieved, sug-
gesting a new and powerful way to classify the spectroscopy of this important isotope.
A confirmation of the presence of a triangular α structure in the ground band of 13C
was obtained also using the REM method in [488], while some deviations from the
triangular structure are seen for the other excited states (Fig. 15).

Another interesting analysis concerned the study of the structure of 13C states
with the AMD model [502], with the aim of identifying possible states that could
be described as the coupling of an extra-neutron with a Hoyle-like structure. The
detailed analysis of radii, spectroscopic amplitudes, and decay widths obtained in
the calculations pointed out that the second 1/2+ state at 10.996 MeV could be the
Hoyle-analog state in 13C, with a prominent 12C(0+

2 ) ⊗ s1/2 cluster structure.
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Fig. 15 Rotational bands of 13C
predicted by symmetry
considerations in the D′

3h
double group representations, as
suggested in [487]. Green

dashed lines: � = E(−)
1/2 bands.

Blue dash-dotted line: one of the
� = E(+)

1/2 bands. Red dotted
line: Hoyle-like band.
Experimental points are
indicated in different colors.
Adapted from Ref. [487]
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From the experimental point of view, in Ref. [489] new results on α+9Be resonant
elastic and inelastic scattering experiments, obtained at the TTT3 tandem accelerator
in Naples from direct kinematics collisions, were discussed together with previous
results reported in the literature for the 9Be(α,n)12C reactions. A comprehensive R-
matrix fit of data allowed to fix several ambiguities still present in the spectroscopy
of 13C states; the possible existence of two opposite parity K = 3/2 molecular-like
bands, theoretically suggested in [256], was also discussed. It is worth noting that
several states reported in the given level scheme could be allocated into several bands
predicted in [487] from symmetry considerations. A better fixing of unbound excited
state properties in 13C could be obtained in future also using the resonant elastic and
inelastic scattering data 12C(n, n1) recently reported in Ref. [490].

A new experiment of 13C+9Be elastic scattering at bombarding energies ≈ 16
to 19 MeV [491] measured angular distributions at very backward angles, a region
where important elastic α-transfer amplitudes from the projectile can interfere with
the ordinary elastic scattering processes. The analysis of elastic scattering angular
distributions with the Coupled Reaction Channel method allowed to determine the
spectroscopical amplitude, S A = 0.569, for the α+9Be cluster structure of the ground
state of 13C.

12.5 Clustering in 14,15C

14C nucleus has a large interest since the couple of extra neutrons with respect to a
simple 3α configuration can be subject of correlations that could have an influence on
the formation of the molecular orbitals. From the theoretical point of view, the AMD
model was used to pin down the decay properties of possible linear-chain states in
14C above the α+14C energy threshold (12.01 MeV), and two rotational bands with
a pronounced linear-chain configurations were found [492]. The first band is char-
acterized by neutrons forming a π -bond, and the energy position and decay widths
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reported in the literature agree quite well with respect to predictions. The second band
is characterized by neutrons forming a σ -bond and involves states of higher excitation
energies. Interestingly, a peculiarity of this second band is a predicted sizeable branch-
ing ratio into the three-body decay 6He+α+α, which could be therefore considered as
a fingerprint of the formation of the σ -bond in a linear chain. A comparative analysis
between linear chain states associated to σ -bond in the mirror nuclei 14C and 14O was
performed with AMD model in Ref. [493]: the analysis of a Thomas–Ehrman-like
shift effect, the peculiar differences in the �α values and the presence of characteristic
decay patterns can be considered as fingerprints of linear chain molecular structures.
Another study, reported in Ref. [495], investigated with the AMD model the nature
of several excited states in 14C: in particular, it is found that the third 0+ state can
be interpreted as a vibrational mode of a triangular 3α configuration, with a sizeable
monopole transition strength, while the 0+

4 has a pronounced linear chain structure.
From the experimental point of view, after theworkofRef. [496],where the resonant

elastic scattering of 10Be on 4He gas in inverse kinematics was investigated with a
TPC chamber and two states with Jπ = 2+ and 4+ above the α decay threshold
were unambiguously identified, new subsequent experimental results were reported in
Ref. [497] using a 10Be beam impinging on a 4He gas target. The R-matrix analysis of
elastic scattering excitation functions and angular distributions leads to spectroscopical
properties of 14C excited states in the ≈ 14 to 19 MeV range that would strictly
correspond to the ones predicted by AMD for the existence of linear chain states,
giving strong support to this hypothesis.

14C spectroscopy was also investigated by studying 9Be+9Be→ 4He+14C∗ reac-
tions at 45 MeV, sequentially followed by the 4He+10Be decay of the 14C∗ nucleus
[498]. Invariant mass spectroscopy analysis shows the occurrence of two states in
14C at 22.5 and 23.5 MeV. In particular, the state at 22.5 MeV has considerable decay
branching toward 10Be states at excitation energies close to 6MeV, in line with several
predictions for the decay of a linear-chain state based on σ -bond in 14C.

Concerning the 15C nucleus, a theoretical study performed with the MCAS tech-
nique allowed to reasonably reproduce the energy positions and Jπ of low energy
states, and also several total width estimations are not far from the experimental results
[499].

From the experimental point of view, two-neutron removal events were analyzed for
15,16C isotopes [500] with much smaller uncertainties than previous experiments; in
this way, the even-odd staggering of the two-neutron removal cross section, typically
seen for the heavier isotopes of carbon (A = 16–20), was confirmed also for the
lowermost part of the isotopic chain, in agreement with several theoretical calculations
of two-neutron knock-out cross sections.

12.6 Clustering in 16,17C

Recent theoretical investigations of 16C focused their attentionmainly on the existence
of linear-chain structures. In particular, AMD calculations performed in Ref. [501]
indicate that a positive-parity molecular band, built on the 0+

6 state at 16.81 MeV, is
made by states with a linear chain structure, leading to a very large moment of inertia
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(�2/2I = 112 keV). In this case, the valence neutrons occupy the molecular orbitals
(3/2−

π )2(1/2−
σ )2, and the states of the band have large 4He and 6He reduced widths.

Indeed, the occurrence of a large reduced width for the 4He+12Be(2+
1 ) decay of states,

together with the considerations already made on the moment of inertia, is suggested
as a smoking gun proof of the existence of a linear-chain configuration in 16C. In a
subsequent work with the AMD model [503] the existence of an extremely deformed
linear chain state at excitation energies above 30 MeV was discussed; it was pointed
out that in this case the leading structure of states would have the valence neutrons
in the molecular orbitals (1/2−

σ )2(1/2+
σ )2 and a huge moment of inertia (�2/2I = 50

keV). The stability of linear chain configurations for 16C was investigated also with a
3D lattice cranking model in the frame of a covariant density functional theory [504].
It was reported that, at the lowermost angular velocities, the valence nucleons tend
to be in the π molecular orbital, while by increasing the angular velocity, valence
neutrons pass from the π molecular orbital to the σ one, and this would result into a
stabilization of the 3α chain structure.

From the experimental point of view, a new experiment of inelastic scattering of a
16C radioactive beam on a deuterium target at intermediate energies was performed
at HIRFL-RIBLL in China [505, 506]. The sequential decay of excited states of 16C
into 4He+12Be and 6He+10Be was investigated in a complete kinematics experiment
making use of highly segmented hodoscopes (for the detection of decay fragments)
coupled to annular silicon detectors segmented in strips (for the detection of the recoil-
ing deuterons). The energy and angular resolutions of the setup allowed to discriminate
the different Q-value peaks of the triple coincidences d+4He+12Be and d+6He+10Be,
allowing a clean selection of the decay pattern of a given state in 16C. The analysis of
angular correlations determined also the Jπ of the 16.5 MeV state, 0+, in agreement
with AMD calculations that predict such a state as the band-head of a 3α linear chain
band. The energy position of states at larger excitation energies (up to ≈ 29 MeV)
are in reasonable agreement with AMD calculations, and also the AMD predictions
on specific decay patterns due to the presence of the linear chain band are in agree-
ment with the experimental data; these findings would give support to the existence
of a chain structure with valence neutrons in the (3/2−

π )2(1/2−
σ )2 configuration. The

observation of a highly excited state at 27.2 MeV, with a prominent decay branching
into the 6He+10Be∗(≈ 6 MeV) could be in agreement with AMD predictions on the
existence of an exotic linear chain molecular band where valence neutrons occupy the
(1/2−

σ )2(1/2+
σ )2 orbitals.

Concerning 17C, the results of a new one-neutron transfer reaction in inverse kine-
matics were reported in Ref. [507], using the TIARA silicon array and some modules
of the EXOGAMarray. The spectroscopic factors obtained for the ground state and the
first two excited states (at 217 and 335 keV) were compared with several theoretical
predictions; in particular, the 217 keV 1/2+ state, having the valence neutron in the
� = 0 configuration and very low separation energy, seems to be candidate to have a
one-neutron halo structure.
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12.7 Some observations

Carbon isotopes, and among them the very special case of 12C, represent the corner-
stone of clustering studies in light nuclei, with the huge scientific production reported
in the previous section just in the last 5 years. Nevertheless, to our opinion, several
open questions deserve urgent answers from the experimental side. For example, the
tension between the �rad values for the Hoyle state (see Fig. 14) needs to be resolved
as soon as possible with high-precision and low-background experiments, not only
because this quantity is involved in the understanding of the cluster structure in 12C,
but also because of its impact in the astrophysical domain: it enters directly into the
reaction rate calculation (Eq. 13). Further, a better knowledge of the spectroscopy of
high-lying states in 12C would be important to validate the ACM predictions and the
underlying D3h symmetry. On the proton-rich side, the newly discovered 10C molec-
ular band gives support to the occurrence of clustering due to covalent protons and
stimulates further investigations on the same ground of the 10Be case. The situation
is less clear for the 11C case; in particular, the conflicting results obtained in recent
experiments for the spectroscopy of states in the 9–10 MeV region prevent a clear
understanding of the members of the suggested K π = 3/2− molecular band, calling
for new measurements. On the neutron-rich side, it could be interesting to re-organize
all the spectroscopic information of high-lying states in 13C available up to now into
the family of bands suggested by the D3h′ double-group representation. For the even
isotopes 14,16C, strong evidence supporting the occurrence of molecular structures
with a linear α-chain was discussed in the previous section, and this finding would
indicate once more how important is the role played by covalent bonding for the
stability of very exotic shapes.

13 Clustering in Nitrogen isotopes

Some recent experimental data were reported also for the odd-Z nitrogen isotopic
chain. Invariant mass methods have been recently exploited to investigate the two-
proton decay from excited 11N states [393]. In particular, the 3p+2α exit channel
has been considered, alongside data from previously published invariant mass studies
involving inelastic excitation, multinucleon knockout, and neutron pickup reactions.
This analysis shows evidence for a molecular band in 11N built on the second 3/2−
state, which decays by emitting two protons, whose members have been assigned up
to Jπ = 9/2− [393]. These states are found to match their likely analogs in the mirror
nucleus 11Be. Particle-decaying states in 11,12N have also been investigated in Ref.
[508] via invariant mass methods. Analogs of 4p+2α 12O states were found in 12N in
the 2p+10B and 2p+α+6Li channels.

Proton-unbound levels in 12N were investigated using the transfer reaction
14N(p,t)12N, providing decay particle spectra for the populated levels from p0, p1,
and p2 decay [509]. This information is useful to provide inputs to nuclear structure
and decay models in the low-mass region.

A newANCvalue for the 13Ngs →p+12Cwas determined by analyzing the reaction
12C(10B,9Be)13N and including the possibility of having a proton transfer from the
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projectile to the target, or an 3He transfer from the target to the projectile [510].
With such a value the direct contribution to the 12C(p,γ )13N reaction at astrophysical
energy was redetermined, together with an improved description of the parameters
characterizing the resonant part of the S-factor. The resulting reaction rate at T ≤ 0.35
GK is 10% larger than the one recommended in the NACRE II compilation [511].

New spectroscopic data for excited states of 14,15N isotopes above the α thresh-
old were deduced in Ref. [417] by a comprehensive R-matrix fit of experimental
data involving α+10B, α+11B collisions and p+14C and n+14N scattering and charge
exchange reactions data. Some states in both the isotopes show quite large dimension-
less reduced partial widths for the α decay, pointing out the possible occurrence of
clustering effects above the α threshold; the existence of such clustered states leads to
an enhancement of the rates of α-capture reactions on boron isotopes that could have
a sizeable impact in the nucleosynthesis process in first-generation stars.

The multichannel algebraic scattering (MCAS) technique was used to calculate
the spectra of the set of mass-15 isobars, including 15N, seeking for a consistent
Hamiltonian for clusterization with a neutron and a proton separately, coupled to core
nuclei [499].

A microscopic three-cluster model, developed for exotic light nuclei, was recently
applied to 17N, described as two neutrons surrounding a 15N core [358]. This method
allowed to calculate some spectroscopic properties, such as r.m.s. radii and E2 tran-
sition probabilities.

13.1 Some observations

Similarly to the boron case, also nitrogen isotopes are still poorly known from the
point of view of nuclear clustering. It is worth noting the recent comprehensive R-
matrix analysis of α+B scattering and reaction data at low energies, pointing out the
occurrence of states with large α partial widths: among them, a 3− state at 12.689
MeV in 14N almost saturates the α Wigner limit and should deserve some further
investigation. New experiments of this type, also involving unstable boron isotopes,
could help to unveil cluster structures also in very neutron-rich nitrogen isotopes.

14 Clustering in oxygen isotopes

14.1 Clustering in proton-rich Oxygen isotopes

The 11O decay properties were subject of recent investigations [512, 513]; in partic-
ular, in Ref. [513] the partial widths of sequential (11O→ p+10N → p+p+9C) and
simultaneous (11O→ 2He+9C) decay modes were calculated in the frame of a poten-
tial model, and the obtained simultaneous decay width is comparable the sequential
one.

An analysis of the spectroscopy of the proton-rich 12O nucleus was performed
with the invariant mass method using the HIRA hodoscope and knock-out reactions
induced by a radioactive 13O beam on a 9Be target [508]. The second 2+ state at
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4.775 MeV was discovered from the analysis of 2p+10C correlations; furthermore, it
was pointed out that states at higher excitation energies could have a non-negligible
probability of decaying by fission in 6Be+6Be. The obtained experimental data were
compared with predictions of the Gamow Coupled Channel model, describing 12O
as made by two protons interacting with a deformed 10C core [514]. Subsequently,
the effects of two-proton correlations in the decay of proton-rich 11,12O isotopes were
theoretically discussed in Ref. [512] by using a realistic time-dependent approach. In
such isotopes, di-proton and cigar-like structures merge together during the tunneling
phase of the decay; the resulting energy and angular correlations are in agreement with
the experimental ones [528].

Also 13O excited states were investigated experimentally with the HIRA detector,
by looking at particle correlations coming from particle-unbound states populated in
inelastic scattering of 13O beam at about 70 MeV/nucleon. Several high-lying excited
states were observed by analyzing the invariant mass spectra of p+12N and 2p+11C.
Some of these states are not predicted in no-core shell model calculations, while their
energy position and Jπ values seem in agreement with AMD calculations performed
for the mirror nucleus 13B [515] and pointing out the formation of rotational bands
built on molecular-like cluster structures.

The occurrence of linear chain states with π - and σ -bonding at large excitation
energies in 14O was suggested in [493] with the AMD model; a comparison with
analog results for themirror nucleus 14C clearly indicates the presence of the Thomas–
Ehrman shift for the exotic states having the σ -bond linear chain configuration.

14.2 Clustering in 16O

Being a self-conjugate nucleus, 16O attracted a lot of attention during the last 5-
year period. From the theoretical point of view, several works tried to investigate the
structure of 16O in connection with the possible occurrence of clustering effects, even
in its ground state. Hartree–Fock calculations based on the Skyrme energy density
functional, reported in Ref. [516], indicated the presence of a pronounced 4α cluster
structure with tetrahedral symmetry. The same leading symmetry was at the basis
of the ACM calculations of Ref. [517]: evidence of such symmetry is particularly
pronounced from the properties of the ground state band, while it is weaker for the
excited bands A1, E, F2. We recall here that A, E, F (in some text, T = F) indicate
the so-called character of a vibration mode in an object with a given symmetry [168].

Thepossible evolution of cluster configurations in 16O, from themost simpleα+12C
decomposition to a more complex tetrahedral or even condensate structure has been
investigated in the framework of a “container picture” of the nucleus [518, 519]. The
structure of low-lying states in 16O was investigated also by using the Skyrme model
in Ref. [520]; the theoretical level scheme substantially agrees with the data, and the
model point out a tetrahedral structure for the ground state. Interestingly, the model
predicts a structure for the 0+

2 state at 6.05 MeV as the superposition of a tetrahedral
and a square configuration. The effects of stabilization of α cluster tetrahedral 0+
structures occurring in 16O due to the tensor interaction was discussed in Ref. [521];
at relatively large α–α of about 2 fm, the contribution of the tensor interaction to the
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0+ energy (and therefore to the stability of the underlying cluster structure) is not
negligible, being about − 20 MeV.

The AMD-VAP and AMD-GCM calculations reported in Ref. [522] confirm the
presence of tetrahedral 4α and α+12C configurations arising naturally from nucleon
degrees of freedom in the AMDmodel; the ordering of 16O states into rotational bands
having such structures is also discussed. Variation After Projection method was also
applied to investigate the possible formation of linear chain states in 16O at large
excitation energies [523]: the predicted 0+ band-head should have about 33 MeV
excitation energies and the band is predicted to terminate with the Jπ = 6+ state. An
interesting possibility to obtain information on the α cluster arrangement in 16O could
also come from photonuclear reactions; in Ref. [524], the reaction 16O(γ, np)14N
was theoretically investigated with the Quantum Molecular Dynamics approach, and
several multi-particle correlations (e.g. the p, n opening angle or the hyper-radius
distributions) seem to be sensitive to the shape of the 16O target nucleus.

Obviously, the cluster structure of 16O could have a deep impact also in the nuclear
dynamic field, by influencing several aspects of nuclear reactions and decay. For exam-
ple, the spatial manifestation of an α cluster on the surface of 16O was investigated
by interpreting α-transfer angular distributions with DWBA calculations, where the
12C-α wave function of the relative motion wasmicroscopically derived using two dif-
ferent approaches: OCM model and five-body calculations [525]. From calculations,
it was suggested that several details of the wave function can be determined from the
ratio of the first and second maxima of the angular distributions.

Low-energy α+12C elastic scattering collisions can be useful to determine structure
properties of 16O. For example, in Ref. [526], a phase shift analysis of elastic scattering
data in the ≈ 2.5 to 4.0 MeV region with calculations performed with an Effective
Field Theory, allowed to determine the Asymptotic Normalization Constants (ANC)
for the bound states of 16O, which are needed to better understand the details of the
astrophysical important 12C(α, γ ) reaction. Also the new �h method, based on the
complex analysis of the behavior of the denominator of the re-normalized scattering
amplitude [527], allowed to estimate the ANCs for the ground state and the second 0+
state in 16O. Two different methods of analytical continuation of the scattering data
were implemented in Ref. [529], and the correspondingly determined ANC range of
values for the 0+

2 state in 16O was discussed. Resonances in α+12C elastic scattering
data were analyzed in terms of the Jost functions method in Ref. [530]. α+12C elastic
scattering data at higher energies (13-60 MeV) were described by using a realistic
double-folding potential in Ref. [531]; to simultaneously describe the elastic scattering
angular distributions and the existence of rotational bands in 16O, it was needed to add
a dynamical polarization potential to the bare folding potential.

On the nuclear astrophysical side, the Cluster Effective Field Theory was used to
determine the astrophysical factor for the radiative proton capture by 15N, passing
through some low-energy resonances in 16O [532]; even if the zero-energy astrophys-
ical factor is close to the extrapolations based on R-matrix analysis of experimental
data, the resonance parameters obtained by the EFT approach are, for some cases,
quite different from the R-matrix one.

Isoscalar monopole and dipole excitations of 16O were studied within the AMD
framework in Ref. [533]; sizable transition strengths for such modes were found
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at energies lower than the giant resonance region, and some peculiar dipolar mode
appears at low energy (as the vortical mode for tetrahedral 4α structure in the 1−

1
state). A comparison of AMD calculations to experimental data of elastic and inelas-
tic α+12C data is reported in Ref. [534] with a detailed discussion of the isoscalar
dipole and monopole excitations for the 1−

1 state and the second and third 0+ states in
16O.

Effects of clusterization in 16O can also be observed by analyzing collective flow
parameters obtained in heavy-ion collisions at Fermi energies [535] and also at the
ultra-relativistic regime [536], where it seems possible, in central collisions, to distin-
guish between the occurrence of a tetrahedral α-cluster structure with respect to an
ordinary soft-sphere.

From the experimental point of view, in the last 5 years, there was a considerable
interest toward the search for a possible state in 16O with properties analog to the ones
of the Hoyle state in 12C. By fulfilling the Ikeda rule, such state should be located
close to the 4α disintegration threshold (i.e., 14.44 MeV), and in fact the largest part
of the experimental investigations focused their attention in that energy region. In Ref.
[537] the inelastic scattering of 200 MeV α particles on 16O was investigated at 0◦ by
using the K600 magnetic spectrometer at iThembaLab; the decay products (protons
and αs) coming from the decay of unbound states in 16O were detected by an array
of silicon detectors. The detailed study of angular correlations pointed out for the first
time the existence of a previously unresolved state at ≈ 15 MeV, very close in energy
to the sixth 0+ state at about 15.1 MeV, which was considered by several theoretical
works as the analog of the Hoyle state. The presence of the close-lying state at smaller
energy allows to solve previously reported inconsistencies in the width of the states in
the 15 MeV region; in particular, the value of the total width determined for the sixth
0+ state is slightly smaller than previously published values, and therefore in better
agreement with the presence of a long-lived structure predicted for a Hoyle-like state.

Another experiment, performed in inverse kinematics by colliding a 20Ne beam on
a 4He gas target [538], studied the multi-particle correlations in 4α events. Despite the
limited statistics and energy resolution, the decay patterns of a state at 15.2MeV,which
could correspond to the 0+

6 state of 16O, were determined experimentally. In particular,
they found that, despite the large statistical uncertainties, the decay probabilities of
this state toward the 8Be+8Be channel versus the 4He+12CHoyle channel are almost
equal, in qualitative agreement with the hypothesis of a pronounced 4α structure for
this state. However, more recent results obtained from a complete kinematics inelastic
scattering α+16O experiment [539], allowing to populate states in 16O at energies
above the 4α threshold and to perform many-particle correlations in 5α events, only
hardly populated the 15.1 MeV state, making difficult to extract the properties of such
state despite the noticeable performances (in terms of energy resolution and efficiency)
of the experimental setup. The hunt for the analog of the Hoyle state in 16O is therefore
still open.

New results fromα transfer experiments populating several 16Obound and unbound
states were discussed in Ref. [540]. The spectroscopic amplitudes for the transitions
toward the states at 0, 6.05+6.13, 6.92, 7.13, 10.34 MeV, and the ANC values for
16O bound states, were obtained in the framework of the Coupled Reaction Channel
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approach, typically used in above-barrier transfer reactions where break-up effects
can be present.

A detailed analysis [541] of elastic scattering angular distributions (including back-
ward angles) at bombarding energies ≈ 100 to 300 MeV with Coupled Reaction
Channel method, inspected the possibility of interference between direct elastic scat-
tering and elastic transfer amplitudes, by considering a leading cluster nature of 16O as
α+12C, with the 12C in the ground state or in the excited state at 4.44 MeV. Clustering
description of the wave functions of colliding 12C and 16O nuclei was used in the study
of supernumerary bows in the analysis of angular distributions for 16O+12C inelastic
scattering events [542].

14.3 Clustering in neutron-rich Oxygen isotopes

The spectroscopy of low-energy states of neutron-rich oxygen isotopes 18−23O was
theoretically predicted using ab initio no core shell model and the inside-nonlocal
outside-Yukawa (INOY) interaction in Ref. [543]; in this frame, the INOY interaction
allows to get the effects of three-body forces without the need of explicitly adding
them in the model. Neutron-neutron correlations in the decay of the very neutron-rich
26O were theoretically discussed in Ref. [512] by using a realistic time-dependent
approach.

Concerning 17O, the MCAS method was combined to a vibrational model [544] to
describe the spectroscopy of low-lying states in 17O and the elastic scattering n+16O
data down to almost zero energy (≈ 1 keV). In Ref. [545], spectroscopic amplitudes of
17O states were calculated with the shell model and included in the complex coupling
scheme of a two-neutron transfer reaction involving 13C and 18O.

The spectroscopic factors Sα for the cluster decomposition of 17O in α+13C were
experimentally determined in Ref. [546] by analyzing, with the Coupled Channel Born
Approximation technique, the angular distributions of the 13C(11B,7Li)17O α-transfer
reaction at 45 MeV. Interestingly, the largest Sα values are seen for the sub-threshold
1/2+ state at 6.356 MeV, being 0.39 or 0.72, depending on the number N of nodes
present in the radial wave functions. The obtained Coulomb-modified ANC values are
however weakly dependent on N , and are in agreement with previous values reported
in the literature. It is worth noting that the accurate knowledge of this ANC value is
important for the careful determination of the rate of the astrophysically important
13C(α,n)16O reaction at very low energies [547].

Also the 18O isotope has been the subject of recent investigations.AMDcalculations
pointed out the possible existence of several different types of clustering phenomena
in such a nucleus, going from the more common (and compact) α+14C configuration
to the α+12C+2n configuration in the σ orbit, up to the presence of linear 4α chain
structures at very large excitation energies, with a huge moment of inertia [548]. It was
also shown that the cluster states with the α+12C+2n configuration should preferen-
tially decay by emitting 6He. In another work based on AMD [562], it was pointed out
that the monopole and dipole transitions between 0+ and 1− states are enhanced when
stateswith a pronouncedα+14C cluster configuration are involved,while they aremore
suppressed when the molecular-like 0+

4 state, of the type α+12C+2n, is involved. Low-
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energy dipole excitations were discussed in [549] with the β-AMD+K-VAP model; it
was suggested also that the second 1− state in 18O could have a pronounced α+14C
cluster structure. An interesting study, performed with the OCM, compared the 0+
energies for bound and unbound states (above the α threshold) in the mirror couple
of nuclei 18O and 18Ne; the reduction of the Coulomb energy shift for states above
the threshold, originated by the cluster structure in 18C, has some traits similar to the
Thomas–Ehrman shift effect seen for the s1/2 analog states in 17O (0.871 MeV) and
17F (0.495 MeV) [564].

From the experimental point of view, new data on excited states of 18O in the 7–
19 MeV region were obtained in a multi-nucleon transfer experiment [550], and the
branching ratios of α decay of several observed states were deduced by performing
missing-mass and invariant mass analyses of experimental data. The study of the
angular correlation for the decay of the 10.28 MeV state confirmed the 4+ assignment
previously done in the literature with resonant elastic scattering data. The good energy
resolution achieved in the experiment allowed to resolve two states in the region of
11.7 MeV excitation energy, where the presence of the 6+ member of the positive-
parity α+14C cluster band was suggested by several theoretical calculations and also
by previous resonant elastic scattering experiment [551]; a 6+ assignment for the
observed 11.72 MeV state would lead to a very large dimensionless reduced partial
width θ2α � 0.56, in agreementwith the presence of a cluster state.Another experiment,
making use of the Munich Q3D spectrometer coupled with high segmentation solid
state detectors, investigated the α decay branching ratio of 18O states populated with
the 12C(7Li,p)18O reaction [552]. The analysis of the so-called “Catania plots” [156]
permits to discriminate carefully the α decay events from the others, thus allowing the
determination of the α decay branching ratios. The very small experimental values
of the dimensionless reduced partial widths θ2α observed for several states that were
suggested to be members of the second and fourth 0+ states in 18O make it difficult
to confirm the existence of such cluster bands. A subsequent work [553] determined
also the neutron and gamma branching ratios, confirming the small θ2α values in the
whole excitation energy region ≈ 7 to 16 MeV, with the exception of two 6+ states at
11.7 MeV (in agreement with the findings of [550] discussed before) and 12.56 MeV.
Further experimental investigations are therefore needed to clarify the existence of
cluster bands in 18O.

14.4 Some observations

16O has had a special role in nuclear cluster physics since its beginnings [30]. From
a theoretical point of view, several models agree on the occurrence of a tetrahedral
α structure for this self-conjugate nucleus even in its ground state. The situation is
however less clear from the experimental point of view: a good number of experimental
stateswouldmatch the Jπ sequences predicted byACMby assuming the Td symmetry,
but further data would be very useful to fix better this hypothesis. The question of the
existence of a “Hoyle-like” state in 16O close to the 4α threshold is still open: despite
the recent experimental efforts discussed in the above section, the small yields observed
at 0◦ for 0+ states at around 15MeV populated with α inelastic scattering events, make
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very difficult to study the properties (decay pattern, widths) of such states, and call for
new experiments performed, for example, with active target systems. Concerning the
other isotopes of oxygen, it is interesting to underline the recent theoretical suggestion
of a Thomas–Ehrman-like effect in states of mirror nuclei involving oxygen isotopes
that could be useful as a guidance to unveil exotic molecular configurations due to
α clustering. Unfortunately, from the experimental point of view, the occurrence of
cluster bands in 18O is still far from being understood: the recent high-resolution
experiments indicate serious difficulties in revealing several members of themolecular
bands. Considering the excellent performance obtained in such experiments, it is hard
to imagine that new experiments could shed further light on this problem; perhaps we
have to rethink from the basis some hidden aspects of 18O structure.

15 Clustering in Fluorine isotopes

The level scheme of low-energy states in the chain of fluorine isotopes 18−24F was
theoretically predicted by ab initio no-core shell model calculations in Ref. [543].

The spectroscopy of 19F states above the α decay threshold was specifically stud-
ied in recent times by various resonant elastic scattering experiments. The derived
resonance parameters can have an impact on the determination of several reaction
rates involved in the fluorine nucleosynthesis in stars; this a question still debated in
nuclear astrophysics (see, e.g. [554, 555]).Afirst experiment, performedwith theTTIK
method at LNS-Catania, reported new data for elastic scattering excitation functions of
α+15N at several angles in the domain of excitation energy Ex ≈ 5.5–9.5 MeV [556].
Such data, together with data of p+18O previously published in the literature, were
analyzed by performing a comprehensive R-matrix fit; the obtained dimensionless
reduced partial widths for α decay show very large values for several states, pointing
out the occurrence of strong clustering phenomena. Further, the existence of a new
high-spin state (13/2+, 9.374 MeV) was suggested.

Since the structure of states very close to the α threshold in 19F was still debated,
a new experiment of TTIK resonant elastic scattering [557] was optimized to obtain
the excitation functions in the Ex ≈ 5.2–5.7 MeV region, uncovered by previous
experiments both in direct and indirect kinematics. From the R-matrix analysis of data,
the emergence of clustering in 19F states at an energy close to the threshold is clearly
seen. The near-threshold states of 19F at 5.333 MeV (1/2+) and 5.488 MeV (3/2+)
appear as spin–orbit partners coming from the coupling of the (1/2−) ground state of
15N core with a p-wave relative motion of an α cluster. Furthermore, a comparison
with near-threshold states in 20Ne with prominent α+16O configuration point out the
strong similarities of α cluster structure between the two nearby 19F, 20Ne nuclides. A
subsequent R-matrix re-analysis of α+15N scattering data, based on the previous work
and also to other literature data, reported a detailed revision of the spectroscopy of 19F
above the α threshold [558] and some previous high-spin assignments of Ref. [556]
were changed. The new level scheme so obtained for 19F was used as a starting input
to perform R-matrix fit of the α+15O elastic scattering literature data [559] involving
the mirror 19Ne compound nucleus.
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15.1 Some observations

The involvement of near-threshold states in 19F in reactions useful to explain the
fluorine nucleosynthesis in stars led to recent experimental efforts in determining the
spectroscopic parameters of such states from R-matrix analysis of compound nucleus
reaction data. Since states with sizeable α-cluster structures have been seen close to
the threshold, it could be interesting to deepen their spectroscopical characteristics
also by invariant mass analysis of correlated α+15N fragments emitted in heavy-ion
collisions at intermediate energies. In general, however, the occurrence of clustering
in unstable fluorine isotopes is poorly known, and this would call for detailed studies
both theoretically and experimentally. In particular, special attention should be given
to the 18F isotope that, similarly to 19F, has |Qα| = 4.415 MeV, well lower than its
one-nucleon separation energy (5.607 MeV): this peculiar trend of energy thresholds
could signal the occurrence of cluster structures in this proton-rich isotope.

16 Clustering in neon isotopes

16.1 Clustering in proton-rich Ne isotopes

The spectroscopy of states above the α threshold (|Qα| = 3.528 MeV) in the 19Ne
proton-rich isotope has a large interest since the properties of such states can strongly
determine the behavior of the astrophysically important 15O(α, γ )19Ne reaction. This
reaction is in fact involved in accreting neutron star processes leading to huge energy
emission through X-ray burst (see also, e.g., [560]). Information on resonance posi-
tions, spin-parity assignments and partial width determination can be obtained by
analyzing α+15O elastic scattering excitations functions, and this has been recently
accomplished and discussed in Ref. [559]—thanks to an inverse kinematic experi-
ment. The R-matrix fit of the excitation function at 180◦ in the center of mass points
out the need of including seven new states never reported before; such new states have
a correspondent partner in the mirror nucleus 19F. The values of θ2α reported for states
at the lowermost energies are quite large (e.g. 0.98 for the 5.704 MeV, 5/2− state),
and large θ2α values are seen also for states above the proton threshold Sp = 6.410
MeV, pointing out the occurrence of α clustering in 19Ne in a wide energy domain.

As discussed in the previous paragraph, in Ref. [558] the revised spectroscopy of
the mirror nucleus 19F was used as starting input for the R-matrix fit of α+15O elastic
scattering data of Ref. [559]. As a result, some Jπ assignments, previously performed
in [559], especially at the highest energies, were changed and several new resonances,
with �α values typically smaller than the ones of [559], were reported.

A potential model calculation of energy shifts between levels in the mirror nuclei
19Ne,19F shows an interesting change of sign if one considers single-particle states or
cluster states; such behavior, which seems to be present also in the experimental data,
could represent a new way to probe the single-particle versus cluster nature of a given
state. Finally, in a recent theoretical work [561] the shifted Deng-Fan potential was
used to reproduce the rotational bands with α+15O cluster structure; in the frame of
this local cluster potential model, the calculated lifetimes for the 7/2− and 9/2− states
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at 4.14 and 4.20 MeV (14.3 and 35.8 fs, respectively), involved in the 15O(α, γ )19Ne
reaction, agree well with experimental data.

Very recent data on α clustering in the 18Ne isotope have been obtained, thanks
to the analysis of a 14O+4He resonant elastic scattering experiment, performed with
the TTIK method and the TexAT active target device [563]. Several states in the
excitation energy window 8-17 MeV show reduced partial widths γ 2

α larger that 10%
of the Wigner limit; three of them are at or above the Wigner limit. In general, a
good correspondence with states in the mirror nucleus 18O was found. A possible
superradiance mechanism, conceptually similar to the quantum optics superradiance
effect, was suggested in Ref. [565] to explain the existence of highly clustered states
in 18Ne and 18O.

16.2 Clustering in 20Ne

The old suggestion of the formation of a bipyramidal structure of 5α particles in 20Ne,
and the corresponding D3h symmetry, was recently re-considered in the theoretical
frame of the ACM.A reasonable description of form factors, radii and electromagnetic
transition rates and moments for 20Ne was obtained. Interestingly, all the nine normal
vibrational modes predicted by applying the D3h symmetry to the bipyramid structure
seem to occur in the known experimental level scheme, giving support to this model
[566]. The structure of 20Ne was also interpreted in the frame of a quartet model in
Ref. [567], and good agreement with experimental data was found. In this model, it
is supposed that, for a nucleus made by a doubly magic core plus a quartet of valence
nucleons (2p+2n), the quartet intrinsic wave function would change its nature from a
shell model configuration to a pure cluster configuration when a fixed critical radius
is overcome.

The presence of cluster configurations in low positive and negative parity states in
20Ne was discussed with the energy density functional theory in [568]; the K π = 0±

1
opposite parity bands are well reproduced by the calculations, and also the transition
probabilities within a band (E2) and between the bands (E3) reasonably reproduce the
experimental data. A good description of the B(E2 ↓) reduced transition strengths for
the K = 0+

1 band is obtained also with a local potential cluster model in Ref. [569].
The evolution of clustering in 20Ne at finite temperatures was studied in [570]

with the Relativistic Hartree–Bogoliubov theory; in particular, the presence of pairing
effects at finite temperature delays the dissolution of cluster structures up to the critical
temperatures for the shape phase transition of 20Ne.

Different cluster vibration modes at low energies have been studied in the frame-
work of the relativistic energy density functional in Ref. [571]. The instability toward
particle emission in highly excited 20Ne nuclei formed in heavy-ion reactions, with
the consequent emission of intermediate mass fragments and clusters, was investi-
gated with the quantum mechanical fragmentation theory in Ref. [572]. In the high
energy domain, new theoretical investigations of α particle knock-out induced by fast
protons were reported in Refs. [573, 574]; the analysis of experimental data of the
energy sharing distribution with Distorted Wave Impulse Approximation calculations
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coupled to structure models would represent a useful tool to probe α clustering effects
in the surface of the target.

Effects of clustering in the inelastic scattering of protons and α particles on 20Ne
were studied with the VAP+AMD model in Ref. [575]. Here, the K π = 0±

1 bands are
predicted to have α+16O structure, while the K π = 2− band has a pronounced 12C+2α
structure. The comparison of calculations with experimental inelastic scattering data
indicates the possible mixing of the K π = 0−

1 cluster component in the 3−
1 state,

member of the K π = 2− band. The determination of the overlap between the α+16O
cluster configuration and the wave function of states in 20Ne was calculated, for the
first time, in the ab initio symmetry-adapted no-core shell model [576]. The deduced
�α of the lowermost 1− resonance in 20Ne is in good agreement with experimental
data; ANC values for the ground state and the 4+

1 state close to the α threshold were
deduced for the first time in a no-core shell model calculation. Such theoretical values
were used to calculate the reaction rate of the 16O(α, γ )20Ne in the temperature range
T = 1–10 GK.

From the experimental side, a new experiment of α+16O resonant elastic scattering
in inverse kinematics was performed in Astana [577]; excitation functions in the Ex �
5.5–9.6 MeV were reported at several angles in the center of mass, from θcm = 107◦
to θcm = 172◦. A R-matrix fit of data allowed an accurate determination of the energy
position and widths of the very broad 0+

4 and 2+
4 α cluster states at about 8.77 and

8.79 MeV. To describe their pronounced clustering nature, such states must include
configurations from the f p shell and from higher oscillator shells, and this is still a
puzzling question since such contributions are predicted to be very small below 15
MeV excitation energy from the traditional shell model Hamiltonian.

The spectroscopic properties of natural parity states in 20Ne were investigated also
in Ref. [231] by studying low-energy 19F(p,α)16O reactions leading to the 16O in the
ground state (α0 channel) or in the first excited 0+ state (απ channel). A comprehensive
R-matrix fit of such reaction data and of p+19F elastic scattering data allowed a revision
of resonance parameters in the excitation energy region Ex � 13–16 MeV, and a
better determination of the reaction rate down to astrophysical energies for both the
19F(p,α)16O reaction channels studied. In particular, a 2+ state at 13.095 MeV, which
was suggested to have a strong α+16O(0+

2 ) configuration [578], can contribute to
enhancing the reaction rate of the απ channel in the T ≈ 0.2–0.3 GK domain.

16.3 Clustering in neutron-rich Ne isotopes

For the isotopic chain 20−30Ne, the structural properties and their evolution with the
mass number were investigated with ab initio calculations using no-core shell model
and projected GCM approaches [579].

Concerning the cluster structure of 21Ne, its energy level scheme (and also the one of
themirror nucleus 21Na)was analyzed in termsof theCluster ShellModel inRef. [580].
In this approach, the intrinsic states of 21Ne are calculated by solving the Schrodinger
equation for a potential having the structure of a bi-pyramid, as predicted by the
ACM for the self-conjugate 20Ne core. Several particle and hole bands experimentally
observed can be described by the CSM calculations. However, states in a bi-pyramidal
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potential are expected to have characteristics similar to those of states determined from
an ellipsoidal potential with the Nilsson model. In this context, it is very important
to investigate peculiar features of vibrational bands: for a bi-pyramid potential, one
would expect nine vibration modes, while in the ellipsoidal potential, one expect
three vibration modes (β, single degenerate and γ , double degenerate). Two of these
vibrational bands are clearly seen in the experimental data, the K π = 3/2+ (with
band-head at 5.549 MeV) and the K π = 3/2+ (with band-head at 5.826 MeV); since
with the Nilsson model, we expect a single beta vibration band with K π = 3/2+, the
experimental data give support to the clustered view of the 21Ne structure.

From the experimental point of view, the spectroscopy of α unbound states in 21Ne
was investigated by a novel resonant elastic scattering experiment of 17O+4Hewith the
Inverse Kinematic Method [581]. The excitation functions obtained at several angles
cover the excitation energy region Ex ≈ 9−12MeV. A comprehensive R-matrix fit of
data allowed determining the parameters for 35 states of the 21Ne compound nucleus.
The occurrence of a very broad 5/2+, � = 0 state at � 11 MeV, with a pronounced
α structure, was reported from the analysis, pointing out that the occurrence of broad
cluster states is not a trait specific of self-conjugate nuclei, but can occur also in
non-self-conjugate ones. Furthermore, the determination of the �α decay widths for
states close to the α threshold is of importance to refine the rate determination of
the 17O(α,n)20Ne reaction, involved in the nucleosynthesis based on s-process inside
fast-rotating massive stars at low metallicity [582].

16.4 Some observations

The known level scheme of 20,21Ne seems to fit well the predictions based on ACM
and CSM models, predicting a trigonal bipyramid of α particles as the leading cluster
structure. This represents an interesting starting point to deepen the structure of all
Ne isotopes. Some open questions that could be addressed in future would concern
the nature of very broad cluster states seen at relatively low excitation energies in
20Ne; indeed, the occurrence of very broad states was reported also in 21Ne, and
it could be interesting to see if similar states are present in other Ne isotopes. The
19−22Ne isotopic chain is characterized by quite low |Qα| values, and such values are
smaller than the one-nucleon separation energy (with the exception of 21Ne, where
the two values differ for just ≈ 0.5 MeV): this fact could qualitatively indicate the
presence of sizable cluster structures, and would suggest new experiments to explore
them. Finally, the spectroscopy of states very close to the α threshold in 19Ne would
deserve some additional investigations because of their strong involvement in the
astrophysically important 15O(α, γ )19Ne reaction. Also in this case, apart from the
“more conventional” compound nucleus reactions already used in the literature, it
could be interesting to study the invariant mass spectroscopy of α+15O fragments
produced in heavy-ion collisions and to analyze the decay patterns of the observed
resonances: new-generation multi-detector arrays ( HiRA, FAZIA, CHIMERA, etc.)
can safely identify in charge and mass the 15O among the other oxygen isotopes,
allowing to perform such type of studies.
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17 Conclusions

In this review article, we discuss some aspects of the formation of α-clusters in light
nuclei. In the first part of the work, we describe in detail the historical evolution of
cluster models for the description of the structure and dynamics of nuclei. In this
context, we evidence the logical development leading to the introduction of cluster-
ing in nuclear physics, its strong connections with other branches of knowledge, the
strenuous efforts made to investigate experimentally the spectroscopy of light nuclear
systems, and even some unconventional biographical traits of the first pioneers of this
field, with the hope that they could serve as an introduction for more accurate and
more extensive historical works. Then, we examine several classes of models, which
try to describe the cluster structure of light nuclei; to this end, we point out both their
strength points and limits. In detail, we describe the principles on the basis of: (i)
microscopic models (RGM, GCM, OCM); (ii) the quartet model for the description of
high-energy excitations in self-conjugate nuclei; (iii) the development of Molecular
Dynamics models and their applications both to structure and dynamics calculations;
(iv) the deformed Harmonic Oscillator model predictions; (v) the development of
Algebraic Cluster models and their symmetry implications. Subsequently, we discuss
the implication of clustering in nuclei in the nuclear astrophysics context, with par-
ticular emphasis on the structure of the Hoyle state in 12C and its implications in the
triple-α process, which is crucial to the production of carbon in red giant stars. In Sect.
5, we give an overview of the formation of molecular-like states in light nuclei due
to strong α-clustering effects in non-self-conjugate systems, a part of nuclear physics
that shines for its strong connections with molecular physics and physical chemistry,
emblematic of the countless contacts that nuclear physics research activities pursued
with other research fields (not only in physics).

In Sect. 6,wediscuss several experimental techniques adopted to probe clustering in
light nuclei, with particular emphasis on formation experiments, where a compound
nucleus is formed, and production experiments, typically involving direct reaction
mechanisms,where clustering is studied from the decay properties of reaction products
by means of correlation techniques. An overview of the main theories describing the
mechanisms at the basis of both the techniques and typical applications to study
clustering in light nuclei has been also discussed.

Then, in the last part of the article, we go through a large series of theoretical and
experimental works, published in the 5-year period 2017–2022, discussing general
properties of clustering in light nuclei or specific clustering effects present on a given
isotope. We decided to order all the data for nuclides going from Helium to Neon
isotopes in separated subsections, believing that this choice would make more fluid
the reading. The extremely large bibliography associated with this section (about 300
works) points out the excellent “health conditions” of this sector of nuclear physics.
This was certainly due to the availability of new radioactive beams, the development of
very refined detection setups with cutting-edge performances, the implementation of
powerful analysis programs, and the strong evolution and enhancement of theoretical
models. In addition, we should not forget that the glowing conditions of nuclear cluster
physics are mainly due to the strong work of the researchers involved in this research
field.
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As a short summary of such a huge work, it appears evident the strong theoretical
effort to try to describe, in a coherentway and starting byfirst principles, the occurrence
of clustering in light nuclei and the possible implications that symmetries could have
on particular geometrical configurations of the α-clusters. Furthermore, we assisted to
a “rush” in performing high-precision experiments designed to unveil rare processes
involving cluster structure of nuclei (a typical example is given by 12C properties).
Also the research on the spectroscopy of nuclear states that, at least for light nuclei,
seemed to be a bit abandoned during the final part of the 20th century, had an explosion
in recent times because of its fundamental importance to understanding α-clustering in
nuclei. Despite the strong progress made in understanding the clustering properties of
nuclei, several questions remain still open in this research field. Among them, a general
reconciliation of the large number ofmodels toward amore unifying view of clustering
in light nuclei; the resolution of several tensions present in experimentalmeasurements
of spectroscopical quantities having an impact both on nuclear clustering and nuclear
astrophysics; the occurrence of boson condensation in nuclei triggered by α-cluster
structures; a comprehensive understanding of the level scheme of light nuclei and
their collective excitations. We believe that they will be surely at the basis of further
investigations in the next decades.
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